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 Résumé : Nos travaux s’orientent vers les 
problèmes de réseaux sans fil liés à la coexistence 
des communications machine-to-machine (M2M) et 
humain-humain (H2H). On souhaite souligner 
l'impact mutuel entre les trafics M2M et H2H dans un 
contexte d’Internet des objets (IoT, Internet Of 
Things) en particulier lors des catastrophes. Les 
communications M2M, qui devraient connaître une 
croissance exponentielle dans un avenir proche, 
constitueront un facteur important pour affecter tous 
les réseaux mobiles. On prévoit un grand nombre 
d'appareils M2M qui entraînera inévitablement des 
problèmes de saturation et aura des impacts 
remarquables sur les trafics, les services et les 
applications M2M et H2H. Pour étudier les influences 
mutuelles M2M et H2H, nous développons un 
nouveau modèle Markovien à temps continu (CTMC) 
pour simuler, analyser et mesurer les différentes 
stratégies d'accès aux réseaux sans fil. Notre 
modèle nous a permis de contourner certaines 
limitations des simulateurs professionnels de LTE-A  
 
 
 
 
(Long Term Evolution-Advanced) comme SimuLTE 
en terme d’un nombre massif d'appareils M2M, une 
flexibilité de certains paramètres ou pour élaborer 
plus des outils statistiques. Lors d’un sinistre et suite 
à un énorme nombre de M2M souhaitant accéder 
aux réseaux sans-fil, nous avons constaté un 
épuisement rapide de la bande passante allouée 
dans les réseaux LTE-M : Long Term Evolution for 
Machines) ou Narrow Band for IoT (NB-IoT). Pour 
résoudre ce problème, nous proposons une nouvelle 
approche appelée Adaptive eNodeB (A-eNB) pour 
les réseaux LTE-M et NB-IoT. Selon nos simulations, 
l’A-eNB peut résoudre progressivement le problème 
de surcharge tout en assurant une satisfaisante 
qualité de service (QoS) pour le trafic H2H. Avec le 
concept d’A-eNB, un réseau LTE-M pourra adapter 
ses ressources pour faire face à une augmentation 
progressive du nombre de connexions M2M 
accédant au réseau LTE-M / NB-IoT et en même 
temps réduire l'impact sur le trafic H2H.  
 
 
Title: Machine-to-Machine Communication Congestion Mechanism 
Keywords : LTE-A, LTE-M, NB-IoT, M2M, H2H, CTMC 
Abstract: This Ph.D. work aims to study the 
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) congestion overload 
problem and the mutual impact among M2M and 
Human-to-Human (H2H) traffics in IoT (Internet of 
Things) environments specifically during disaster 
events. M2M devices with their expected exponential 
booming in the near future, will be one of the 
significant factors to influence all mobile networks. 
Inevitably, the expected huge number of M2M devices 
causes saturation problems, and leads to remarkable 
impacts on both M2M and H2H traffics, services and 
applications. To study the M2M and H2H mutual 
influences, we create a new platform model based on 
Continuous-Time Markov Chain (CTMC) to simulate, 
analyze and measure radio access strategies due to 
the limitations of existing Long Term Evolution-
Advanced (LTE-A) simulators (i.e, SimuLTE)  
in term of massive M2M devices, parameter flexibility 
and statistical tools. Additionally, during disaster 
events, a fast bandwidth depletion of the limited 
bandwidth assigned to M2M devices in Long Term 
Evolution for Machines (LTE-M) and Narrow Band 
for IoT (NB-IoT) networks is expected due to the high 
arrival request of M2M device network access. To 
address this problem, we propose a new approach 
named Adaptive eNodeB (A-eNB) for both LTE-M 
and NB-IoT networks. The A-eNB can solve 
gradually the overload problem, while keeping the 
H2H traffic Quality of Service (QoS) not to be 
affected badly. The network adaptation is provided 
through a dynamic LTE-M resource reservation 
aiming to increase the number of M2M connections 
accessing the LTE-M/NB-IoT network and to 
decrease the impact on H2H traffic. 
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Chapter 1
General Introduction
Glossary
3GPP: 3rd Generation Partnership Project
5G: 5th Generation
A-eNB: Adaptive evolved Node B
CAPEX: CAPital EXpenditure
CANAL: Coexistence Analyzer and Network Architecture for Long term evolution
CTMC: Continuous-Time Markov Chain
EC-GSM: Extended Coverage Global System for Mobile
eMTC: enhanced Machine Type Communication
eNodeB: evolved Node B
GSM: Global System for Mobile
H2H: Human-to-Human
IoT: Internet of Things
LoRa: Long Range
LPWAN: Low Power Wide Area Network
LTE: Long Term Evolution
LTE-A: Long Term Evolution-Advanced
LTE-M: Long Term Evolution for Machines
M2M: Machine-to-Machine
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MBB: Mobile Broad-Band
MMPP: Markov Modulated Poisson Processes
NB-IoT: Narrow Band-IoT
PC: Personal Computer
PRB: Physical Resource Block
QoS: Quality of Service
RACH: Random Access CHannel
WiFi: Wireless Fidelity
WiMAX: Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
Our main objective in this thesis is seeking for a comprehensive resolution for
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) congestion that drives to overload problems in an In-
ternet of Things (IoT) world full of sensors and actuators. In the next section, an
IoT overview is introduced in order to build an essential background for our thesis.
Meanwhile at the end of this chapter, we focus on the thesis itself in term of structure,
objectives and contributions.
1.1 Internet of Things (IoT)
1.1.1 Background
In [1], an appropriate definition of IoT that might be a good starting point: "a world
where physical objects are seamlessly integrated into the information network and
where the physical objects become active participants in business processes". Nowa-
days, the soar of technology especially in the telecommunication field has resulted
in an unprecedented techno-civilization among all day-to-day tasks, duties and mis-
sions. It is true that the "Internet" has evolved the human lives ultimately, but then
again the new adopted technology IoT has promoted dummy machines to smart,
autonomous and interactive machines. Thus, new types of applications are on the
rise to integrate smart house appliances, electric vehicles, security equipment, energy-
saving devices, automation tools, telecommunication components and computers into
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a single ecosystem with a shared user interface. This ecosystem aims collecting ma-
chines payloads. Then, by analyzing the accumulated data in a smart system, these
machines become smart enough to control our surroundings autonomously which ex-
pects to result significant improvements in various human lives (e.g., civil, industrial,
agriculture, education, health care, etc.).
As a complementary step, IoT technology is carried by different available wireless
and cellular networks (e.g., Global System for Mobile (GSM), Worldwide Interop-
erability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), Zigbee, Wireless Fidelity (WiFi), Long
Range (LoRa), SigFox, Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A), Long Term Evolu-
tion for Machines (LTE-M), Narrow Band-IoT (NB-IoT), Extended Coverage Global
System for Mobile (EC-GSM), etc.). The more the network provides ubiquitous cov-
erage, secure connectivity, data-rate efficiency and mobility, the more the network
earns competitive advantages to attract IoT services (e.g., smart cities, smart grid,
smart transportation and mobility, smart home, smart buildings and infrastructure,
smart manufacturing, smart health, food and water tracking and security, etc.).
Financially, the new era of communications "IoT" is expected to provide a distinct
revenue of 3 Trillion USD in 2025 [2] as an eye-catching benefit for mobile operators
to host such substantial opportunity. However, it is not just a case of rising tides
lifting all boats. Actually, it becomes more than necessary to take the advantage of
this opportunity provided by IoT to accommodate its traffic into existing networks
with minimal CAPital EXpenditure (CAPEX) [3]. Dealing with challenges (e.g., sup-
porting a massive number of devices, bandwidth limitation, dealing with emergency
cases, Human-to-Human (H2H) and M2M coexistence problems, overload problems,
M2M congestion etc.) while providing the lowest CAPEX along with an effective
and sustainable solutions become hot topics for the academia, researchers and opera-
tors. This thesis seeks for comprehensive resolutions and suggestions for most of the
aforementioned challenges.
At first let us have a close look on IoT requirements that should be tightly met
by any innovative technology to reach their goals, as explained the next section.
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1.1.2 IoT requirements
Standardisation is a key-enabler for any wireless or cellular network competing to host
IoT services. Also it might help any new-born technology to scale to IoT objectives.
Based on Nokia Networks white paper in [4], the key requirements of a cellular
IoT to enable its services are:
∙ Long battery life: Industries aim to achieve a minimum of 10 years of battery
operation for simple daily connectivity with a small amount of data exchanged.
∙ Low device cost: Industries target a module cost of less than 5 USD for a single
communication module.
∙ Extended coverage: The target for the IoT connectivity link budget is an en-
hancement of 15-20 dB. This coverage enhancement would typically be equiva-
lent to the signal penetrating a wall or floor, enabling deeper indoor coverage.
∙ Support for a massive number of devices: Supporting more than 52K M2M
devices connected to a single base station [5]
All previous requirements should be respected in IoT proxy networks in order
to relay IoT data. The evolutionary wireless communications can do the trick as
the best IoT service enablers. The standardised Low Power Wide Area Networks
(LPWAN) technologies and 3GPP solutions possess several characteristics that make
them particularly attractive for IoT. But, which solution live up to IoT requirements
as best IoT service enabler? This open question is discussed in the next section.
1.1.3 IoT service enablers
In the upcoming years, a ubiquitous coverage, a long battery life, a low device cost,
a low deployment cost and a massive number of devices support are mandatory to
satisfy IoT requirements, as mentioned in section (1.1.2).
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To reach this goal, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) adopts its
legacy LTE-A technology by proposing an enhanced version called "LTE-A Pro" sup-
porting the narrow-band machine type communications in two featured technologies
[6]:
1) "enhanced Machine Type Communication" (eMTC) also known as LTE-M, which
reduces the bandwidth to 1.4 MHz using only 6 Physical Resource Blocks (PRB1).
2) NB-IoT which reduces the bandwidth to 180 KHz using only 1 PRB.
These two solutions adopt all their specifications based on IoT requirements, try-
ing to seize the maximum portion of the market.
"LTE-A Pro" new technologies have competitive advantages of using the same
hardware and a share spectrum by making them compatible with the legacy LTE-A.
Additionally, as mentioned in section (1.1.2), supporting a massive number of
devices will be one of the key requirements for the new innovative IoT solutions called
"LPWAN solutions" [7] characterized by its low-rate and long-range transmission. On
one hand, LPWAN (e.g., LoRa, SigFox, etc.) are expected to play a significant role
in smart cities especially when it comes to the massive number of connected devices:
- SigFox is able to connect around 1 million devices per base station [8].
- LoRa is able to connect a large number of devices (e.g, 62K devices using a SX1301
gateway [9]). But, on the other hand, the forthcoming 3GPP cellular IoT technologies
(NB-IoT, LTE-M and EC-GSM) are striving to share the market with the legacy LTE
network in order to reach the total potential volume of 20 billion of communicating
things by 2020 [10].
Reusing LTE for narrowband IoT solutions takes advantage of LPWAN solution
because it is possible to reuse the same hardware and share spectrum by making
LTE-M and NB-IoT compatible with LTE, without running into coexistence. In 2020,
H2H communications will use several Gigabytes of mobile broadband data per day.
By contrast, connected things (M2M communications) may use hundreds of kbytes
1A Physical Resource Block (PRB) represents the minimal unit that can be scheduled for a User
Equipment (UE) to send or receive data.
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per day on average. Consequently, IoT traffic is expected to consume only a small
amount of the mobile broadband data. Furthermore, most of the IoT traffic will not
follow the same amount of data consumption as H2H communications. Therefore,
deploying LTE-M and NB-IoT is as simple as a software upgrade to enable a full
IoT network with significantly better coverage than the legacy LTE network [7]. In
Table 1.1, the result of a comparative analysis for 3GPP Cellular IoT and Non 3GPP
is shown.
Table 1.1: Comparative analysis for 3GPP Cellular IoT and Non 3GPP technologies
[7, 8, 11, 12].
Finally, LPWAN vs 3GPP solution competition has just started. On one hand,
3GPP cellular IoT technologies are expected to attract a huge amount of connected
devices from the LPWAN if it can offer a better IoT platform that allows customers
to scale and manage their business requirements more efficiently. But on the other
hand, many challenges are expected to face the deployment of 3GPP solution which
opens different research topics, as highlighted in the next section.
1.2 Thesis components
1.2.1 Research challenges and thesis motivations
Since the dawn of mobile networks, most of operator services have been focusing on
H2H traffic needs. Integrating M2M traffic into the same network implies dealing
with new challenges. These new challenges influence the academia with new research
topics that should find appropriate resolutions. In our thesis, we are motivated to
study and provide solutions to the following challenges:
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1. Supporting a massive number of devices:
In order to support IoT services, a key aspect of cellular radio networks is the
accommodation of large number of devices per cell. However, existing cellular
networks have been adapted to serve H2H Mobile Broad-Band (MBB) services
with few concurrent access opportunities. Hence, it is important to evolve and
develop capabilities of the evolved Node B (eNodeB2) to handle the traffic and
concurrent connection of IoT devices that belong to different services. In recent
studies, researchers have focused on the enhancement of wireless architectures
and systems to support connected devices along with existing H2H traffic within
networks like LTE-A, LTE-A Pro and future 5th Generation (5G). As a part of
this effort, we are eager to study the key challenge to accommodate a huge num-
ber of devices per cell from cellular system’s access control plane perspective.
2. Studying the influence of M2M traffic on the Quality of Service (QoS) of H2H
traffic: LTE-A was coined initially to support H2H communications (e.g., web-
browsing, phone calls, internet, televisions, etc.). M2M devices (e.g., smart
cities, mobile health, smart meters, etc.), with their sporadic small packet sizes,
pour their payloads into the same LTE-A channel but with different aspects
and specifications. Due to these differences, it would be an imperfect match for
these two traffics to share the same LTE-A network. With different perspectives
and a diversity of applications of M2M and H2H traffics, many challenges are
expected as result of this coexistence. In this context, we are motivated to stress
the network to its maximum limit and then measure the impact of M2M traffic
on H2H traffic that shares the same bandwidth.
3. Bandwidth limitation in emergency cases: Although, M2M devices transmit
small-sized packages in different time intervals, but due to their specificity and
functionality they send their payloads in form of synchronized storms, unlike
traditional H2H communications. Therefore, one of the prominent challenges
2An eNodeB is an access device in the LTE-A network which provides connectivity to a User
Equipment (UE).
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that will face the mobile operators is the fast saturation of the limited bandwidth
of LTE-M with the rise of M2M devices especially in many emergency cases in
which all these devices are requesting to send their data simultaneously (e.g.,
terrorist attacks, tsunamis, power outages, etc.). The saturation problem leads
inevitably to a remarkable impact on both M2M and H2H traffics, services and
applications.
To tackle this drawback, we might seek for an adaptive solution that addresses
this problem which can result a "Clean LTE Traffic" free from any M2M con-
gestion.
4. Reducing the mutual influences between H2H and M2M traffics: Based on all
previous influence expectations among H2H and M2M traffics, we are motivated
to propose a model to study H2H and M2M coexistence through a mathematical
framework which can help in studying and analyzing the mutual impact between
M2M and H2H traffic coexistence.
5. Heterogeneous M2M traffics: Unlike H2H traffic, M2M traffic is highly homoge-
neous in most of the cases because M2M traffic uses small chunks of data in a low
transmission rate, mostly with predictable communication times and durations
[13]. But with M2M synchronization behavior along with diverse applications
from different domains that have different payloads, timings and data-rates an
accumulative traffic is expected to be received from different sources, which
forms an overall heterogeneous traffic. In this thesis, we are keen on addressing
the heterogeneity of M2M traffic along with H2H traffic and its consequences
on both traffics.
1.2.2 Thesis objectives
The main objective of this dissertation is to study the mutual impact among H2H
and M2M traffics while dealing with M2M congestion that leads to different overload
problems and network saturations as result of integrating the M2M traffic into existing
radio networks.
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Our work focuses on analyzing various M2M congestion over 3GPP cellular IoT
technologies (LTE-A, LTE-M, NB-IoT) via relevant scenarios where the challenges
listed in section (1.2.1) may have a drastic impact on the network performance while
proposing possible solutions for each type of challenge.
To recap, based on our preceding discussion, the principal research questions ad-
dressed in this dissertation are the followings:
1. First question: How far can the existing cellular networks scale to a surge of
M2M devices accessing the network simultaneously?
2. Second question: What will happen to the network which faces bursty M2M
traffic along with a limited network bandwidth especially in emergency and
disaster events?
3. Third question: What are the impacts of IoT on H2H traffic?
4. Fourth question: What is the threshold number of occurrences for M2M traffic
that respect a good balance among both H2H and M2M traffic QoS?
5. Fifth question: How would the network behave with a heterogeneous M2M
traffic?
Based on these five questions, we start knuckling down to find relevant answers,
as we present in the next section.
1.2.3 Thesis contributions
1. First question’s answer: in our conference paper entitled "RACH Overload Con-
gestion Mechanism for M2M Communication in LTE-A: Issues and Approaches"
[14], we review M2M communication technology from LTE-A perspective and
we outline the random access challenges in high dense areas where the LTE-A
network is striving to fulfill the massive number of M2M devices. Moreover,
we compare the most common mechanisms found in the literature that deal
with the RACH (Random Access Channel) procedure issues and challenges by
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analyzing the existing solutions and approaches to avoid RACH overload con-
gestion in the M2M communications. To this end, we have developed different
M2M scenarios using SimuLTE3 Modeler to investigate the impact of M2M
communications on LTE-A networks in emergency events.
2. Second question’s answer: we propose a novel scheme "LTE-M Adaptive eN-
odeB" (A-eNB) in another conference paper entitled "LTE-M Adaptive eNodeB
for Emergency Scenarios" [16].
The A-eNB gradually solves overload problems, while keeping H2H traffic QoS
not to be affected badly. Moreover, we adaptively manage network resources
to allow both traffic to efficiently access the LTE network via SimuLTE open
source modeler. Eventually, an evaluation of the mutual impact of M2M and
H2H coexistence is also presented.
3. Third question’s answer: in our conference paper entitled "CTMC modeling
for M2M/H2H coexistence in a NB-IoT Adaptive eNodeB" [17], a Continuous-
Time Markov Chain (CTMC) in a NB-IoT network is proposed helping the
H2H/M2M coexistence to become more approachable especially during disaster
scenarios.
4. Fourth question’s answer: we bridge a research gap by extending the CTMC
model as a stochastic process tool in a LTE-M network to characterize the
H2H/M2M coexistence based on analytical equations. Afterwards, we validate
the proposed model through extensive Monte-Carlo simulations. Eventually, it
becomes approachable to characterize the impact of H2H/M2M coexistence in
one LTE-A/LTE-M radio resource allocation in dense areas and under disaster
scenarios. The CTMC model, simulations and results are published in our
Journal article entitled "CTMC modeling for H2H/M2M coexistence in LTE-
A/LTE-M networks" [18].
3SimuLTE is a simulation tool enabling complex system level performance-evaluation of LTE and
LTE Advanced networks. SimuLTE [15] is an open source project that allows researchers simulate
and benchmark their solutions on an easy-to-use framework. It borrows the concept of modularity
from OMNeT++ thus it is easy to extend.
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5. Fifth question’s answer: in another Journal article entitled "M2M Heteroge-
neous traffic modeling with H2H coexistence during disaster events" [19], we
propose a Markov Modulated Poisson Processes (MMPP) framework that mod-
els processes whose arrival rates vary randomly over time. In this context,
MMPP helps in studying the heterogeneity of M2M traffic (with variable ar-
rival rates) effects along with H2H traffics using Markov chains as a stochastic
process tool to characterize the H2H/M2M coexistence based on different ana-
lytical equations.
1.2.4 Thesis organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
∙ Chapter (2) presents a comprehensive explanation on M2M communication
while highlighting on its architecture, applications, traffic characteristics, chal-
lenges and congestion.
∙ In chapter (3), the existing approaches found in the literature which address
the impact of M2M devices on LTE-A networks are summarized, then we illus-
trate this impact in different scenarios by comparing the results in two different
platforms (Cluster and Personal Computer (PC) platforms) using SimuLTE
modeler during emergency events.
∙ In chapter (4), we propose a novel scheme called Adaptive evolved Node B (A-
eNB) for LTE-M to address the bandwidth limitation challenge. Our proposed
A-eNB solves the M2M overload congestion gradually, while keeping the QoS
of the H2H traffic within the acceptable standards. The network adaptation is
provided through a dynamic LTE-M bandwidth re-allocation with the objective
of maximizing the number of M2M connections and minimizing the impact on
the H2H traffic.
∙ In chapter (5), we characterize mathematically the key performance of M2M and
H2H communications (e.g., completion rate, network utilization, etc.), then we
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propose a CTMC model with the aim of studying the mutual impact of both
M2M and H2H traffics. Additionally, we created a new framework called Coex-
istence Analyzer and Network Architecture for Long term evolution (CANAL)
in order to measure and analyze the M2M congestion and to test our proposed
solution (A-eNB).
∙ In chapter (6), we have tested our new concept called A-eNB as an extension
to the classical eNodeB in NB-IoT networks. Our A-eNB keeps broadening the
NB-IoT bandwidth gradually while shrinking LTE-A bandwidth till soaking-up
all M2M storms. Moreover, this solution provides an essential resolution of
presumable M2M storms especially during disaster and emergency events.
∙ Chapter (7) addresses the heterogeneity of M2M traffic along with H2H traffic
and its consequences. Additionally, a MMPP model is used as a framework to
model the system behavior and to study the impact on both H2H and M2M
traffics along with the network efficiency.
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Chapter 2
Machine-to-Machine (M2M)
Glossary
3G: 3rd Generation
3GPP: 3rd Generation Partnership Project
DSL: Digital Subscriber Line
EC-GSM: Extended Coverage Global System for Mobile
eNodeB: Evolved Node B
ETSI: European Telecommunications Standards Institute
FTP: File Transfer Protocol
H2H: Human-to-Human
IoT: Internet of Things
IP: Internet Protocol
L3 RN: Layer 3 Relay Node
LENA: LTE Network Simulator
LoRa: Long Range
LTE: Long Term Evolution
LTE-A: Long Term Evolution-Advanced
LTE-M: Long Term Evolution for Machines
M2M: Machine-to-Machine
MATLAB: MATrix LABoratory
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MTCG: Machine Type Communication Gateway
OPNET: Optimized Network Engineering Tool
PDCP: Packet Data Convergence Protocol
PRACH: Physical Random Access Channel
PRB: Physical Resource Block
QoS: Quality of Service
RAN: Radio Access Networks
RA: Random Access
RN: Relay Node
SENSEI: Making Sense of Human - Human Conversation
SH-GW: Smart Home Gateway
SIM: Subscriber Identity Module
UE: User Equipment
VNI: Visual Networking Index
VoIP: Voice over Internet Protocol
WiFi: Wireless Fidelity
WiMAX: Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
2.1 Introduction
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications are new technological genre whereby
intelligent devices behave as autonomous agents with their environment without any
human intervention. M2M communications could be considered as a landmark in the
telecommunication field by doing the trick for a "Techno-chauvinism" future life [20].
Now-a-days, competitive prices are provided by the telecommunication operators
that use different standards such as 3rd Generation (3G), Long Term Evolution (LTE),
etc. to support such M2M paradigm. Additionally, the soar use of Internet Protocol
(IP)-devices, such as sensors and actuators, has enabled the booming in M2M market
in various fields of our daily lives [21]. Furthermore, using autonomous machines is
a double edge sword. On one hand, it facilitates our modern civilization, but on
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the other hand, it leads to many potential issues such as traffic congestion, overload
problems, security threats, heterogeneous data formats, etc. [22].
In this chapter, we tend to present a comprehensive explanation on M2M com-
munications covering:
∙ M2M communication system model.
∙ M2M current and future applications.
∙ M2M traffic characteristics and challenges.
∙ M2M congestion issues and solutions.
In order to delve more into M2M communications, we need to have a general idea
about M2M system and how it works, as explained in the next section.
2.2 M2M communication system
In simple terms, M2M is a technology that enables devices to interact with each other
over a wired or wireless communication network without any human intervention.
M2M technology usually employs sensors, actuators, transceivers, etc., that acquire
data from end devices or events which is then transmitted via a communication
network to an application software that processes the received data into meaningful
information.
A generic end-to-end architecture of M2M system model consists of three domains
as proposed by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and
shown in Figure 2-1:
1. M2M device domain.
2. Network domain.
3. Application domain.
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Figure 2-1: M2M communication system model [23].
2.2.1 M2M device domain
The main role of this domain is to submit data from M2M devices1 to the Network
domain.
M2M devices are the system endpoints which can connect to a Network domain
either directly using an embedded Subscriber Identity Module (SIM), or via a gate-
way2, which receives, manages and aggregates data (e.g., ZigBee, Bluetooth, etc.),
then delivers it to the Network domain [21].
1M2M devices are autonomous devices which submit sensory data as part of an intelligent system
that solves a certain problem in real life [23].
2M2M Gateways: Equipment that uses M2M capabilities to ensure M2M devices interconnection
to the Network domain [23].
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2.2.2 Network domain
It bridges the connection between a M2M device domain and a M2M application
domain (e.g., 3G, LTE, Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX),
Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), etc.) by conveying the collected information from the
M2M device domain to the M2M application domain [21].
2.2.3 Application domain
M2M applications might be either end users for a specific M2M solution, or application
providers who can build more sophisticated M2M solutions and services [23].
Finally, to exemplify the three domains: a M2M device (e.g., sensor, meter, etc.)
is used to capture an "event" (temperature, inventory level, etc.), which is relayed
through a network (wireless, wired or hybrid) to an application (software program),
that translates the captured event into meaningful information (i.e., items need to be
restocked). But, what kind of applications could be served by M2M? and what are
the categories that represent most of M2M devices? These questions are discussed in
the next section.
2.3 M2M applications
As result of emerging low-power capability along with low-cost M2M devices, a signif-
icant demand on M2M applications arises, which enforces many operators to knuckle
down to improve our life duties (e.g., clerical work, home tasks, human activities,
etc.) with various M2M applications that automate these duties without any human
intervention [24].
The most famous M2M applications, shown in Figure 2-2, can be categorized as
follows:
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Figure 2-2: M2M applications.
∙ Security and public safety: Security is one of the most serious concerns for
private, commercial and public sectors. Loads of researchers are engaged in
security and safety development projects. A great demand for effective secu-
rity systems makes the M2M communication technology a perfect choice for
the simplification and automation of security and public safety monitoring and
management. M2M technologies provide cost effective, rapid and flexible de-
ployment for remote surveillance, remote burglar alarms, personal tracking and
public infrastructure protection.
∙ e-Health: Health-care applications might include automatic medical data collec-
tion and retrieving, tracking and monitoring of patients and drugs, identification
and authentication of patients in hospitals, as shown in Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-3: M2M architecture for wireless connectivity in e-Health scenarios [25].
Typically, the patient wears one or more M2M sensors which record health in-
dicators (e.g., heart-rate, blood pressure, etc.) in order to enable the M2M
applications for e-health and to collect the patient’s information. Due to many
limitations (i.e., battery consumption), it is expected that they require to for-
ward the collected data with some short range technology (e.g., Zigbee, Blue-
tooth, etc.) to a device that can act as a M2M aggregator of the collected
information such as a M2M gateway. Then, using one of the network domain
operators (e.g., GSM, Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A), WiMAX, etc.),
it connects the M2M gateway to the M2M server that stores and possibly re-
acts to the collected data and subsequently the M2M application user (i.e.,
health-care remote monitoring).
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∙ Intelligent transportation: Being ahead of the curve in an intelligent transporta-
tion, requires vehicles equipped with M2M sensors and actuators that can send
valuable information to M2M control centers and transportation companies to
route the traffic, monitor the status of the transported goods, track the physical
locations of fleet vehicles and deliver updated schedule information to customers
(e.g., logistics services, assisted driving, fleet management, e-ticketing, passen-
ger services, smart parking, journey time estimation, etc.).
∙ Smart environment: The ubiquitous use of M2M communications can realize
the idea of having a smart environment at homes, offices and every corner of
any futuristic smart city. Meanwhile, collecting, managing and manipulating of
M2M information can result in making better decisions based on real-time in-
formation which reduces significantly living costs, and more efficient utilization
of resources in smart homes, offices, shops, smart lighting, agriculture, smart
metering, green environment, etc.
With these various type of M2M applications, many challenges are expected as
result of having different characteristics and data patterns which are explained in the
coming section.
2.4 M2M traffic characteristics and challenges
M2M traffic is a new-born traffic which has different characteristics, aims and chal-
lenges. In this section, we highlight on some of the important M2M characteristics
while envisioning the expected challenges that might be faced and can cause nuanced
problems in the Internet of Things (IoT) world.
a) Access problem: Because of the coordinated behavior of M2M devices, simulta-
neous transmissions are expected for certain applications. These transmissions
imply that a huge number of access requests are sent to the network at the same
time causing congestion and overload problems. To solve this problem, enhance-
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ments to the channel request procedure is expected to be a real challenge for all
operators.
b) Bursty traffic: Most of M2M devices submit their payloads during short periods on
a synchronized manner, which forms an accumulative huge traffic in a split second.
This bursty traffic hinders data transmission which can cause a fast depletion of
available bandwidth throughout certain bottlenecks. For this reason, an adaptive
bandwidth and resource allocation becomes a must to address this problem.
c) Resource use efficiency: In many use-cases, M2M devices dispatch small payloads
to their related applications. These payloads must be carried by a communication
system (e.g., 3G, LTE, WiMAX, etc.). Most of these systems are designed to carry
huge sizes of data (e.g., phone calls, video-streaming, file exchanges, etc.) using
big sized resource unit. In the case of M2M traffic, a smaller resource unit should
be studied carefully in order to end up with efficient use of resources.
d) Traffic priority: with a diversity of M2M applications, a priority strategy is a must
to schedule access permissions especially during emergency situations. To reach
this goal, a comprehensive analysis of different traffics should be conducted, and
a priority strategy should be studied, tested and implemented to end up with
reliable communications regardless of any environment and disastrous events.
Most of the previous challenges are leading to a common symptom: "congestion",
which can affect the network performance badly by causing overload problems. Deal-
ing with congestion problems on different levels is the main topic of the next section.
2.5 M2M congestion
A prediction from networking leader Cisco in its annual Visual Networking Index
(VNI) Forecast and Methodology (2016-2021) [26] reveals that the number of devices
connected to IP networks will be three times as high as the global population in 2021.
There will be 3.5 networked devices per capita by 2021, up from 2.3 networked devices
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per capita in 2016. Accelerated in part by the increase in devices and the capabilities
of those devices, IP traffic per capita will reach 35 GB per capita by 2021, up from
13 GB per capita in 2016.
As result of this technological acceleration, an exponential increase in M2M traf-
fic is more likely to happen [21]. Consequently, a severe data capacity becomes a
serious challenge for all mobile operators, which are requested to avoid any expected
congestion at all costs.
The new game changer, M2M traffic, should find its way in the market smoothly
without any obstacle that hinders its progress and can cause a fluctuation in the
telecommunication markets. Shielding the networks from congestion by providing
appropriate solutions will facilitates the operators task in addressing the aforemen-
tioned growth in M2M traffic.
To recall, as we have explained in section 2.2, a network traffic management has
three levels, as shown in Figure 2-2:
∙ Access level: The first level of traffic management deals with Radio Access
Networks (RAN). Prior to any data exchange between a device and the network,
an access request should be accepted in order to establish a communication
channel. Having an excessive number of devices imply sending a huge number
of access requests which leads to many overload problems resulting in access
attempt failures.
∙ Network level: The second level of traffic management is the core network
mechanisms. Knowing that any network working as proxy to deliver M2M
payloads to the related application has a limited bandwidth. The enormous
number of M2M devices expected to send their payloads simultaneously, requires
a fast bandwidth depletion which is one of the main operator’s concern to scale
any network that aims to evolve M2M devices in its future plan.
∙ Application level: The third level of traffic management might be a way of
preventing network congestion by giving network operators the opportunity to
prioritize M2M operations. In a perfect application level management solution,
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a gateway will facilitate network operators prioritize data traffic from differ-
ent M2M applications and impose network usage policies ensuring customer
satisfaction.
Therefore, combining all these three levels of traffic management could be one
of the most effective approaches to address congestion and overload problems. But,
what are the proposed solutions found in the literature? How researches dealt with
the congestion problem? A detailed answer is presented in the coming section.
2.6 M2M state-of-the-art solutions
The presence of a potentially huge number of M2M devices accompanied with intelli-
gent communication systems, create critical communication issues including scalabil-
ity, heterogeneity, access problems, etc. To implement M2M technology in different
applications, these challenges need to be addressed to achieve low power, cost effi-
cient, reliable, ubiquitous communication. In this section, we have highlighted some
potential communication challenges and their proposed solutions related to M2M
communications.
M2M scalability
The authors of [27] stress the fact that LTE networks were designed to fulfill Human-
to-Human (H2H) application needs, which are usually broadband applications. In
contrast, M2M applications are narrowband applications because they transmit se-
quences of small packet sizes (e.g., temperature, humidity, location, etc.) as irregular
bursts. This difference is a potential future challenge. Consequently, the authors of
[27] used Optimized Network Engineering Tool (OPNET) modeler to simulate two
different scenarios. The first scenario showed that the maximum number of end sta-
tions that could be served, regardless of the amount of transmitted data, by a base
station using a LTE network without overloading, was about 250 end stations. They
proposed to increase the number of cells or sectors in an evolved Node B (eNodeB) to
overcome this limitation. Their second scenario showed that the maximum number
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of end stations, which can be allowed to download simultaneously a file sized 100
KB from the eNodeB without overloading, was about 180 end stations. The authors
propose to change the time interval to send the data irregularly rather than sending
it during the whole hour.
In [28], the capacity limits of 4G mobile networks for emerging M2M services was
envisioned. On one hand, the authors use OPNET modeler to simulate two different
scenarios and they came up with similar results as the ones found in [27]. On the other
hand, they suggest two solutions to handle the problem of the limitations. The first
solution is to scale the network capacity by building out more cell towers and base
stations of smaller cell sizes (e.g., picocell, femtocell, etc.) or upgrading the network
to the next generation networks (4G) such as LTE and WiMax. Their second solu-
tion is a new promising mechanism called "Mobile Data Offloading", where its main
idea is to use a complementary network communication technologies (such as IEEE
802.11, Wireless Fidelity (WiFi)-Direct, Zigbee, Bluetooth, etc.) to deliver mobile
data traffic originally planned for transmission over cellular networks. However, both
new solutions still need additional efforts and expenditures from the mobile operators
in order to know where the limits are and what amount of M2M traffic can a mobile
network handle with respect to specific circumstances.
In [29], the author studies and examines the overload control problem of M2M
devices and the performance of network access in the LTE communication network.
A LTE Network Simulator (LENA) is used by the author to simulate the LTE core
network architecture and to analyze the M2M throughput. The simulation includes:
M2M environment, a connection with a large number of User Equipment (UE)s for
an eNodeB in order to examine the performance of eNodeB with a large number of
mobile devices. The results show that the maximum number of connection entity in
an M2M environment is 320 mobile devices.
The previous three articles can be summarized in the following two questions:
∙ First question: What is the maximum number of UEs that could connect si-
multaneously without overloading the eNodeB in LTE Networks?
The answer is detailed in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Maximum number of UEs.
Article Simulator UE range Result
[27] OPNET series of: 150,200,250,350 250 UEs
[28] OPNET series of: 260,360,500 400 UEs
[29] LENA series of: 5,10,20,100,200,250,275,320 320 UEs
∙ Second question: What is the maximum amount of transmitted data that could
be downloaded simultaneously without overloading the eNodeB in LTE Net-
works?
The results show that using OPNET simulator about 200 UEs can connect
simultaneously to download a 100 KB file from an FTP server.
M2M and H2H mutual impacts
In [30], the impact of integrating the M2M communication was discovered, with their
rather low data rates and small packet sizes, on the LTE data traffic such as video,
voice and file transfer. If we know that in LTE networks a limited number of Physical
Resource Blocks (PRB)s are available (i.e., 6 PRBs for a bandwith of 1.4 𝑀𝐻𝑧),
and if we added that the minimal allocated number of PRBs for one M2M device
is one PRB, we conclude that the spectral efficiency of the LTE system could be
declined severely in case of emergency like fire or flooding. Consequently, the authors
use OPNET modeler to simulate a scenario considering three types of LTE traffic:
video, voice and file transfer. The results show two different conclusions: the video
and voices do not reveal a considerable effect of the increasing M2M traffic load
within the LTE cell. While, the file transfer users suffered from a degradation of the
download performance, which causes a considerable delay.
In [31], an analysis of the mobile network behavior integrated with M2M end sta-
tions has been conducted, especially during natural disasters and emergency events.
The authors use OPNET modeler to simulate a scenario considering two types of
users: Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) users and file transfer users. The results
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show that the performance of voice users remain unaffected by the additional users
during an emergency event, while file upload and M2M traffic experience a significant
delay (around 4 times higher delay).
In [32], the authors realize that there are two major differences between M2M and
H2H communications:
1. M2M devices are "homogeneous" because they behave similarly while running
the same application, while H2H traffic are "heterogeneous".
2. M2M traffic is "coordinated" because of the synchronization behavior, while
H2H traffic is "uncoordinated".
Therefore, some changes are required on the human based traffic models in order to
be applicable in M2M communications, especially with the increasing number of M2M
devices and their severe impact on LTE networks. This could lead us to differentiate
between File Transfer Protocol (FTP), voice and video users in order to compare
the end-to-end delays when using different types of data on LTE networks. To this
end, various M2M traffic performance is investigated by analyzing its impact on LTE
network simulating different scenarios that consist of a fixed number of FTP, voice
and video users (10 for each) and an increasing number of M2M devices (300, 450 and
600 M2M devices) are deployed in the cell. The results of [32] show that the FTP
users suffer from a large delay in the file upload time due to low priority comparing to
M2M devices. While voice and video users show no major influence because of M2M
traffic, as the priority of voice and video users is more than M2M devices. Finally,
the authors of [33] proposed to introduce the aggregated traffic modeling approach
in the LTE-A model in order to improve the network performance by using a Relay
Node (RN). RNs are one of the significant features of LTE-A that could be utilized
as intermediate terminals between M2M devices and eNodeBs for data aggregation.
To sum up, if we consider the results of [30] and [31] shown that the performance
of voice users remain unaffected by the additional users, while file upload and M2M
traffic experience a significant delay around four times higher, and if we continue to
[27, 28, 29] in which the authors spot on the maximum number of UEs that could
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overload an eNodeB especially when loads of M2M devices are contending to access
the network in dense areas. The answers vary as follows: 250 UEs [27], 320 UEs
[29] and 400 [28], which show a kind of contradiction in between the aforementioned
results. This contradiction needs additional analysis -which will be performed in
the coming chapters- according to the different components and various parameters
among several scenarios and platforms.
Overload problem mechanisms
In [34], a key functionality was highlighted to manage and control M2M devices
overload problem by rejecting messages using back-off timers in the M2M devices as
well as long timers for mobility management and prioritization. What is important
in this article is the "Conflict Management" approach during a disaster. Supposing
that a conflict occurred between a fire control system in an automated home, which
sends a signal to turn on some sprinkles, but on the other hand turning sprinkles can
cause flood situation which enforces the flood control system to send a signal to shut
off the home’s water main, which renders the sprinkles useless. The authors of [34]
suggested to use Making Sense of Human - Human Conversation (SENSEI)3 project,
which can detect and resolve conflicts between operations in a specific framework.
In [35], it was spotted that M2M and H2H devices must perform Random Access
(RA) requests using the Physical Random Access CHannel (PRACH) prior to any
data transmission. Although M2M payload sizes are small, but when a large number
of M2M devices try to communicate over the same channel, all devices contend to
access the shared radio channels which causes a network overload problem. To this
end, a reinforcement learning-based eNodeB selection algorithm is suggested to allow
M2M devices in an overlapping area of multiple eNodeBs can choose the eNodeB that
maximizes their Quality of Service (QoS) performances. In this case, M2M devices
can observe, learn, and adapt the eNodeB selection decision independently. The
simulation is made using MATrix LABoratory (MATLAB). The results show that
3Making Sense of Human - Human Conversation (SENSEI) is a European project which aims to
realize smart environment for the real world internet and developed a global framework of common
interfaces for sensor and actuator.
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when two PRBs are available, the congestion can be alleviated, and the throughput
is higher compared to that for one PRB. Also, the access probability can be increased
without throughput drop. Moreover, by allocating different numbers of PRBs to the
M2M devices, the performance can be also controlled. At the end, the authors opened
two research topics:
1. By adopting an efficient eNodeB selection mechanism which guarantees QoS
and balances the network load. Because unfortunately, until now most of the
approaches proposed in the literature do not consider the Machine Type Com-
munication Gateway (MTCG4) selection mechanisms while addressing RA over-
load control.
2. By developing a group management and addressing of M2M devices which could
be vital for M2M communication. But the challenging task is to allocate RA-
slots for the whole group while reducing signaling overhead.
Finally, the overload problem mechanisms may open many research topics via dis-
cussing relevant solutions such as traffic characterizations, heterogeneity/homogeneity
patterns, security threats, network accesses, maximum simultaneous connections etc.,
as we discuss in different sections later such as in section 3.3.
Data aggregation solutions
In [36], the issue of cell-edge users who suffer from a huge degradation throughput due
to poor coverage and low Signal-to-Interference Noise Ratio (SINR) was addressed.
This issue could be solved by integrating a RN5 into LTE-A networks. As M2M
devices usually transmit small data at a particular time, the allocation of an entire
PRB to a single M2M device degrades the spectral efficiency. In the context of large
scale networks, allocating an entire PRB to each device may not be a feasible idea. A
proposed solution is to address this problem by multiplexing the data of M2M users at
4A MTCG is responsible for providing a suitable path and facilitating local control for M2M
communication.
5A Relay Node (RN) is a low power devices used for coverage extension of cells.
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the Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) layer of a RN. As a result, the eNodeB
sees requests from RNs as a single user request. Therefore, different M2M devices
can share a single PRB at a single time to increase the spectral efficiency. Since RN
has not been implemented, the authors simulate the aggregation and multiplexing of
data for 180 sensors by increasing data transmission rate of a sensor M times and
reduce the number of sensors 1/M times. The simulation was made using OPNET
modeler, by deploying 10 LTE-A users with up-link FTP application along with 90
e-healthcare and 90 logistics devices with a single sensor in the network scenario.
E-healthcare devices are given a higher priority comparing to logistic devices while
FTP users have the least priority. The results show that it is clearly shown that the
aggregation of M2M traffic improves FTP users performance in term of upload time,
comparing to an unaggregated data from M2M devices, where FTP user performance
is relatively poor. At the end, the authors of [32] conclude that implementing a
RN with aggregation and multiplexing capabilities can improve the LTE-A network
performance when huge amount of M2M devices are deployed along with H2H users.
In [37], the capability of a PRB to transmit large data in favorable channel con-
ditions has been spotted. Meanwhile, the LTE-A frequency spectrum is a scarce
resource and the vendor pays huge investment capital to obtain it. As the M2M
device usually transmit small data at a particular time, the allocation of the entire
PRB to single M2M device degrades the spectrum efficiency. Since, the number of
machines are growing; the idea of allocating whole PRB to each machine can reduce
the overall efficiency. Therefore, to enhance spectral efficiency and to ensure the same
QoS provision to M2M and normal traffic, architectural changes in LTE/ LTE-A are
required. To this end, the authors studied the performance of the LTE-A network
connected with a huge number of M2M devices with the integration of a Layer 3
Relay Node (L3 RN6) utilized for aggregation and multiplexing of M2M data traffic.
A proposed solution is addressed to solve this problem, where the data of the M2M
6In a Layer 3 Relay Node (L3 RN), the received signal on the down-link performs the decoding
and goes further to the higher layers to process user data by ciphering, combining and encoding
again to forward the signal to User Equipment (UE). Using this relay, best throughput enhancement
can be achieved but on the other hand, this relay introduces a large processing delay.
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users is multiplexed at the PDCP layer of the RN. Consequently, the RN disguises the
requests for PRBs from the eNodeB as a single user requesting for resources. Hence,
several M2M devices could share a single PRB. Using this strategy, the spectrum
efficiency can be increased significantly as compared to normal M2M communication
where one PRB is assigned to one M2M user. The simulation is performed using
OPNET modeler with different M2M traffic load in the network. 10 FTP users are
deployed in all scenarios. However, the number of trailers is varied in the scenarios
to evaluate the network performance. The number of trailers with a single sensor
under study is 60, 90, 120 and 150 in these scenarios. The results show that the
performance of the network is significantly improved for the aggregated M2M data
traffic as compared to the unaggregated traffic. The reason of this improvement is
that the aggregation of M2M data make ensures the usage of less number of PRBs for
the same amount of data transmission. Hence, it ultimately increases the efficiency
of the network. Finally, a proposed solution can be tested by implementing a fully
functional RN with aggregation and multiplexing capabilities in a LTE-A model us-
ing OPNET modeler, which can help in improving the LTE-A network performance
when huge amount of M2M devices are deployed along with LTE-A users.
In [38], the expected large number of small sized M2M messages was highlighted,
as a result of the huge number of devices that are contending to access a LTE-A
network simultaneously. Existing mobile standards are neither designed to handle
small-sized payloads efficiently nor to support simultaneous access of thousands of
devices. Consequently, this leads to network congestion. Therefore, the current mo-
bile standards must be extended in order to support devices which send and receive
small-sized data. To address this problem, the authors come up with a new proposed
data aggregation scheme for uplink M2M traffic in LTE-A networks. For this purpose,
a LTE-A layer 3 in-band RN is used to aggregate uplink M2M traffic by sharing the
PRBs among various devices. Therefore, in the proposed data aggregation scheme,
small data packets are aggregated at the PDCP layer of the RN in order to maximize
the multiplexing gain without aggregating the additional headers such as those from
the PDCP, Radio Link Control (RLC) and Medium Access Control (MAC).
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The simulation is constructed using OPNET modeler where 200 M2M devices are
placed in the proximity of the RN. The number of M2M devices is incremented by
200. The simulation results show the efficient utilization of PRBs in uplink with the
proposed M2M data aggregation. The results show also that without multiplexing
the RN serves nearly 2400 devices with 5 PRBs in uplink. However, in case of
multiplexing, the number of devices served by the RN nearly doubles.
In [39], an important question regarding M2M communication was highlighted on
how to deal with the differences between H2H and M2M traffic patterns. As M2M
devices generate various types of traffic patterns (e.g., periodic, event-driven, multi-
media streaming patterns, etc.) depending on the application. Traffic is generated
by a massive number of nodes and in comparison with H2H communication, M2M
applications are expected to generate a diverse range of services, including narrow-
band applications which will be transmitting data infrequently. In a worst scenario,
when thousands of the M2M devices attempt to send some information at the same
time, the overloading of the accessing gateway (i.e., base station in mobile network)
occurs. When the various data traffics from a large number of sensors are gathered
through a network, an unpredictable pattern is created at the core network. In case
the sensors will send data separately to the remote destination node (without any
aggregation point), the eNodeB will be overloaded. For that reason, it is necessary
to aggregate data from individual sensors inside the home gateway. The data ag-
gregation performed using a new Smart Home Gateway (SH-GW) which brings a
significant reduction on network traffic comparing to the situation when the sensors
are communicating independently. The M2M data is sent through the mobile net-
work less frequently (sending period depends on the aggregation scheme), but more
effectively. The implementation of this approach is feasible due to less-strict require-
ments on a delay in M2M services. The new SH-GW should be able to provide some
type of data aggregation scheme which results in the sending of M2M data through
a mobile or fixed network more effectively. The need for aggregation scheme is given
due to the differences between H2H and M2M communications. In comparison with
H2H communication, the M2M traffic follows some specific patterns: relatively small
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amount of data per transmitted packet; large number of transmitted messages. Since
current mobile networks are primary designed to fulfill the H2H type of traffic, the
aggregation scheme is used for shaping M2M traffic as close as possible to H2H traf-
fic. The data aggregation technique minimizes the number of accesses to the cellular
network and does not overload the base station disproportionately.
2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we spot on the general M2M communication system model while
explaining its three domains. Then, we list the most famous M2M applications in
different sectors that fulfill the significant demand on M2M applications. Moreover,
some of the important M2M characteristics are highlighted along with the expected
challenges in the future IoT world. Then, the M2M congestion has been explained and
the network traffic management proposed on the three levels: access level, network
level and application level to address each type of congestion. At last, we review the
proposed state-of-the-art solutions found in the literature to address M2M challenges
and problems.
To conclude, many challenges are expected to arise as result of diverse M2M
data patterns and different behaviors which lead inevitably to network congestion
that causes many eNodeB overload problems. Addressing these problems become
essential to live up to IoT expectations and objectives. The question now is to find the
most appropriate technology(ies) to carry M2M data with minimal drawbacks. Many
technologies are competing to be on the top forthcoming communication generation
(e.g., Extended Coverage Global System for Mobile (EC-GSM), LTE-A, LTE-M, NB-
IoT, LoRa, Sigfox, WiMAX, etc.). The winner(s) is/are expected to attract most of
the communication market with an unprecedented revenue.
In the next chapters, we will explore the ability of LTE-A, LTE-M and NB-IoT to
take balancing acts towards M2M traffic with the coexistence of H2H traffic. Then,
we will test the adaptivity of the network to fulfill M2M and H2H requests during
disaster events with acceptable limits of performance degradation.
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Chapter 3
RACH Overload Congestion
Mechanism for M2M in LTE-A
Glossary
3GPP: 3rd Generation Partnership Project
ACB: Access Class Barring
AC: Access Class
APF: Access Probability Factor
BT: Barring Timer
cIoT: clean slate IoT
DL: Down-Link
EAB: Extended Access Barring
EC-GSM: Extended Coverage Global System for Mobile
ETSI: European Telecommunications Standards Institute
eNodeB: evolved Node B
FTP: File Transfer Protocol
H2H: Human-to-Human
HTC: Human-Type-Communication
IoT: Internet of Things
IP: Internet Protocol
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LoRa: Long Range
LPWAN: Low Power Wide Area Network
LTE: Long Term Evolution
LTE-A: Long Term Evolution-Advanced
LTE-M: Long Term Evolution for Machines
M2M: Machine-to-Machine
MIMO: Multiple Input Multiple Output
MTC: Machine Type Communication
NB-IoT: Narrow Band-IoT
OFDMA: Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access
PC: Personal Computer
PRB: Physical Resource Block
QAM: Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
QoS: Quality of Service
RA: Random Access
RACH: Random Access Channel
RAR: Random Access Response
RB: Resource Block
RE: Resource Element
RRC: Radio Resource Control
SOOC: Self-Optimizing Overload Control
UE: User Equipment
UL: Up-Link
VoIP: Voice over Internet Protocol
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3.1 Introduction
The dawn of Machine-to-Machine (M2M) or Machine-Type-Communication (MTC),
is taking place inevitably in the coming years. During the new technological take-off,
a new era of M2M communications is going to rule the new opening business markets
(e.g., smart cities, e-health care, logistics, surveillance and security systems, smart
metering, in-car satellite navigation systems, etc.) [40]. M2M communications will be
handled either by the current mobile infrastructure Long Term Evolution-Advanced
(LTE-A) networks [35] - in particular with the innovative 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) cellular Internet of Things (IoT) sol utions such as Narrow Band-
IoT (NB-IoT), Long Term Evolution for Machines (LTE-M) and Extended Coverage
Global System for Mobile (EC-GSM), or by the non 3GPP Low Power Wide Area
Network (LPWAN) solutions such as Long Range (LoRa), SigFox, clean slate IoT
(cIoT), etc [7].
Unfortunately, current LTE-A networks were designed to fulfill the Human-to-
Human (H2H) needs (e.g., internet browsing, voice messages, video streaming, etc.)
in which, huge amount of data and files are downloaded. But on the flip side, M2M
communications, with their huge expected number, are mainly found to automate
many types of services which require uploading only few bits of information (e.g.,
temperature, humidity, location, etc.) [40].
Moreover, it is highly recommended to develop an innovative M2M/LTE-A ap-
proach which supports the network infrastructure in order to accommodate the new
M2M application requirements without any sacrifice in the Quality of Service (QoS)
of the legacy H2H communications or Human-Type-Communication (HTC) [40].
Needless to say that LTE-A networks should serve the expected massive number
of M2M devices contending to access a LTE-A network using RACH (Random Access
CHannel) procedures [40].
This contention causes a remarkable performance degradation (e.g., huge delay, packet
loss, etc.) especially when a large number of M2M devices are trying to access the
network over the same channel (e.g., alarms triggered by unexpected events, failures
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of the power grid, earthquakes, flooding, etc.). Consequently, it will lead to a network
overload problem [35].
This unavoidable challenge sheds the light on the implementation of RACH pro-
cedure in LTE-A networks as a key-point improvement which attracts the research
community in order to propose solutions for this potential bottleneck in mobile net-
works [41]. Moreover, many questions arise trying to investigate the impact of M2M
devices communication on LTE-A networks. The maximum number of M2M devices
that could be handled by an evolved Node B (eNodeB)1 is still a challenging point.
In this chapter, we summarize the existing approaches found in the literature which
address the impact of M2M devices on LTE-A networks, then we illustrate this im-
pact in different scenarios by comparing the results in two different platforms using
SimuLTE modeler during emergency events.
3.2 LTE-A overview
3.2.1 LTE-A data-rate
As 3GPP cellular technologies (e.g., LTE-A, NB-IoT, LTE-M, etc.) are expected
to rule the forthcoming technological world, studying the characteristics, specifica-
tions and features of each one becomes a part of any envisioned development for the
futuristic telecommunication technologies.
In order to study the LTE-A data-rate2, we propose a presentation of the time-
frequency resources, as shown in Figure 3-1.
In LTE-A, time-frequency resources are subdivided according to the following
structure:
∙ Time domain
In time domain, the largest unit of time is the radio frame (10 ms), which is
1evolved Node B is an access device in the LTE-A network which provides connectivity to a User
Equipment (UE).
2The data-rate indicates the number of bits that can be transmitted in a subframe/TTI (Transmit
Time Interval).
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Figure 3-1: RE, RB and PRB in LTE-A time-frequency resources [42].
subdivided into ten subframes (1 ms). Each subframe is split into two slots (0.5
ms). Each slot comprises seven symbols (0.5/7 ms) [43].
∙ Frequency domain
In frequency domain, resources are grouped in units, such that one unit of:
(a) One sub-carrier3 for a duration of one symbol is termed as a Resource
Element (RE) with 15 𝐾𝐻𝑧 spacing.
(b) 12 sub-carriers for a duration of one slot is termed a Resource Block (RB)
with 180 𝐾𝐻𝑧 bandwidth.
(c) 12 sub-carriers for a duration of one sub-frame is termed a Physical Re-
source Block (PRB) with 180 𝐾𝐻𝑧 bandwidth.
All notations used in a LTE-A bandwidth are summarized in Table 3.1.
Thus a RB comprises 7x12 = 84 REs, while a PRB comprises 7x12x2 = 168 REs.
Moreover, a PRB represents the minimal unit that can be scheduled for a User
Equipment (UE) to send or receive data; if we recall that according to [5], it is
3A sub-carrier is a small channel spaced at 15 𝐾𝐻𝑧 with the adjacent channel.
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Table 3.1: Bandwidth notations for LTE-A bandwidth.
Notation Description
MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output
OFDMA Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access
PRB Physical Resource Block
QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
RB Resource Block
RE Resource Element
UE User Equipment
expected to have more than 52K devices trying to send their payloads simultaneously
during a disaster event, that explains the necessity of studying the maximum data
rate in classical LTE-A.
In LTE-A, each RE can carry 6 bits in the best modulation scheme 64 Quadra-
ture Amplitude Modulation (QAM). Consequently, the maximum data-rate can be
estimated as follows:
(3.1)𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑛× 𝑜× 𝑙 × 𝑝× 𝑒
where; 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥: the maximum data rate, 𝑛: number of sub-carriers, 𝑜: number of
Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) symbols, 𝑙: number of
slots, 𝑝: number of PRBs, 𝑒: number of carried bits per RE.
Assuming 20𝑀𝐻𝑧 of a total bandwidth (with a single antenna) and as one PRB is
equivalent to 180𝐾𝐻𝑧, then there are 100 PRBs available with 2 𝑀𝐻𝑧 accumulative
guard-band4 in 20 𝑀𝐻𝑧 total bandwidth. So, the maximum data-rate for the 100
PRBs is about 100 kb/ms (100 Mbps approx.). Knowing that with 4x4 Multiple
Input Multiple Output (MIMO) antenna the maximum data-rate is about 300 Mbps
approx.
3.2.2 LTE-A access methods
In order to gain access to the network resources and according to European Telecom-
munications Standards Institute (ETSI), there are three different methods of access
4For each PRB (180 𝐾𝐻𝑧) we have 20 𝐾𝐻𝑧 guard-band which is a narrow frequency range that
separates two PRBs.
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in LTE-A networks that can M2M devices choose from [41]:
1. Direct access:
In this access method, M2M and H2H devices can directly access the LTE-
A network via eNodeBs. While this access method is the simplest one (no
need for any intermediate device or complicated mechanism), it may lead to an
eNodeB overload problem when a huge amount of M2M devices are contending
in a limited amount of access resources network [41]. Therefore, a new RACH
overload control mechanism is required for the random access procedure in M2M
communications to solve this problem [35].
2. Gateway access:
AM2M gateway is a dedicated device, added to the network infrastructure, used
to provide a suitable path and to facilitate local control for M2M communication
[35]. In dense areas, M2M gateways are used to manage the huge volume of
M2M devices by relaying data between the eNodeB and its connected M2M
devices [41]. However, providing access to M2M devices via gateways worth
studying it, especially when researchers are interested in satisfying the QoS
requirements for both M2M and H2H devices. Consequently, an efficient M2M
gateway selection mechanism is needed while addressing the RACH overload
control [35].
3. Coordinator access:
In this method, adjacent M2M devices can be grouped before transmission
which reduces the redundant signaling and avoids congestions. A M2M mem-
ber group can be chosen in order to play a role of a temporary M2M gateway
which has to collect the data from all members in the same group and delivers it
to the eNodeB [41]. In this method, although there is no need for an additional
equipment to be added to the network infrastructure but a more complicated
mechanism should be designed to select the group coordinator and to man-
age group members’ requests. Moreover, the challenging task is to develop an
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adaptive algorithm for preamble allocation which improves the overall network
performance (e.g., "Clustering Techniques" presented in [44, 45]).
Regardless of the access method used to request an access to the network, conse-
quently the device used to provide this access method (M2M device, M2M gateway
or coordinator M2M device), any device will be able to transmit its data after estab-
lishing a Radio Resource Control (RRC) connection successfully with an eNodeB in
LTE-A networks, which requires a prior allocation of periodic resources dedicated to
its Random Access (RA) preamble5.
Now, with a huge number of expected M2M devices, the eNodeB should serve loads
of RRC connection requests simultaneously. As a result, and by reaching the cut-off
point, a RACH procedure overload problem could lead to an unacceptable perfor-
mance degradation in the LTE-A network. To address this problem, we should have
a clear description of the RACH procedure overload problem, as explained in the next
section.
3.3 RACH procedure overload problem
The procedure is similar to any UE access procedure. For this purpose, the term UE
will be used to represent either M2M device/MTC or H2H device/HTC.
In the frequency domain, each RA slot6 consists of six RBs and has 1.08 𝑀𝐻𝑧
bandwidth (6 x 180 𝐾𝐻𝑧). In the time domain, the basic duration is equal to 1 ms,
as shown in Figure 3-2. Using one of the 64 RA preambles provided by the eNodeB
an UE can submit his access request in one RA slot [40].
On one hand, M2M devices transmit only their data in small packet sizes in
most cases, but on the other hand, a huge amount of M2M devices are expected to
contend in a higher frequency than H2H devices in order to establish data connections,
especially the signaling and traffic load spikes caused by a sudden surge of the number
of M2M devices trying to access the same eNodeB simultaneously (e.g., a huge number
5A Random Access (RA) preamble is an unique signature chosen by the UE from a list of 64
preamble signatures provided by the eNodeB in each LTE-A cell.
6RA slot is the allowable time slot for an UE to transmit its access request.
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Figure 3-2: RA slot in a LTE-A frame.
of smart meters becoming active simultaneously after power outage), leading to a low
random access success rate. In this sticky situation, a high network congestion in the
RACH procedure occurs and many problems arise (e.g., extra energy consumption,
packet loss, etc.) causing in the end a service interruption.
To reduce the load on the RACH procedure, we can increase the number of access
opportunities scheduled per frame, but this determines a reduction of the amount of
resources available for data transmission.
Summing up, the standard LTE-A procedure for managing channel access requests
will not properly scale in the presence of massive access attempts by a large number
of UEs. As a result, a sharp degradation of the quality offered to the conventional
services arises because of long access delay and high access failure rate [40].
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Addressing this issue requires having a close look at the access procedures and how
the Contention-based RACH procedure is affected by the M2M traffic, as explained
in the coming section 3.3.2.
3.3.1 RACH procedures
To transmit packets, an UE performs a random access during an allowable time-
frequency slot, called RA slot. The RACH procedure should be initiated in two
cases:
∙ An UE is in "idle mode"; therefore it does not have an uplink radio resources.
∙ An UE is in "connected mode": either the UE is moving from a previous cov-
erage area to another one during a Handover process [43], or after a radio link
failure which requires recovery.
A contention-based or a contention-free RACH procedure starts relatively as soon
as one of the two previous cases is detected. The contention-free RACH procedure,
shown in Figure 3-3, is under the full control of the eNodeB in order to avoid delayed-
constrained access requests with high success requirements, such as those related to
Handover [40]. Obviously, no contention is required to be resolved in this procedure,
hence, it is not affected by the M2M traffic; Therefore, we will not focus on this case
(for more details about the contention-free RACH procedure refer to [35]).
Figure 3-3: Contention-free RACH procedure.
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On the flip side, the contention-based RACH procedure is much more susceptible
to M2M traffic, as it is discussed in the next section.
3.3.2 Contention-based RACH procedure
In this procedure, an UE initiates a contention-based random access by choosing
randomly any RA preambles (less than 64 preambles) initially provided by the eNodeB
[40]. Unfortunately, because of the expected huge amount of UEs, it is more likely
that more than one UE choose the same RA preamble, which requires a contention
resolution procedure to solve this issue [35].
The contention-based RACH procedure, shown in Figure 3-4, consists of the fol-
lowing four steps:
1. Random Access preamble assignment : An UE chooses one RA preamble pro-
vided by the eNodeB and sends it during the RA slot. When two UEs select the
same RA preamble a collision occurs, which requires a contention resolution.
2. Random Access Response (RAR): When an eNodeB receives a RA preamble,
it replies with a RAR message containing the appropriate configurations (e.g.,
time-frequency slot, uplink scheduling, etc.) for further communication between
the candidate UE and its eNodeB. As soon as an UE receives these configura-
tions, it synchronizes its uplink timing and proceeds to the next step.
3. Connection request : After receiving the aforementioned RAR, the candidate
UE transmits a request RRC message to the eNode in order to establish a
connection.
4. Contention resolution: If the eNodeB can decode any request message from the
previous step, it replies with an identifier. This identifier can be detected to an
unique UE owner which acknowledges the message. Therefore, the connection
is established and the UE gains access to the network and transmits its data
successfully. The remaining colliding UEs try to access the network by triggering
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a new RACH procedure in a second attempt after waiting for a random back-off
period [35].
Figure 3-4: Contention-based RACH procedure.
As result of the collisions and their resolutions, many challenges are expected to
arise. These challenges and their existing solutions in the literature are outlined in
the next section.
3.3.3 RACH overload control mechanisms in the literature
In this section, the different mechanisms to control the RACH overload problem
caused by M2M traffic in LTE-A networks are outlined as follows:
1. Access Class Barring (ACB) scheme: ACB can define 16 Access Classes (AC);
"AC 0" to "AC 9" represents normal device, while "AC 10" represents an emer-
gency call, and "AC 11" to "AC 15" represents specific high-priority services
[24]. Each class is assigned an Access Probability Factor (APF) and a Barring
Timer (BT). The devices belonging to a certain AC are allowed to transmit
their RA preambles in a RA slot only by drawing a random number lower than
the APF. Otherwise, the access is barred and the devices have to wait for a
random back off time which is determined according to the BT of that class,
before attempting a new access [40].
2. RACH resource separation scheme: Two approaches are suggested in this scheme
in order to allocate RACH resources to M2M devices different than H2H de-
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vices. In the first approach, available RA preambles are split into two groups;
The first group is dedicated for M2M devices and the second one is dedicated
for H2H devices. While, in the second approach, although the available RA
preambles are split into two groups, but the first group is dedicated to M2M
devices and the second one is shared by H2H and M2M devices [40].
3. Slotted access scheme: Initially M2M devices are in "sleep mode", but in specific
radio frames and in specific RA-slots, M2M devices are allowed to send their
RA preambles based on this mechanism. The radio frames and the RA-slots
are calculated by M2M devices based on their identity and RA-cycle [46].
4. Dynamic resource allocation between M2M and H2H devices: With an adaptive
resource allocation, there is no dedicated resources neither for M2M devices
nor for H2H devices. All resources are shared in a dynamic mechanism based
on the network access requests. When excessive access attempts initiated by
loads of M2M devices are detected by the network, it allocates additional RACH
resources for M2M devices automatically [41].
5. Pull-based scheme: Usually, M2M devices receive paging messages sent from
the eNodeB, which triggers responses from M2M devices towards the eNodeB
by initiating random access requests. Following a centralized mechanism helps
the eNodeB in controlling the paged devices based on the network congestion
level and the remaining available resources [47].
6. M2M-specific back off scheme: This mechanism implements different delays on
the random access attempts based on the device type M2M or H2H device. The
back-off time assigned to M2M devices is 48 folds H2H devices (960 ms for M2M
devices vs. 20 ms for H2H devices) [24].
7. Grouping or Clustering scheme: UEs are grouped based on QoS applications or
based on their geographical locations. A"coordinator" for each group is selected
as a relay agent for the whole group members with their associated eNodeB [35].
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In order to compare the previous different mechanisms, we conduct a comparative
analysis among these mechanisms by highlighting on the strength and weakness points
in each one of them.
3.3.4 Comparative analysis of RACH overload control mech-
anisms
In this section, we analyze the proposed solutions found in the literature to alleviate
the overload problem in M2M communications and list the gaps needed to be filled
in order to fully support the M2M paradigm:
1. Access Class Barring scheme: In [24], it is concluded that using the ACB mech-
anism the eNodeB can deal with the RACH overload by lowering the value of
APF, but this could cause longer random access delays to some devices. While
in [35], they shed the light on using EAB (Extended Access Barring) in which
delay-tolerant devices are not allowed to perform a random access when a M2M
device is labeled as "EAB device". Meanwhile in [40], they stress the fact that
ACB can alleviate the M2M massive access issue by defining a dedicated class
for M2M devices with higher AP and a lower BT. One main drawback appears
when many M2M devices need to access the channel in a short time interval
as result of a sudden event (e.g., earthquakes, flooding, etc.). This issue needs
more studies on how to combine the ACB mechanism with other techniques.
2. RACH resource separation scheme: In [35, 47], the authors used the same mech-
anism in which the total available number of RA preambles is split into two
groups based on two different approaches:
a) Dedicated H2H and Dedicated M2M preambles.
b) Dedicated H2H and Shared H2H-M2M preambles.
The RACH congestion problem could be solved especially when an ACB mecha-
nism previous to the selected approach is implemented first, then UEs can send
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their RA preambles (or by adopting a "Game Theory Scheme" presented in
[48]). In this scheme, the eNodeB selection method and the back-off procedure
are neglected. Therefore, it is preferable to do extra efforts to delve more into
finding a sub-solution to this issue and by mixing all together, we can tackle in
the end an ideal solution (e.g., "Q-learning" solution presented in [49]). In [41],
two ways of resource separation are proposed:
a) Radio resource separation in the same frequency-band; One for H2H devices
and the other one for M2M devices.
b) Out-of-band dedicated frequency-band (e.g., below 1 𝑀𝐻𝑧); This band is
dedicated to the M2M devices only.
Both suggested ways need additional research and design modifications [41].
In [40], the authors proposed two different approaches to distinguish M2M re-
sources from H2H resources by either splitting the RA preambles into two groups
or by allocating different RA slots for each group. We can notice a drawback
to this solution: When the number of reserved resources in each group of de-
vices doesn’t reflect the actual demand causing low performance. This scheme
needs to be coupled with other mechanisms to switch dynamically between
both groups in order to fulfill the requested needs (e.g., using "SOOC" Self-
Optimizing Overload Control presented in [46]).
3. Slotted access scheme: In [24, 35, 40, 47], the authors present the same pre-
vious mechanism without any additional explanation. Moreover, no proposed
improvements are suggested, but one weakness point "long access latency" was
mentioned in [35]: In dense areas, where a massive number of M2M devices are
attempting to access the network simultaneously, the total number of unique
access slots do not fulfill the excessive access needs causing a contention among
M2M devices to seize shared access slots which leads inevitably to many col-
lision incidents. We can resolve this issue by extending the RA cycle but this
can cause a huge delay in RA requests and require searching for an appropri-
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ate solution especially with delay-constrained M2M applications (e.g., alarms)
[40].
4. Dynamic resource allocation between M2M and H2H devices: In [24, 35, 47], the
authors outline the same mechanism, but they spot on two remaining challenges:
a) This technique is still limited by the available resources.
b) The adjustment decision is not clear enough: When? or how to make it?
5. Pull-based scheme: In [24, 35, 40, 47], the same scheme was analyzed in each
article, and the following issues arise:
a) The scheme cannot deal with unexpected surge of M2M access requests.
b) Managing a channel access with a regular pattern is not supported by this
scheme (a "QoS-based clustering" proposed in [50] can be useful in this case).
c) The eNodeB selection problem was not addressed: In [35], a reinforcement
learning-based eNodeB selection was proposed, in which an eNodeB, maxi-
mizing the QoS performance of M2M devices, can be chosen in an overlapping
area where multiple eNodeBs could be found.
6. M2M back-off scheme: In [24, 35, 40, 47], "M2M back-off" improves the perfor-
mance in low channel overload but cannot solve the congestion problem in high
overload situations, when more devices perform the RA mechanism simultane-
ously.
3.4 Simulations, results and discussions
We conducted many simulations using various scenarios. This section shows an ex-
ample of the M2M traffic load in an emergency event (e.g., earthquakes, fire, terrorist
attacks, etc.). In such emergency events, besides of the regular H2H network traffic
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(Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), Video Streaming and file transfer), an addi-
tional M2M surge traffic attempts to access the network caused by the consequences
of the emergency event.
The core of the scenario uses the open source network modeler SimuLTE [15],
see appendix C, number of M2M requests attempting to access the LTE-A network
simultaneously in a 1 second interval.
The SimuLTE scenario settings are given in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Simulation parameters.
Parameter Value
Simulation length 300 sec
Min./Max. (eNodeB-UE distance) 35 m / 300 m
Terminal velocity 120 Km/h
Mobility model Linear mobility
Transmission bandwidth 5 𝑀𝐻𝑧 (for Down-Link (DL) and Down-Link (UL) each)
No. of PRBs 25 (for DL and UL each)
The different LTE-A traffics: VoIP, Video Streaming, file transfer and M2M are
shown in Table 3.3.
Parameter Setting
Application Packet 40 Bytes
Interval 20 ms
VoIP Model
Talkspurts and Silences Default settings
Parameter Setting
Video Size 10 MB
Packet Length 1000 Bytes
Video Streaming Model
Frame Interval 75 ms
Parameter Setting
Packet Size 128 BytesM2M Model
Interval 1 sec
Parameter Setting
FTP Model
File Size 20 MB
Table 3.3: LTE-A traffic Models used in two different platforms.
The above scenario is simulated using the open-source network modeler SimuLTE
0.9.1 in an environment of OMNeT++ 4.6 [51], see appendix A, with the open-source
model library INET Framework 2.3.0 [52], see appendix B, in two different platforms:
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1. PC platform: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 HQ processor at 2.60 GHz, with 12
GB of RAM, and "Windows 10-64 bits" operating system.
2. Cluster platform: AMD Opteron(TM) processor (6274x58) at 2.2 GHz, with 24
GB of RAM, and Ubuntu 16.04-64 bits operating system.
In all scenarios, the number of VoIP-UL, VoIP-DL, video streaming, File Transfer
Protocol (FTP)-UL and FTP-DL users is 10 each.
The number of M2M increases till the peak of M2M is reached as shown in Table
3.4. Table 3.4: Maximum number of M2M devices.
M2M traffic 16 B/1 sec 128 B/1 sec 6 KB/1 sec
Cluster platform above 1000 above 1000 above 1000
PC platform 800 600 800
By exceeding the maximum number of M2M on the Personal Computer (PC)
platform, an error appears: "Error in module (TCP) server M2M.tcp Model error:
Address already in use: there is already a connection listening on IP address: Port
Number". Meanwhile, this error didn’t appear while simulating using the same pa-
rameters on the cluster platform. This result sheds the light on the importance of
the robustness of the platform.
Furthermore, if we consider the results of [30, 31] which show that the perfor-
mance of voice users remain unaffected by the additional users, while file upload and
M2M traffic experience a significant delay around four times higher. Moreover, if we
continue to the contents of [27, 28, 29] in which the authors spot on the maximum
number of UEs that could overload an eNodeB especially when loads of M2M devices
are contending to access the network in dense areas. The answer of the maximum
number of UEs vary as follows: 250 UEs [27], 320 UEs [29] and 400 [28], which show
a kind of contradiction in between the aforementioned results.
This contradiction needs additional analysis according to the different components
and various parameters among several scenarios and platforms, as spotted in the
coming chapters.
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In the end, we want to mention that part of the afforementioned results have been
published in [14].
3.5 Conclusion
Certainly, IoT will take place in every part of our lives with loads of innovative
applications. M2M communications emerged with LTE-A networks are becoming the
more candidate infrastructure to fulfill these needs. As result, a surge of M2M devices
should be connected via LTE-A networks in order to fully automate our daily lives.
Our aim in this chapter is to shed the light on the coming overload congestion
problem caused by the ubiquity of M2M communications which shall arise in the
near future. Furthermore, a survey of the main solutions proposed in the literature to
overcome this issue is presented. Additionally, an analysis has been conducted here as
a result of RACH procedure limitations. Although, many proposed solutions appear
to be optimized on (time, frequency) but for the moment the overload congestion
problem is still a talking point with no clear solution.
Finally, different results mentioned in Table 3.4 are concluded according to two
different platforms in an emergency event full of H2H and M2M devices, which require
extra investigations using different parameters among several scenarios and platforms,
which will be discussed, implemented and analyzed in the coming chapters.
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Chapter 4
Adaptive Evolved Node B (A-eNB) in
LTE-M
Glossary
3GPP: 3rd Generation Partnership Project
A-eNB: Adaptive evolved Node B
A-eNB-EMG: Adaptive evolved Node B EMerGency stage
BGP: Border Gateway Protocol
BL: Bandwidth Limit
Cat: Category
CMMPP: Coupled Markov Modulated Poisson Processes
DL: Down-Link
DRX: Discontinous Reception
eMTC: Enhanced Machine Type Communication
FDD: Frequency Division Duplex
FTP: File Transfer Protocol
GERAN: GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network
H2H: Human-to-Human
IoT: Internet of Things
IP: Internet Protocol
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LTE: Long Term Evolution
LTE-A: Long Term Evolution-Advanced
LTE-M: Long Term Evolution for Machines
M2M: Machine-to-Machine
MIMO: Multiple Input Multiple Output
OFDMA: Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access
OSPF: Open Shortest Path First
PPP: Point to Point Protocol
PRB: Physical Resource Block
QPSK: Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying
QoS: Quality of Service
RB: Resource Block
RE: Resource Element
SNR: Signal-to-Noise Ratio
TCP: Transmission Control Protocol
TCP/IP: Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
UDP: User Datagram Protocol
UE: User Equipment
UL: Up-Link
VoIP: Voice over Internet Protocol
4.1 Introduction
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication has increasingly become an attractive
area for both researchers and industry. It is a novel communication technology
whereby a large number of connected devices can exchange information and per-
form actions without any direct human intervention. The creativity of this new era
is boundless with novel potentials. The future M2M devices should sense and com-
municate via Internet of Things (IoT) technology, command and control applications
in a universal ecosystem network making the human’s life much easier.
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Although, M2M devices transmit small-sized packages in different time intervals,
but due to their specificity and functionality they send their payloads in form of
synchronized storms, unlike traditional Human-to-Human (H2H) communications.
Therefore, one of the prominent challenges that will face the mobile operators is the
fast saturation of the limited bandwidth of Long Term Evolution for Machines (LTE-
M) with the rise of M2M devices especially in many emergency cases in which all
these devices are requesting to send their data simultaneously (e.g., terrorist attacks,
tsunamis, power outages, etc.).
The saturation problem leads inevitably to a remarkable impact on both M2M
and H2H traffics, services and applications. According to Heavy Reading [53], mobile
operators are spending 20 billion dollars a year to overcome network outages and
service degradation.
In this chapter, we propose a novel scheme called Adaptive evolved Node B (A-
eNB) for LTE-M to address this challenge. M2M overload congestion is solved gradu-
ally by adapting the number of resources reserved for M2M till soaking-up all storms.
Meanwhile, a threshold number of resources has been set in order to maintain H2H
traffic not to be affected as result of M2M problem resolution, knowing that partial
results of this chapter have been published in [16].
4.2 LTE-M networks
4.2.1 LTE-M overview
In the upcoming years, a ubiquitous coverage, a long battery life, a low device and
deployment cost, and a massive number of devices support are mandatory to satisfy
the IoT requirements, as explained in section 1.1.2.
To reach this goal, 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) adopts its legacy
Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) technology by proposing an enhanced ver-
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sion called Enhanced Machine Type Communication (eMTC) also known as LTE-M,
which uses a reduced bandwidth of 1.4 𝑀𝐻𝑧 using only 6 Physical Resource Blocks
(PRB)s. This bandwidth is selected to allow the LTE-M User Equipment (UE) to
follow the same cell search and random access procedures as legacy UEs, which use
the channels and signals that occupy six PRBs [54].
Additionally, trying to seize the maximum portion of the market, LTE-M adopts
all its specifications based on the IoT requirements as follows:
∙ Long battery life: Enhance the Discontinous Reception (DRX) cycle1 in LTE-M
to allow for longer inactivity periods and thus optimize battery life by achieving
up to 10 years of battery operation for LTE-M with a daily update of 200 bytes,
while taking into account leakage current and battery self discharge [4].
∙ Low device cost: A significant cost reduction is achieved compared to category
1 (Cat-1)2 when 3GPP added a new Category 0 (Cat-0)3 [56] in 3GPP Release
12.
The key reductions agreed in 3GPP Release 12 [57] are:
a) Using half-duplex Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) operation which makes
it possible to operate Long Term Evolution (LTE) FDD time multiplexed avoid-
ing the duplex filter.
b) Reducing the device receiving bandwidth to 1.4 𝑀𝐻𝑧 which allows for a
substantial complexity reduction.
c) Using a single receiver chain which allows to remove the dual receiver chain
for Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO).
1The main feature to reduce power consumption from the radio perspective is Discontinuous
Reception (DRX). A UE configured with a DRX cycle can avoid monitoring the control channel
continuously, enabling the UE to switch off parts of the circuitry to reduce power consumption.
2Cat-1: it was included in the LTE specifications in Release 8. A UE (Cat-1) can achieve 10
Mbps downlink and 5 Mbps uplink channel data rates. No MIMO is supported but the UE should
still have 2 receiver antennas.
3Cat-0: it is one of the newest standardized categories from Release 12. According to [55], UEs
(Cat-0) are intended for IoT use cases, and provide 1 Mbps data rates for both uplink and downlink.
Cat-0 UEs have reduced complexity by up to 50% compared to Cat-1; requirements include only
one receiver antenna and support of half-duplex operation, providing ways for the manufacturers to
significantly reduce the modem cost compared to more advanced UE categories.
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d) Using lower data rates which helps in significant reductions in complexity
and cost for both processing power and memory.
∙ Low deployment cost: LTE-M has many competitive advantages of using the
same hardware and a share spectrum by making them compatible with the
legacy LTE-A. This allows the LTE-M deployment with the existing infrastruc-
ture just by applying a software update [54].
∙ Ubiquitous coverage: The presence of devices in extreme coverage conditions
(e.g., a meter in a basement) requires the UEs to operate with much lower
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). LTE-M targets 15 dB coverage enhancement for
the device category [54]. Additionally, control and data signals can be repeated
to reach the required coverage enhancements.
∙ Massive number of M2M devices support: LTE-M can support up to 52 k M2M
devices.
In the near future, LTE-M technology is expected to attract a huge amount of
future IoT market if it can offer a better IoT platform by allowing customers to scale
and manage their business requirements more efficiently [4].
4.2.2 LTE-M Data-rate
The previously computed LTE-A maximum data-rate, in section 3.2.1, is usually
dedicated for H2H users. However, in 3GPP Release 13, LTE-M technology dedicates
a 1.4 𝑀𝐻𝑧 of the total bandwidth for M2M communications as shown in Figure 4-1.
Following equation (3.1), but with 6 PRBs, Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK)
modulation and half-duplex mode; the maximum data-rate is reduced to 1 Mbps in
Up-Link (UL) and 1 Mbps in Down-Link (DL) for M2M traffic.
4.2.3 LTE-M bandwidth limitation (case study)
In real life, the emergency events such as natural disasters, multiple accidents and
terror attacks are unfortunately not predictable at all. With vague scenarios and lack
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Power
Figure 4-1: Bandwidth Limitation for LTE-M carrier within LTE-A carrier, where
Resource Block (RB), Resource Element (RE).
of statistics and researches about the behavior of M2M devices throughout emergency
scenarios, we build, in this section, a case study based on some use-cases and 3GPP
technical reports.
In [58], a use-case, in which LTE-M technology is expected to fulfill M2M requests
efficiently with a cut-off point of 80K devices per sector for an interval of 4 upload
and 4 download transfers per day (with full security) in normal scenarios.
Supporting more than 52000 M2M devices per cell is one of the LTE-M targets in
order to scale to the IoT requirements [5]. This is the reason why, we consider in our
use-case three different groups selected according to the parameters set to different
models proposed by 3GPP GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network (GERAN) Technical
Report [59], as follows:
(a) Group1 contains 20000 Environmental monitoring devices, sending 200 Bytes
with a rate of 1 message per hour or 4800 Bytes per day.
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(b) Group2 consists of 20000 Assisted Medical devices, dispatching 100 Bytes with a
rate of 8 messages per day or 800 Bytes per day.
(c) Group3 contains 20000 Asset tracking devices, transmitting 50 Bytes with a rate
of 100 messages per day or 5000 Bytes per day.
By analyzing the behavior of M2M devices in normal scenarios, and knowing that
a day contains 24 x 3600 = 86400 sec, we realize that M2M devices send their payloads
with an average data-rate equal to:
(4800 + 800 + 5000) Bytes/86400 sec x 20000 = 2453.7 Bytes per second = 2453.7
x 8 bits per second = 1962.9.6 bits per second = 0.0187 Mbps.
Consequently, If we compare it with the maximum data-rate in LTE-M (1 Mbps),
we conclude that in normal cases, LTE-M can work efficiently without any congestion
problem.
In emergency scenarios, M2M devices may send their payloads in a synchronize
manner. So, we may expect to have an enormous M2M traffic in a split second in form
of three M2M group types (20000 M2M devices each). Assuming that each group is
divided into 5 sub-groups, each sub-group consists of 20% of M2M devices (4000 M2M
devices for each) sending their synchronized payload simultaneously. Consequently,
we might expect 3 groups of storms in different intervals as follows:
(a) Group1-Storm: The first group sends its payload (200 Bytes) with a rate of 1
message per hour. Consequently, the total rate is equal to: (200 Bytes * 4K
devices) per second = 6.1 Mbps. Because M2M Group1 devices are sending their
payloads with a rate of 1 message per hour, so this type of storms will be repeated
24× 5 = 120 storm/day.
(b) Group2-Storm: following the same equation with a payload = 100 Bytes, the
storm can reach 3 Mbps total payload rate. As a result, we expect to receive
8 × 5 = 40 storm/day, if we take into consideration that M2M Group2 devices
interval is 8 messages/day.
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(c) Group3-Storm: similar to the two previous storm calculations, but with 50 Bytes
payload, this storm peaks at 1.5 Mbps as total payload rate. If we know that
the repetition of group3 devices is 100 messages/day, we conclude that this storm
repetition is about 100× 5 = 500 storm/day.
If we compare the different storms in emergency cases, with the maximum up-
link data-rate in LTE-M (1 Mbps) calculated in section 4.2.2, we conclude that the
available bandwidth will suffer from a huge degradation in both cases.
As a conclusion, we emphasize the need of a coexistence study on how to allow
both M2M and H2H traffics to access the network efficiently in emergency events with
a minimal impact one towards the other.
4.3 Literature review
In [60], the authors concluded that the reduced bandwidth allows for a substantial
complexity reduction 81% but the fast depletion of the bandwidth when facing an
expected M2M storm in an emergency scenario wasn’t discussed. Moreover in [61], a
cross-layer solution was proposed to increase the number of devices that can be served
by one eNodeB. The solution combines reduction of the Transmission Control Proto-
col/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) overhead with buffering and clustering concepts in
order to maximize efficiency of the transmission of small payloads by a high number
of devices. Although, the proposal enables to serve up to 65K devices by one eN-
odeB in case of a 10 𝑀𝐻𝑧 bandwidth, but it didn’t show the cost on both M2M and
H2H traffics in a congested eNodeB. Another approach was proposed in [62], where
a source modelling was proposed based on Coupled Markov Modulated Poisson Pro-
cesses (CMMPP) to overcome the massive number of devices problem. Although,
the proposed model demonstrates the parallel deployment of 30K M2M devices with
reasonable efforts, but it couldn’t scale to 52K M2M devices recommended in the IoT
requirements. In [63], despite the mathematical model for LTE downlink bandwidth
allocation that was proposed with the aim of providing a good QoS for each UE,
the coexistence between LTE-M and LTE-A systems and the bandwidth adaptation
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are not spotted. In [64], a proposed cognitive-based radio access strategy with a
priority queuing scheme is applied in LTE-A networks with M2M/H2H coexistence
distinguishing M2M devices based on their traffic QoS requirements. Although an
analytical model is developed in normal scenarios, but the expected surge number of
M2M devices which might have higher priority during disaster scenarios and how to
deal with this sticky situation hadn’t been discussed.
To sum up, in the literature, many approaches in [60, 61, 62, 63, 64] are trying
to find an ideal solution for the massive access problem and its consequences. But,
it can be noticed that the existing architectures provide only preliminary solutions,
without any projection to the expected exponential growth of M2M storms especially
in disaster scenarios. To the best of our knowledge, our adaptive solution is the
first solution to address this problem from its roots in a smart, adaptive and robust
methodology, which can result in a clean LTE traffic free from M2M congestions.
4.4 Adaptive eNodeB for LTE-M
Previous sections shed the light on the importance of an intelligent solution operating
effectively to absorb any expected signaling storm. To this end, we propose a promis-
ing approach which extends the classical functionality of eNodeB and includes an
adaptive control of the bandwidth based on the M2M load status throughout the net-
work. The proposed Adaptive eNodeB manages automatically both H2H and M2M
traffics. Based on the instantaneous requests of M2M, a part of the total bandwidth
will be dedicated to fulfill these sudden needs. The Adaptive eNodeB for LTE-M net-
works depicted in Figure 4-2, is designed to operate in different conditions, depending
on the number of M2M connected devices 𝐶𝑑 throughout the network:
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Figure 4-2: Flow chart for LTE-M Adaptive eNode-B over normal cycle, where 𝐸𝑠 is
the emergency stage number, 𝐵𝐿𝑚 = Bandwidth Limited at the𝑚𝑡ℎ stage, 𝐵𝐿0 = 1.4
𝑀𝐻𝑧 is the initial bandwidth, 𝑚 stands for current stage number,𝑀 is the maximum
stage number, 𝐶𝑑 represents the number of M2M connected devices, 𝛿𝑚 = threshold
at the 𝑚𝑡ℎ stage and 𝑐 stands for the number of system resources. This flowchart is
extracted from our published work in [17].
1) Initial stage "A-eNB-INI"
In normal situations, an A-eNB works similar to any legacy eNodeB in LTE-A/LTE-
M networks. A part of the total bandwidth is dedicated to LTE-M traffic. For
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instance, a total of 20 𝑀𝐻𝑧 (100 PRBs) will be divided into a basic Bandwidth
Limited (𝐵𝐿0 = 1.4 𝑀𝐻𝑧) reserved for M2M devices (6 PRBs), and the remaining
bandwidth (94 PRBs) are dedicated for H2H devices, as represented in Figure 4-3.
LTE-A LTE-M 
H2H 
(FTP-DL) 
H2H 
(VoIP-DL) 
H2H 
(VoIP-UL) 
M2M 
18.6 MHz 1.4 MHz 
94 PRBs 6 PRBs 
Figure 4-3: Initial Stage - 𝐵𝐿0 = 1.4 𝑀𝐻𝑧.
During this stage, M2M devices are allowed to access 𝐵𝐿0 reserved for LTE-
M to send their payloads via different IoT applications, while H2H devices use the
remaining bandwidth to exchange their information.
2) Emergency stages "A-eNB-EMG(1)" to "A-eNB-EMG(M)"
In the case of a disaster, a huge number of M2M devices saturate the initial LTE-
M bandwidth (𝐵𝐿0) by their signaling storm briefly. When 𝐶𝑑 crosses the initial
saturation threshold 𝛿0 (configurable), the bandwidth dedicated to M2M starts to
increase from 𝐵𝐿0 = 1.4 𝑀𝐻𝑧 to 𝐵𝐿1 = 2.8 𝑀𝐻𝑧 in order to allow more M2M
devices to access the network.
If 𝐶𝑑 crosses a next saturation threshold 𝛿𝑚, caused by an additional M2M sig-
naling storm, the A-eNB adapts gradually its bandwidth from 𝐵𝐿1 till it reaches
𝐵𝐿𝑀 :
𝐵𝐿𝑀 = [(𝑀 + 1)×𝐵𝐿0], as shown in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4: Adaptive bandwidth during emergency stages: "A-eNB-EMG(1)" to "A-
eNB-EMG(M)",𝑚 is the current stage number (0 to𝑀), PRB represents the Physical
Resource Block.
For a given stage 𝑚, we can calculate:
∙ Total number of PRBs reserved for M2M devices:
𝑝𝑚2𝑚 = (𝑚 + 1)× 6 PRB
∙ Maximum M2M data-rate: following equation (3.1) the maximum M2M data-
rate could be estimated as follows:
(4.1)𝑅𝑚2𝑚 = 𝑛× 𝑜× 𝑙 × 𝑝𝑚2𝑚 × 𝑒
where 𝑅𝑚2𝑚 is the maximum data rate for M2M traffic, 𝑛 represents the number
of sub-carriers, 𝑜 is the number of OFDMA symbols, 𝑙 is the number of slots,
𝑝 represents the number of PRBs reserved for M2M traffic, 𝑒 is the number of
carried bits per RE.
∙ Total number of PRBs reserved for H2H devices:
𝑝ℎ2ℎ = 100− 𝑝𝑚2𝑚
∙ Maximum H2H data-rate: similar to equation (4.1):
(4.2)𝑅ℎ2ℎ = 𝑛× 𝑜× 𝑙 × 𝑝ℎ2ℎ × 𝑒
where 𝑅ℎ2ℎ is the maximum data rate for H2H traffic, 𝑛 represents the number
of sub-carriers, 𝑜 is the number of OFDMA symbols, 𝑙 is the number of slots,
𝑝 represents the number of PRBs reserved for H2H traffic, 𝑒 is the number of
carried bits per RE.
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3) Reset stage "A-eNB-RST"
Once the number of M2M connections starts decreasing, A-eNB reduces iteratively
the LTE-M maximum bandwidth 𝐵𝐿𝑀 until achieving the initial state with 𝐵𝐿0 at
the end of the disastrous events, and consequently, it starts operating similar to any
traditional eNodeB.
Following this methodology, the A-eNB has the adaptability and robustness to
lend progressively a temporary bandwidth: (𝑀+1) folds of 1.4𝑀𝐻𝑧 to M2M devices
tentative use during disaster scenario. Inevitably, this solution can soak up most of
M2M storms with a minimal impact on H2H devices.
4.5 Simulation scenarios
A new eNodeB architecture was proposed in section 4.4 taking into account disastrous
and normal conditions. The purpose of this section is to evaluate the A-eNB by
measuring the cost on both M2M and H2H traffics.
To this end, we use the open-source network simulator SimuLTE Modeler 0.9.1
because of his flexibility which lets researchers simulate and benchmark their solutions
on an easy-to-use OMNeT++. OMNeT++ 4.6 framework is an extensible, modu-
lar, component-based C++ simulation library and framework, primarily for building
network simulators. Moreover, it can be integrated with other modules from the
INET 2.3.0 Framework which contains models for the Internet stack (Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP), Internet Protocol (IP)-v4,
IP-v6, Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) , Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), etc.),
wired and wireless link layer protocols (Ethernet, Point to Point Protocol (PPP),
IEEE 802.11, etc.), support for mobility, several application models, and many other
protocols and components. The softwares: OMNeT++, INET and SimuLTE are
introduced respectively in appendices A, B and C.
The considered simulation settings are:
∙ Total simulation time is 200 sec.
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∙ Maximum distance between eNodeB and UE is 300 m.
∙ A linear mobility of UEs.
∙ Terminal velocity of 120 Km/h.
∙ Total bandwidth is 20 𝑀𝐻𝑧.
4.6 Results and discussions
In all our next scenarios, we assume that:
∙ H2H Traffic: The scenario consists of 30 H2H users (10 File Transfer Protocol
(FTP)-DL, 10 Voice over IP (VoIP)-UL, 10 VoIP-DL) during normal conditions.
In an emergency event, additional 90 H2H users start to operate (30 FTP-DL,
30 VoIP-UL, 30 VoIP-DL) as consequence of the emergency scenario. The H2H
traffic models are represented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: H2H traffic models.
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝑉 𝑜𝐼𝑃 [65] 𝐹𝑇𝑃
Packet Size [Bytes] 40 536
Interval [ms] 20 1000
∙ M2M Traffic: The M2M traffic models are mapped to three selected groups of
IoT applications according to the parameters set by 3GPP GERAN Technical
Report [59] as mentioned in section 4.2.3.
4.6.1 Regular eNodeB
At first, the impact of M2M on H2H traffic in a LTE-A network with a legacy eNodeB
is experimented. To this end, the simulated architecture is composed of:
∙ A fixed number of H2H traffic (40 FTP-DL, 40 VoIP-UL, 40 VoIP-DL).
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∙ A variable number of M2M devices (100, 200, 300), connected all together to a
legacy eNodeB.
The measured network performance is depicted in Figure 4-5. The VoIP traffic
does not reveal a considerable effect of the increasing M2M traffic load within the LTE-
A network, as the priority of voice traffic to access the network is higher than the M2M
communication. However, the file transfer traffic suffers from a significant degradation
of the download performance; For only 300 M2M devices, the data downloaded by
FTP-DL traffic decreases by 41% comparing to 100 M2M devices. This is also due to
the network priority; FTP has a lower priority than VoIP and the same priority as
M2M traffic which results in a significant congestion when accessing the network.
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Figure 4-5: Impact of M2M traffic on H2H traffic in a LTE-A legacy scenario for
different traffics: FTP-DL: File download traffic, VoIP: Voice over IP traffic, M2M:
Machine-to-Machine traffic.
4.6.2 A-eNB Initial stage
At this stage, we model the LTE-M network with the aim to measure the improvement
on both M2M and H2H traffics. To this end, we consider the same traffics as the
previous simulation, but with a dedication of 1.4 𝑀𝐻𝑧 for M2M devices (𝐵𝐿0 = 1.4
𝑀𝐻𝑧 ). The results show that similar to the previous results in the regular eNodeB,
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the VoIP traffic is not affected by M2M traffic, but a significant improvement in the
FTP traffic can be noticed as shown in Figure 4-7; For example, with 300 M2M
devices the FTP traffic has a gain of 82% comparing to the previous results in regular
eNodeB as depicted in Figure 4-6.
Figure 4-6: FTP-DL improvement in LTE-M comparing to LTE-A., where SIM-LTE-
A represents the results in a regular eNodeB/LTE-A and SIM-A-ENB-INI is the
results during an initial stage of the A-eNB/LTE-M.
Meanwhile, the M2M traffic reaches its peak (4.9 MB) starting from 300 M2M
devices as depicted in Figure 4-7.
Figure 4-7: Improvement on FTP-DL in a LTE-M (𝐵𝐿0 = 1.4 𝑀𝐻𝑧), where: FTP-
DL: File download traffic, VoIP: Voice over IP traffic, M2M: Machine-to-Machine
traffic.
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Indeed, LTE-M improves the FTP traffic significantly, but a bandwidth satura-
tion problem appears, limiting the number of M2M devices attempting to access the
network.
4.6.3 A-eNB Emergency stages
In order to corroborate the performance of our proposed solution on both the FTP
traffic and the number of M2M devices accessing the network, we simulate our pro-
posed A-eNB in its first act toward a M2M storm by switching from its initial state,
in which 𝐵𝐿0 = 1.4 𝑀𝐻𝑧, to the first emergency state, in which 𝐵𝐿1 = 2.8 𝑀𝐻𝑧.
Then, we evaluate the different traffic performance during this emergency stage. To
this end, a fixed number of H2H traffic is considered (40 FTP-DL, 40 VoIP-UL, 40
VoIP-DL) with an increasing number of M2M devices (300, 400, 500, 600, 700), con-
nected all together to the A-eNB. The network performance are depicted in Figure 4-8.
Figure 4-8: Improvement on M2M traffic in emergency stage1 (𝐵𝐿1 = 2.8 𝑀𝐻𝑧),
where: FTP-DL: File download traffic, VoIP: Voice over IP traffic, M2M: Machine-
to-Machine traffic.
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The VoIP traffic is not affected by the increasing M2M traffic, similarly to previous
two scenarios in regular eNodeB and the initial stage of A-eNB. We recall that our
target is to maximize the number of M2M devices accessing the network and to
minimize the impact on FTP traffic. In this emergency stage, the M2M traffic is
significantly improved, comparing to the results in the initial stage of A-eNB (e.g.,
in 300 M2M devices the improvement is 100%). Meanwhile 36% of FTP traffic is
affected, if we compare the FTP traffic in 300 M2M devices to the FTP traffic in 700
M2M devices. This degradation is due to the new bandwidth allocation, deduction of
1.4 𝑀𝐻𝑧 from H2H to M2M bandwidth (𝐵𝐿1 = 2.8 𝑀𝐻𝑧). It is important to recall
that this degradation is a temporary degradation during the emergency event only,
which worth the FTP traffic sacrifice toward the M2M traffic gain as we can realize in
the next paragraph. The M2M bandwidth reaches its cut-off point (9.8 MB) starting
from 300 M2M devices because of the saturation of 𝐵𝐿1, which requires additional
actions from the A-eNB to absorb the increasing M2M storm.
4.6.4 A-eNB Predictive emergency scenarios
In this predictive scenario, we estimate the expected actions taken by the A-eNB
toward a continuous escalated storm by switching from its first emergency state till
it reaches the last stage, by increasing 𝐵𝐿1 = 2.8 𝑀𝐻𝑧 till 𝐵𝐿𝑀 = [(𝑀 + 1)×𝐵𝐿0)]
𝑀𝐻𝑧, we estimate a gain = M in the M2M traffic comparing to the initial stage
results as depicted in Figure 4-9 (supposing M = 7).
Also, we expect a stability in the VoIP traffic with good QoS and a minimum
FTP request fulfillment.
To sum up, it is clear that the proposed A-eNB in an emergency scenario absorbs
gradually the M2M storm while keeping the QoS of H2H devices within the acceptable
standards.
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Figure 4-9: M2M saturation points comparing to different A-eNB stages, where 𝐵𝐿0
to 𝐵𝐿7 are the bandwidths during different stages from 0 to 𝑀 = 7.
4.7 Conclusion
The support of M2M communications in an IoT environment requires a parallel es-
tablishment of many new features. In this chapter, we have proposed an effective
solution so called A-eNB as an extension to the classic eNodeB in a LTE-M networks.
The classic eNodeB in a LTE-M network leads to a fast depletion of its bandwidth
when huge number of M2M access requests are sent due to its non-adaptability and
limited bandwidth 𝐵𝐿0 = 1.4 𝑀𝐻𝑧. In our solution A-eNB we implement a flexible
reallocation of bandwidth which can be adapted based on the increase or decrease
of different traffics without affecting the QoS of various traffics. Moreover, during
emergency events, this solution A-eNB, apply its flexible reallocation of bandwidth
to absorb presumable M2M storms. Based on SimuLTE modeler, the results show
that by leasing some folds of LTE-M classic bandwidth, we can achieve a significant
gain in M2M traffic.
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Chapter 5
CTMC modeling for H2H/M2M
coexistence in LTE-A/LTE-M
Glossary
3GPP: 3rd Generation Partnership Project
CANAL: Coexistence Analyzer and Network Architecture for Long term evolution
CTMC: Continuous-Time Markov Chain
DTMC: Discrete Time Markov Chain
eNodeB: Evolved Node B
FIFO: First Input First Output
H2H: Human-to-Human
HP: High Priority
IoT: Internet of Things
LIFO: Last Input First Output
LP: Low Priority
LTE: Long Term Evolution
LTE-A: Long Term Evolution-Advanced
LTE-M: Long Term Evolution for Machines
M2M: Machine-to-Machine
M2M-NRT: Machine-to-Machine Non-Real-Time
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M2M-RT: Machine-to-Machine Real-Time
MAE: Mean Absolute Error
QCU: Queuing Control Unit
QoS: Quality of Service
RAC: Resource Allocation Control
RACH: Random Access CHannel
RB: Resource Block
RMSE: Root Mean Squared Error
SCR: Service Completion Rate
5.1 Introduction
Traditionally, Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) network was developed to
better serve Human-to-Human (H2H) services such as voice calls, video-streaming
and data traffics. But with the novel paradigm called Machine-to-Machine (M2M)
communications (e.g. actuators, sensors, smart meters, etc.), an unprecedented in-
novation for the current LTE-A becomes a must [66]. Offering an attractive M2M
services in an utopian autonomous IoT (Internet of Things) world seems tempting,
but with massive connectivity, significant challenges arise on how to manage large
number of devices, typically transmitting only small payloads, across wide range ap-
plications. In 2020, there will be around 50 Billion connections with unavoidable
coexistence among H2H and M2M traffics in one LTE-A network [67]; Consequently,
an efficient radio access strategy becomes one of the most challenges for mobile oper-
ators, researchers and 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) community [68].
This community sounds ultimately keen on conducting several studies and researches
to identify the mutual impact among M2M and H2H communications. In this chapter,
we mathematically characterize the key performance characteristics of M2M and H2H
communications, then we propose an analytical methodology using Continuous-Time
Markov Chain (CTMC) model with the following objectives:
∙ Studying the mutual impact of both M2M and H2H traffics.
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∙ Measuring and analyzing the M2M congestion solutions.
∙ Modeling a new framework called Coexistence Analyzer and Network Architec-
ture for Long term evolution (CANAL).
The CANAL framework optimizes prioritize radio resource allocation procedures
in a LTE-A/Long Term Evolution for Machines (LTE-M) network and achieves un-
derstanding of the system performance to reach good balance between M2M and H2H
communications. Then, we simulate different dense area and disaster scenarios, which
can be studied, analyzed and measured. Finally, by comparing the calculated results
with the simulated ones, we come to the conclusion that with a noticeable results
correlation we can validate our assumptions, models and the proposed architecture.
5.2 Continuous-Time Markov Chain (CTMC)
Markov chains represent a system of elements moving from one state to another over
time. The changes of state of the system are called transitions. The probabilities
associated with various state changes are called transition probabilities, which are
used to describe the Markov chains behavior. The process is characterized by a state
space and a transition matrix describing the probabilities of particular transitions
[69].
Markov chains have many applications as statistical models of real-world processes,
such as studying cruise control systems in motor vehicles, queues or lines of customers
arriving at an airport, exchange rates of currencies, storage systems, and population
growths [70].
In this thesis, we used a Markov chain with the queuing theory to analyze telecom-
munication system performance, and to explore queuing solutions for the network
optimization.
There are two types of Markov chains [71]:
∙ Discrete Time Markov Chain (DTMC): It is a sequence of random variables
with Markov property for a process with a discrete set of times.
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∙ Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC): Used when the system evolves in a
continuous set of times.
To study the H2H/M2M coexistence in LTE-A/LTE-M, it is essential to model
the M2M and H2H request arrivals to LTE-A/LTE-M networks. These requests
have no specific arrival times, they might arrive at any time along with continuous
time intervals. Additionally, they could be served depending on the available service
rate provided by the network at a certain moment. Therefore, the probability of
transitioning from one state to another depends on the service completion rate for
each service. For this reason, we have chosen the CTMC in our project in order to
study, measure and evaluate the Quality of Service (QoS) for both traffics H2H and
M2M in case of coexistence.
5.3 Existing solutions found in the literature
Since the dawn of Long Term Evolution (LTE) in Release 8 [72] till Release 15 [73],
the 3GPP has made major enhancements on LTE perspectives in term of reducing
latency, power consumption, improving measurement accuracy, improving random
access reliability and small cell support [74].
Supporting H2H communications (e.g., web-browsing, phone calls, internet, etc.)
is the main target of creating LTE-A networks. While M2M devices (e.g., smart cities,
mobile health, smart meters, etc.), with their periodic and tiny packet sizes, dispatch
their messages into the same LTE-A channel but with different goals. Sharing the
same bandwidth causes many drawbacks for both traffics M2M and H2H which should
be avoided at all costs. To solve this issue, 3GPP introduces a licensed spectrum
technology called LTE-M to serve M2M traffics, which occupies 1.4 𝑀𝐻𝑧 from the
LTE-A bandwidth. But with different perspectives and a diversity of applications of
M2M and H2H traffics, many challenges are expected as result of this coexistence.
Now, with a close look to many works found in the literature, many research flaws
can be spotted: Random Access CHannel (RACH) congestion in a LTE-A/LTE-M
network, high and low priority for both M2M and H2H strategies, queuing for high and
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low priority M2M and H2H mechanisms, adaptive resource allocation and emergency
scenario solutions.
As for to the congestion and overload problems, which may occur when a large
number of M2M devices attempt to access the LTE-A network using RACH, a se-
rious degradation of performance for both M2M and H2H devices is more likely to
happen [75]. In section 3.3.3, we compare the most common mechanisms found in
the literature that deal with the RACH procedure issues and challenges by analyzing
the existing solutions and approaches to avoid RACH overload congestion in M2M
communications.
In [40], the main challenges raised by the M2M vision are spotted and by focusing
in particular on the problems related to the support of massive M2M access in current
cellular communication systems. Then, the most common approaches proposed in
the literature to enable the coexistence of H2H and M2M services in the current and
next generation of cellular wireless systems are analyzed. In [76], the authors study
the coexistence of H2H traffic and M2M traffic originating from wireless sensors. By
using experimental measurements of real-world smart grid applications, the impact of
variable H2H traffic loads on the sensor end-to-end delay performance are investigated.
The obtained results show that a conventional Ethernet may cause a bottleneck and
increase the delay for both H2H and M2M traffics. In [77], the author addresses the
high overhead signaling load problem of M2M devices using a priority-based data
aggregation scheme at the M2M gateway to maintain a good trade-off between the
power consumption and delay requirement. According to this work, three types of
priority are assigned to M2M devices based on their related applications. Therefore,
the data from M2M devices with higher priorities are served faster than the ones with
lower priorities. An analytical model considering the idle and busy states behavior of
the aggregator using preemption queuing with priority disciplines is developed and
analyzed. In [78], a shared channel resource allocation in a H2H/M2M coexistence
scenario is considered in order to formulate the resource sharing problem among M2M
and H2H communications. In [64], the author proposes a cognitive-based radio access
model with a priority queuing scheme. The model is applied for LTE-A networks
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with M2M/H2H coexistence distinguishing M2M devices based on their traffic QoS
requirements, in which M2M communications have Real-Time (M2M-RT) and Non-
Real-Time (M2M-NRT) traffic. Radio access gives the highest priority to H2H, while
M2M-RT has higher priority than M2M-NRT. Although an analytical methodology is
developed in normal scenarios, but the expected surge number of M2M devices which
might have higher priority during disaster scenarios and how to deal with this sticky
situation hasn’t been discussed.
Additionally, Markov chains are also found in the literature to characterize M2M
and/or H2H tradffics in LTE-A/LTE-M networks, due to the specificity of LTE-
A/LTE-M networks as time variant networks. Thus many works can be spotted
based on this stochastic method. In [79], an efficient radio access strategy is proposed
to manage an LTE network system where M2M devices and H2H users coexist. In
this paper, a CTMC model is developed to evaluate the system performance in terms
of service completion rate, blocking and forced termination probabilities and mean
queuing delay of the M2M traffic. Although the proposed model can be used to
improve the system performance of M2M communication with different priorities,
but the model design doesn’t allow the analysis of the system behavior when facing
different H2H applications with different priorities.
Based on all previous work outcomes, we are motivated to propose a CTMC
model to study the H2H and M2M coexistence through a mathematical framework.
Additionally, a new architecture is proposed which can help in studying and analyzing
the mutual impact between M2M and H2H traffic coexistence while considering high
and low priority traffics for both M2M and H2H devices. Moreover, an adaptive
resource allocation is proposed also to scale the network bandwidth especially during
disaster scenarios.
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5.4 Coexistence Analyzer and Network Architecture
for Long term evolution (CANAL)
The coexistence of H2H and M2M traffic sharing the same network is a hot topic
because of its specificity and the increasing number of M2M connections. As a result,
the mutual impacts on M2M and H2H traffic become inevitable. They have already
been approached in several works [80] with some success for wireless connections [81]
or for traffic regulation [82] but also with some limits.
Our aim is to measure the mutual impact of M2M and H2H traffics in different
scenarios while maintaining a sustainable level of services with minimal congestion
during emergency events by allowing both M2M and H2H devices to access the net-
work resources efficiently. In this context, we propose a new architecture called "Co-
existence Analyzer and Network Architecture for Long term evolution (CANAL)",
which extends the classical functionality of the evolved Node B (eNodeB) and in-
cludes an adaptive control of bandwidth based on the M2M load status throughput,
as shown in Figure 5-1.
The proposed CANAL architecture manages automatically both H2H and M2M
traffics. Based on the instantaneous requests of M2M, a part of the total bandwidth
is dedicated to fulfill these sudden needs. To this end, the model operates at different
conditions depending on the M2M load state throughout the network. The CANAL
architecture consists of a single uplink cell in one eNodeB dedicated for a LTE-A/LTE-
M network.
Let 𝑅𝐵𝐻2𝐻 be the maximum Resource Blocks (RB) reserved for LTE-A network
and 𝑅𝐵𝑀2𝑀 be the one reserved for LTE-M network. There are two types of traffics:
M2M and H2H traffics. Each traffic has Low Priority (LP) and High Priority (HP)
arrival rates (𝜆𝑖) assumed to be following a Poisson’s distribution [62]. Let 𝜆𝐻𝐻
and 𝜆𝐻𝐿 the average arrival rates for H2H HP and H2H LP respectively. Similarly,
𝜆𝑀𝐻/𝜆𝑀𝐿 the average arrival rates for M2M HP and M2M LP respectively.
The CANAL architecture contains also a Queuing Control Unit (QCU) consisting
of four different queues: Two for H2H HP and LP traffics (H2H LP-Q, H2H HP-Q)
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Figure 5-1: CANAL Architecture.
with queue sizes n and o respectively. Similarly, two queues for M2M Low and High
Priority (M2M LP-Q, M2M HP-Q) with queue sizes p and q respectively.
Additionally, the CANAL architecture includes a Resource Allocation Control
(RAC) unit used to control, manage and grant access the network requests based on
the available resources. The RAC has a vital role when congestion occurs especially
during emergency scenarios by dominating the resources adaptively in order to fulfill
the excessive requests of M2M devices, while keeping the H2H requests within the
acceptable norms.
Finally, service rates (𝜇𝐻𝐻 , 𝜇𝐻𝐿, 𝜇𝑀𝐻 , 𝜇𝑀𝐿) will be accomplished for each traffic
respectively (H2H HP, H2H LP, M2M HP and M2M LP). All notations used in our
model architecture are summarized in Table 5.1.
5.4.1 Queuing Control Unit (QCU)
The CANAL architecture contains four feedback queues for the four traffic types: H2H
LP, H2H HP, M2M LP and M2M HP. By applying a special priority strategy, we end
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up with an efficient radio management which dominates the H2H/M2M coexistence.
The system is considered in the "full state" when the number of reserved resource
blocks in a LTE-A network peaks to 𝑅𝐵𝐻2𝐻 and/or in a LTE-M network peaks to
𝑅𝐵𝑀2𝑀 . In Figure 5-1, the queuing process is initiated when the system reaches its
cut-off point (the full state) and a new M2M/H2H device request contends to access
the system. The new arrival request might be either H2H/M2M HP or H2H/M2M
LP. The contention resolution is the core of the QCU by differentiating between two
cases:
∙ H2H/M2M LP new arrival : If the system receives an arrival with a priority
type H2H/M2M LP, the QCU checks for available resources.
If there is at least one resource available, the request is granted access to the
network. If not, the request is enrolled in H2H/M2M LP-Q queue, unless if
Table 5.1: Description of notations used in CANAL architecture.
Notation Description
𝐶𝐴𝑁𝐴𝐿 Coexistence Analyzer and Network Architecture for Lte
𝑅𝐵𝐻2𝐻 Maximum resource blocks reserved for LTE-A
𝑅𝐵𝑀2𝑀 Maximum resource blocks reserved for LTE-M
𝜆𝐻𝐻 Average arrival rate for H2H High priority
𝜆𝐻𝐿 Average arrival rate for H2H Low priority
𝜆𝑀𝐻 Average arrival rate for M2M High priority
𝜆𝑀𝐿 Average arrival rate for M2M Low priority
QCU Queuing Control Unit
HP High Priority
LP Low Priority
HP-Q High Priority Queue
LP-Q Low Priority Queue
RAC Resource Allocation Control unit
𝜇𝐻𝐻 Completed H2H High priority service rate
𝜇𝐻𝐿 Completed H2H Low priority service rate
𝜇𝑀𝐻 Completed M2M High priority service rate
𝜇𝑀𝐿 Completed M2M Low priority service rate
n H2H Low priority queue size
o H2H High priority queue size
p M2M Low priority queue size
q M2M High priority queue size
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Figure 5-2: H2H/M2M HP and LP Queuing.
the queue is in the "full state" which requires a termination for the request, as
shown by the flowchart presented in Figure 5-2.
∙ H2H/M2M HP new arrival: The QCU checks for available resources at each
arrival with a priority type H2H/M2M HP. If there is at least one resource
available, then the request is accepted and the UE is granted access to the
network. If there is no available resources, the QCU verifies whether all resources
are reserved by H2H/M2M HP or not;
– If "yes", the request will be forwarded to the H2H/M2M HP-Q. However,
if the queue is "full", then the request is terminated, otherwise the request
is enrolled in the appropriate queue.
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– If the answer is "No", an interruption command will be initiated asking for
an immediate evacuation of a H2H/M2M LP resource reservation which
will be pushed to the H2H/M2M LP-Q. Similarly, if the queue is "full" the
request is terminated; Otherwise, the request is enrolled in the appropriate
queue, as shown by the flowchart presented in Figure 5-2.
5.4.2 Resource Allocation Control (RAC) unit
The CANAL architecture contains an important part called "Resource Allocation
Control (RAC)" unit, which plays a crucial role in granting access, interrupting ser-
vices and managing resources for both LTE-A and LTE-M networks, especially, when
it comes to an increasing storm of requests during normal and emergency scenarios
caused by the synchronization behavior of M2M devices. A balancing act must be
kept continuously; On one hand, the RAC might fulfill the excessive requests of M2M
devices, but on the other hand any major QoS degradation on H2H traffic is not tol-
erated at all costs. Thus, we are in need of an efficient strategy to dominate network
resources in an adaptive, stimulative and rescued way which might help to master a
new eNodeB that can go ahead of the curve, as shown in Figure 5-3.
In normal situations, the CANAL architecture works similar to any legacy eN-
odeB in LTE-A/LTE-M networks as initial phase (INI). An initial Bandwidth-Limited
(𝐵𝐿0) dedicated for LTE-M traffic from the total bandwidth by reserving 𝑅𝐵𝑀2𝑀
for M2M devices. Meanwhile, the remaining resources are reserved for H2H devices
denoted by 𝑅𝐵𝐻2𝐻 and connected to a LTE-A network.
In the case of an emergency EMG(1), a huge number of M2M Connected Devices
(𝐶𝐷) saturates the initial LTE-M bandwidth (𝐵𝐿0) by their storm briefly. When
the 𝐶𝐷 data rate reaches a certain initial threshold 𝑇ℎ(0), the RAC increases the
bandwidth from 𝐵𝐿0 to 𝐵𝐿1 = 2 x 𝐵𝐿0 to allow more 𝐶𝐷 accessing the network.
Similarly, if the 𝐶𝐷 data rate reaches the next threshold 𝑇ℎ(1) again caused by an
additional M2M storm, the CANAL architecture adapts gradually 𝐵𝐿1 till reaching:
𝐵𝐿𝑀 = (𝑀 + 1)×𝐵𝐿0
Finally, if the 𝐶𝐷 data rate exceeds the last threshold Th(M) an overload problem
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occurs. Once the number of M2M connections starts receding, the RAC keeps receding
the LTE-M bandwidth iteratively until reaching the initial phase at the end of the
disastrous events, consequently, resumes operating similar to any legacy eNodeB.
Following this methodology, the CANAL architecture has the adaptability to lend
progressively a temporary bandwidth up to 𝐵𝐿𝑀 = (𝑀 + 1)×𝐵𝐿0 of the total H2H
bandwidth to M2M devices tentative use. By implementing this proposed solution
for the limited bandwidth saturation in LTE-M networks, an adaptive reallocation of
the bandwidth leads for an acceptable resolution for any presumable M2M storm.
5.5 CTMC analytical methodology
Our CTMC analytical methodology consists of four steps:
1. We use CTMC as a stochastic method to describe the sequence of possible
events M2M or H2H built on different states and various priorities.
INI 
{BL0} 
Overload 
Problem
EMG(M) 
{(M+1)xBL0}
EMG
(M-1) 
{MxBL0}
EMG(1) 
{2xBL0}
CD>=Th(0)
CD< Th(0) CD <Th(1)
CD<Th(M-1)
CD<Th(M)
CD>=Th(1)
CD>=Th(M-1)CD>=Th(M)
m=0
m=1
M M-1
CD<Th(0)
CD<Th(M-1)CD<Th(M)
CD<Th(1)
Figure 5-3: RAC phases for CANAL architecture: where 𝐶𝐷: Connected devices,
𝑇ℎ: Threshold, INI: Initial state, EMG: Emergency state, 𝐵𝐿: Bandwidth Limited,
𝑚: current state number, 𝑀 : Maximum state number.
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2. We generate the equilibrium equations which rule the probability of transition-
ing from one state to another.
3. We turn these probabilities and states into a linear system and we can calculate
each state probability under certain conditions.
4. Using the aforementioned probabilities, we propose some metrics to characterize
the performance of the network, with the aim to evaluate M2M and H2H traffics.
5.5.1 Representing the system as a set of states
In our system states, two variables (𝑖,𝑗) are considered to denote the number of
two ongoing services one is high priority traffic and the other is low priority traffic
respectively. The system moves from one state to another if an event occurs (in-
crease/decrease of 𝑖 or 𝑗). The two traffics have two average arrival rates (𝜆1, 𝜆2)
assumed to follow a Poisson distribution and two service rates (𝜇1, 𝜇2) assumed to
follow an exponential distribution. The generic CTMC model is shown in Figure 5-4.
All notations used in the analytical methodology are summarized in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Description of notations used in the analytical methodology.
Notation Description
𝑖 Number of ongoing services for HP traffic
𝑗 Number of ongoing services for LP traffic
𝜆1 Average arrival rate for HP traffic
𝜆2 Average arrival rate for LP traffic
𝜇1 Completed service rate for HP traffic
𝜇2 Completed service rate for LP traffic
𝑐 Number of resource blocks used in the network
𝑠𝑡 Number of states
𝜋(𝑖,𝑗) The probability to be in the state 𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗)
A The coefficient matrix in a linear system
Π The steady-state probability vector
𝑆𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑃 Service Completion Rate for HP traffic
𝑆𝐶𝑅𝐿𝑃 Service Completion Rate for LP traffic
𝑅𝑢 Resource utilization
E(𝑖) The expected value of ongoing services for HP traffic
E(𝑗) The expected value of ongoing services for LP traffic
The number of states calculated based on the number of resources denoted (𝑐)
should meet the following condition:
𝑖 + 𝑗 6 𝑐 (5.1)
The number of states (𝑠𝑡) can be derived as follows [17]:
𝑠𝑡 =
𝑐∑︁
𝑖=0
(𝑐− 𝑖 + 1) = (𝑐 + 1)(𝑐 + 2)
2
(5.2)
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Figure 5-4: Generic CTMC Model, where 𝑖: number of ongoing services for HP
requests, 𝑗: number of ongoing services for LP requests, 𝑐: maximum number of
resource blocks, 𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗): a certain state denoted by 𝑖 and 𝑗.
5.5.2 Generating the equilibrium equations
In the following, we assume that the observation time intervals are so small that at
one time interval only one event (𝑖 + 1, 𝑖− 1, 𝑗 + 1, 𝑗 − 1) may occur.
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In this case, the system falls into one of the following three cases:
1. Case 1: "Empty State", where 𝑖 = 𝑗 = 0, includes one state 𝑆(0, 0) and has the
following equilibrium relationship:
(𝜆1 + 𝜆2)𝜋(0,0) = 𝜇1𝜋(1,0) + 𝜇2𝜋(0,1) (5.3)
Where 𝜋(𝑖,𝑗) is the probability to be in the state 𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗).
2. Case 2: "Occupied State", where 0 < 𝑖 + 𝑗 < 𝑐, includes (𝑐−1)(𝑐+2)
2
states and
has the following equilibrium equation:
(5.4)(𝜆1 + 𝜆2 + 𝑖𝜇1 + 𝑗𝜇2)𝜋(𝑖,𝑗) = 𝜆1𝜋(𝑖−1,𝑗) + 𝜆2𝜋(𝑖,𝑗−1)
+(𝑖+1)𝜇1𝜋(𝑖+1,𝑗)+(𝑗+1)𝜇2𝜋(𝑖,𝑗+1)
3. Case 3: "Full State", where 𝑖+𝑗 = 𝑐, includes (𝑐+1) states and has the following
equilibrium equation:
(𝑖𝜇1 + 𝑗𝜇2)𝜋(𝑖,𝑗) = 𝜆1𝜋(𝑖−1,𝑗) + 𝜆2𝜋(𝑖,𝑗−1) (5.5)
The above three equations can be summarized by the following generic equation:
(5.6)(𝛼𝜆1 + 𝛼𝜆2 + 𝑖𝛽𝜇1 + 𝑗𝛽𝜇2)𝜋(𝑖,𝑗) = 𝛽𝜆1𝜋(𝑖−1,𝑗) + 𝛽𝜆2𝜋(𝑖,𝑗−1)
+ (𝑖 + 1)𝛼𝜇1𝜋(𝑖+1,𝑗) + (𝑗 + 1)𝛼𝜇2𝜋(𝑖,𝑗+1)
Where 𝛼 = 0 indicates the "Full state" (otherwise 𝛼 = 1) and
𝛽 = 0 represents the "Empty state" (otherwise 𝛽 = 1).
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5.5.3 Linear system solution
To recall, in our system states, (𝑖,𝑗) denotes the number of ongoing services, i.e. H2H
and M2M. The system moves from one state to another, when a service is achieved
or a new request is arriving (by increasing or decreasing 𝑖 or 𝑗) with a steady-state
probability 𝜋(𝑖,𝑗):
𝑐∑︁
𝑖=0
𝑐−𝑖∑︁
𝑗=0
𝜋(𝑖,𝑗) = 1 (5.7)
0 ≤ 𝜋(𝑖,𝑗) ≤ 1 (5.8)
The general equation (5.6) can be written in linear form:
AΠ = 0 (5.9)
where the square matrix A represents the coefficients of a linear system, and Π
represents the steady-state probability vector:
Π =
(︁
𝜋(0,0) 𝜋(0,1) ... 𝜋(𝑐,0)
)︁𝑇
(5.10)
By replacing the first row of A by the coefficients of equation (5.7), we obtain the
following modified system:
BΠ =
(︁
1 0 ... 0
)︁𝑇
(5.11)
Equation (5.6) can be solved while considering the number of states 𝑠𝑡. 𝑠𝑡 could be
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calculated using equation (5.2) in order to know the dimensions for the steady-state
probability vector Π. B is a (𝑠𝑡 × 𝑠𝑡 ) full rank matrix.
5.5.4 Performance and metrics
We use two performance metrics to validate our model:
1. Service Completion Rate (𝑆𝐶𝑅): It gives the number of completed requests per
time interval and it is based on the service rate 𝜇 and the number of ongoing
requests for a certain traffic (e.g. 𝑆𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑃 and 𝑆𝐶𝑅𝐿𝑃 which represent the
Service Completion Rate for HP/LP traffics [64]):
(5.12)𝑆𝐶𝑅 =
∑︁
𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝜇𝜋(𝑖,𝑗)
Because we consider the service rate (𝜇) as constant in our model, (5.12) can
be written:
(5.13)𝑆𝐶𝑅 = 𝜇
∑︁
𝑖
𝑖
∑︁
𝑗
𝜋(𝑖,𝑗)
As the sum of conjoint probability leads to the marginal probability, the previous
equations can be re-written as follows:
(5.14)𝑆𝐶𝑅 = 𝜇
∑︁
𝑖
𝑖𝜋(𝑖)
= 𝜇𝐸(𝑖)
Where 𝐸(𝑖) represents the expected value of an ongoing service denoted by (𝑖).
2. Resource utilization (𝑅𝑢): This metric gives the probability of the system to be
busy serving the arrivals in terms of the number of utilized RBs in each state:
(5.15)
𝑅𝑢 =
∑︁
𝑖𝑗
𝑖 + 𝑗
𝑐
𝜋(𝑖,𝑗)
=
∑︀
𝑖𝑗 𝑖𝜋(𝑖,𝑗) +
∑︀
𝑖𝑗 𝑗𝜋(𝑖,𝑗)
𝑐
=
E(𝑖) + E(𝑗)
𝑐
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5.6 Simulations, results and discussions
In this section, we present our developed simulation model which can generate both
H2H and M2M traffics with full flexibility to add queuing or priority for any traffic
in order to study the mutual impact for H2H and M2M traffics.
5.6.1 M/M/1 Queuing Model
A M/M/1 Queuing Model1 consists of a single server, in which arrivals are determined
by a Poisson process and job service times which have an exponential distribution.
The proposed architecture is based on the approach presented in [83] and ex-
plained in appendix E. Many enhancements are made in order to match our CANAL
architecture presented previously in section 5.4:
∙ The architecture consists of a single-queue and single-server system with a
double traffic sources. In order to omit the role of the queuing for the mo-
ment, we consider an infinite storage capacity (in this case the queue sizes
n = o = p = q = 0 for the different traffics, see Table 5.1).
∙ The architecture follows a Continuous Time Markov Chain with transition rate
matrix similar to the one in section 5.5.
∙ Arrivals occur at rate 𝜆 according to a Poisson process and move the process
from state (𝑖) to (𝑖 + 1) and/or (𝑗) to (𝑗 + 1).
∙ Service times have an exponential distribution with rate parameter 𝜇 in the
M/M/1 queue, where 1
𝜇
is the mean service time.
∙ A single server serves H2H and M2M traffics one at a time by allowing one event
only (either 𝑖 or 𝑗) in the smallest time interval.
1In a M/M/1 Queuing Model: The first part represents the input process, the second the service
distribution, and the third the number of servers.
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∙ The queue could be configured to work according to a First Input First Output
(FIFO), Last Input First Output (LIFO) or by priority discipline, with a flexible
buffer size.
∙ When the service is completed, the served request leaves the system and the
number of ongoing services in the system reduces by one (𝑖) to (𝑖 − 1) and/or
(𝑗) to (𝑗 − 1).
∙ The architecture makes it easy to compare empirical results with the corre-
sponding theoretical results.
Our methodology to reach our final simulation model is to build the simplest
model with one traffic first, then we develop a basic H2H and M2M traffic model in
which we can fix a starting experimental point with some highlighted flaws. In the
end, by working on the drawbacks of the basic model, many enhancements could be
suggested as result of adding priority and queuing strategies and compare it with the
basic model.
5.6.2 Single traffic simulations and results
As a first step, we start by experimenting the behavior of a single traffic system
with the aim to proof the accuracy of the proposed CTMC model. Additionally,
a comparison for both analytical and simulation results are conducted in order to
validate the accuracy of the system by calculating:
∙ The Mean Absolute Error (𝑀𝐴𝐸):
𝑀𝐴𝐸 = 1
𝑛
∑︀𝑛
𝑡=1|𝑥𝑐(𝑡) − 𝑥𝑠(𝑡)|
∙ The Root Mean Squared Error (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸):
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
√︁
1
𝑛
∑︀𝑛
𝑡=1(𝑥𝑐(𝑡) − 𝑥𝑠(𝑡))2
The analytical and simulation results for the probability to be in a given state
𝜋(𝑖) and with a number of Resource Blocks 𝑐 = 6 RBs are shown in Figure 5-5,
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which shows that the accuracy of the proposed system falls into the error limit with
a 𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.0592.
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Figure 5-5: 𝜋(𝑖) result comparison for 𝑐 = 6: 𝜋(𝑖): the probability to be in a given
state 𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗), 𝑐: the maximum number of resource blocks, 𝜆1: the average arrival rate,
𝜇1: completed service rate.
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Moreover, a slight mismatch between the analysis and simulation results could be
spotted especially in the full state P62 (explained previously in section 5.4.1). This
mismatch is unavoidable because in our simulator, we added two random generators
for two arrivals (𝑖 and 𝑗) following a Poisson distribution. In some cases, (𝑖+𝑗) exceeds
the maximum number of available resources 𝑐. These cases should be removed in order
to respect the constraint: (𝑖 + 𝑗 6 𝑐) which affects our random variables supposed
following the Poisson distribution. So, we solve this issue by introducing a saturation
function in our simulations. Consequently, an acceptable approximation is considering
the cases (where 𝑖+𝑗 ≥ 𝑐) as (𝑖+𝑗 = 𝑐), knowing that in our example (𝑐 = 6). In this
case, the probability to be in the full state is more likely to happen with a noticed
difference comparing to the analysis results. This non-linear behavior can explain the
small mismatch.
The results obtained with (𝑐 = 6) drive us to do more exploration by increasing 𝑐
to 25 RBs. The simulated results are shown in Figure 5-6, in which, we end up with
a 𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.0177.
To sum up, all previous exploration experiments are able to achieve a good ac-
curacy with the aforementioned MAE and RMS, which might be considered as a
valid starting point to take up our simulation model by upgrading the single traffic
simulation to a basic simulation for H2H and M2M traffics.
2A full state in this case is considered when the arrival average peaks to the maximum system
capacity 6.
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Figure 5-6: 𝜋(𝑖) result comparison for 𝑐 = 25 RB: 𝜋(𝑖): the probability to be in a given
state 𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗), 𝑐: the maximum number of resource blocks, 𝜆1: the average arrival rate,
𝜇1: completed service rate.
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5.6.3 Basic simulations and results
In order to study the mutual impact of H2H and M2M traffics in dense area or emer-
gency scenarios, we conduct several simulations based on the proposed architecture
in [83], with the following parameters:
∙ We assume to have one LTE-A network using a bandwidth of 5 𝑀𝐻𝑧 (𝑐 = 25
RB) in order to stress H2H and M2M traffics to the maximum.
∙ Each traffic has an average arrival rate (𝜆1, 𝜆2) with a service rate (𝜇1, 𝜇2).
∙ H2H and M2M traffics have the same priority.
∙ A FIFO queue type is used with an infinite capacity size.
∙ Simulation duration = 1000 Seconds.
1. Dense area scenario: In urban and dense areas, a huge number of M2M
and H2H devices may exchange their payloads exponentially. Consequently, we
consider a fixed arrival rate of H2H requests (𝜆1 = 5) and incremental arrival
rate of M2M requests
2 < 𝜆2 6 20, while 𝜇1 = 0.5 and 𝜇2= 1. From the results shown in Figure 5-7
and by calculating the percentage of served requests comparing to the total
arrivals, we can conclude the following:
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Figure 5-7: 𝑆𝐶𝑅𝐻2𝐻 vs 𝑆𝐶𝑅𝑀2𝑀 in dense area cases.
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∙ When 𝜆2 6 15: The system is able to serve all M2M (dotted line) and H2H
(straight line) requests, because H2H arrivals, with 𝜆1 = 5 and a service
rate 𝜇1 = 0.5, occupy an average of 5 resources from the 25 total resources
for two consecutive time intervals, which means on the second time interval
it occupies 10 resources (5 previous arrivals and 5 new arrivals). Conse-
quently, it remains around 15 resources per time interval for M2M arrivals
with a maximum 𝜆2 = 15 and a service rate 𝜇2 = 1.
∙ When 15 < 𝜆2 6 20: A degradation on both M2M and H2H service com-
pletion rate can be realized, because in our assumption, they have similar
priority and the total number of requests are much more than available re-
sources 𝑐 = 25. At the peak (𝜆2 = 20), only 4K of 5K total H2H requests
are served (80%) and 17K of 20K total M2M requests are served (85%).
Because an average of 4 from the 25 total resources will be occupied by
H2H traffic for two consecutive time intervals (actually 4 previous arrivals
and 4 new arrivals), and the remaining 17 resources will be used by M2M
traffic.
∙ The high utilization of the system (𝑅𝑢 = 100%) requires a queuing strat-
egy to fulfill the excessive requests and to minimize the number of forced
terminated services, as suggested in section 5.4.1.
2. Emergency scenario: In emergency cases, a M2M signaling storm is definitely
expected as a result of connected devices, which leads inevitably to a M2M
congestion. This congestion caused by the simultaneous synchronization affects
both H2H and M2M devices. In this scenario, we consider the following system
parameters: 𝜆1 = 50, 50 6 𝜆2 6 200, 𝜇1 = 0.5 and 𝜇2= 1. From the results
shown in Figure 5-8, when 𝜆2 = 50 a degradation on both M2M (rectangles)
and H2H (dotted line) service completion rate can be realized, because they
have similar priority and the total number of requests are much more than the
available resources 𝑐 = 25. Only 8K of 50K total H2H requests are served (16%)
and 8K of 50K total M2M requests are served (16%), because an average of 8
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from the 25 total resources will be occupied by H2H traffic for two consecutive
time intervals, and the remaining 8 resources will be used by M2M traffic each
time interval.
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Figure 5-8: 𝑆𝐶𝑅𝐻2𝐻 vs 𝑆𝐶𝑅𝑀2𝑀 in emergency cases.
By increasing 𝜆2 = 100, 150, 200, we end up with the results shown in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Emergency scenario results.
𝜆2 𝑆𝐶𝑅𝐻2𝐻/𝑀2𝑀 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐻2𝐻 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑀2𝑀
100 12% 6K 12K
150 10% 5K 15K
200 8% 4K 16K
With a close look to the results in Table 5.3, we realize the huge degradation
on the 𝑆𝐶𝑅 for both H2H and M2M; Only [8-12]% of the services could be
accomplished during emergency scenarios.
5.6.4 M/M/1 results
In the previous section 5.6.3, two different scenarios (dense area and emergency)
are conducted to measure the H2H and M2M mutual impact but without neither
considering a prioritize system nor applying queuing strategy to ensure the QoS of
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different traffics. Now, it is time to consider two scenarios with similar parameters
using a prioritize system as follows:
1. Prioritize dense area scenario: In this simulation, we emphasis similar case
to the one considered in section 1; While assigning a higher priority for one
traffic, we study the trade off between cost or gain on H2H and M2M traffics.
From results shown in Figure 5-7, we realize that the system is able to serve
all M2M and H2H requests as long as 𝜆2 6 15. After this point, the system
maintains the higher priority traffic towards a degradation on the lower priority
traffic.
2. Prioritize emergency scenario: Similar to the case in section 2 but with
different M2M and H2H priorities, the results shown in Figure 5-8 spot that
the system maintains the higher priority traffic with a total elimination of the
lower priority traffic.
To sum up, the simulation results show that using a prioritize LTE-A system
for both M2M and H2H traffics could handle more requests in dense area cases
by maintaining the higher priority traffic without any degradation while reduc-
ing the completion rate of the lower priority traffic. Meanwhile, in emergency
cases, the higher priority traffic takes precedence over the lower priority traffic
with an improvement on its completion rate while totally eliminating the low
priority traffic; In such cases, the non priority traffic strategy has a competitive
advantage because it keeps H2H and M2M traffics working at the same time.
Finally, we want to recall that a part of the results of this chapter has been
published in [18].
5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we address the saturation problem caused by the expected huge
number of M2M devices which leads to remarkable impacts on both M2M and H2H
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traffics. We have proposed an enhanced architecture designed for LTE-A/LTE-M
networks in order to fulfill H2H/M2M traffic coexistence supported with various pri-
ority strategies to satisfy the QoS for each traffic. A queuing strategy is enforced by
a queuing control unit, which rules four queues allocated for different traffic types. A
CTMC model is proposed as a stochastic process tool to characterize the H2H/M2M
coexistence based on analytical equations. Our simulation results matched with the
CTMC analytical model which corroborates the proposed model. Moreover, they
show that using a prioritize LTE-A system for both M2M and H2H traffics is more
convenient in dense area scenarios; While in emergency cases, it is more appropriate
to use a non prioritize traffic strategy to keep both H2H and M2M traffics working
properly at the same time.
In this chapter, a homogeneous number of resources has been considered for all
applications; In the next chapter, we will study the heterogeneity in different appli-
cations which reflects the actual behavior of various IoT applications.
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Chapter 6
CTMC modeling for M2M/H2H
coexistence in an NB-IoT Adaptive
eNodeB
Glossary
3GPP: 3rd Generation Partnership Project
A-eNB: Adaptive evolved Node B
CP: Control Plan
CTMC: Continuous-Time Markov Chain
GSM: Global System for Mobile
H2H: Human-to-Human
HARQ: Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request
IoT: Internet of Things
LTE: Long Term Evolution
LTE-A: Long Term Evolution-Advanced
M2M: Machine-to-Machine
MAE: Mean Absolute Error
MAR: Mobile Autonomous Reporting
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NB-IoT: Narrow Band-IoT
OFDMA: Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access
PRB: Physical Resource Block
QPSK: Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying
QoS: Quality of Service
RE: Resource Element
RMSE: Root Mean Squared Error
RRC: Radio Resource Control
SDT: Small Data Transmission scheme
UE: User Equipment
6.1 Introduction
Throughout the last decade, Internet of Things (IoT) has paved the way to a promi-
nent game changer known as Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications. This
new trend influences the human lives by delegating control in many fields to au-
tonomous and semi-autonomous machines. Promoting dummy machines to smart
adaptive cognitive-machines, allowing them to monitor, track and control various
parts in civil lives over distance, thus reducing the human resources, mistakes and
mood-swing drawbacks in future businesses. Following this aspect, the IoT becomes
a promising technology with around 50 Billion connections in 2020 which enforces
an unavoidable coexistence among Human-to-Human (H2H) and M2M traffics in one
Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) network [67]; Consequently, an efficient
radio access strategy becomes one of the most challenges for mobile operators, re-
searchers and the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) community [68]. They
sound ultimately keen on conducting several studies and researches to identify the
mutual impact among M2M and H2H communications.
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LTE-A was coined initially to support H2H communications (e.g., web-browsing,
phone calls, internet televisions, etc.). M2M devices (e.g., smart cities, mobile health,
smart meters, etc.), with their sporadic small packet sizes, pour their payloads into
the same LTE-A channel but with different aspects and specifications.
On one hand, H2H traffic enforces telecommunication operators to broaden the
LTE-A bandwidth, thus providing higher data rates which implies a significant com-
plexity on the future model design. On the other hand, M2M traffic requires a
narrower bandwidth due to low data rates which paves the way to low complex-
ity models. Due to these differences, it would be an imperfect match for these two
traffics to share the same LTE-A bandwidth. 3GPP introduces a licensed spectrum
technology called Narrowband-Internet of Things (NB-IoT). NB-IoT technology oc-
cupies 180 𝐾𝐻𝑧 within the LTE-A bandwidth, which helps in a significant reduction
on model complexity consequently a minimum cost model. But with a diversity of
applications, a flood of devices trying to access the network and send their payloads
becomes unavoidable.
Inevitably, the synchronized manner of certain devices serving the same type of
applications will cause a performance degradation on NB-IoT services.
In this chapter, we propose the concept of an Adaptive eNodeB (A-eNB) for NB-
IoT technology while addressing all aforementioned challenges. Our proposed A-eNB
can solve the M2M overload congestion gradually, while maintaining the Quality of
Service (QoS) of H2H traffic within the acceptable standards. The network adaptation
is provided through a dynamic NB-IoT bandwidth re-allocation with the objective of
maximizing the number of M2M connections while maintaining H2H traffic.
The main contributions of this chapter are the following:
∙ A new Adaptive eNodeB architecture for NB-IoT technology.
∙ An evaluation of the A-eNB on H2H and M2M traffics.
∙ A Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC) model used as stochastic process
tool to characterize H2H/M2M coexistence based on analytic equations.
∙ Many simulations constructed to validate our model.
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6.2 NB-IoT networks
6.2.1 NB-IoT overview
To recall, in section 1.1.2, the IoT requirements are: deployment flexibility, low device
complexity, long battery lifetime, support of massive numbers of devices in a cell and
significant coverage extension.
In Release 13 [84], 3GPP introduces NB-IoT in order to satisfy the above IoT
requirements [5] as follows:
∙ Deep coverage: By increasing the number of repetitions, an enhancement on
NB-IoT coverage could be achieved with a maximum coupling loss 20 dB higher
than LTE Release 12.
∙ A long battery life: For a device with 164 dB coupling loss, a 10-year battery
life can be reached if the User Equipment (UE) transmits 200 bytes of data per
day on average [59].
∙ A low complexity and low device cost: NB-IoT enables low complexity UE
implementation by the designs highlighted below:
a) Significantly reduced transport block sizes.
b) Only single antenna is required at the UE.
c) Support only single Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) process.
d) No Connected mode mobility measurement is required, because a UE only
needs to perform mobility measurement during an idle mode.
e) Allow only a half-duplex frequency-division duplexing operation.
∙ A massive number of devices support: NB-IoT with one Physical Resource
Block (PRB) supports more than 52,500 UEs per cell [59].
NB-IoT was designed to achieve excellent coexistence performance with the legacy
Global System for Mobile (GSM) and Long Term Evolution (LTE) technologies with
a requirement of 180 𝑘𝐻𝑧 as a system bandwidth. This choice enables a number of
deployment options. A GSM operator can replace one GSM carrier (200 𝑘𝐻𝑧) with
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NB-IoT as a standalone carrier. A LTE operator can deploy NB-IoT inside a LTE
carrier by allocating one of the PRBs of 180 𝑘𝐻𝑧 to NB-IoT either within the LTE
spectrum or in the guard band. These different deployment scenarios are illustrated
in Figure 6-1.
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trAnsmIssIon schemes And  
deployment optIons
downlInk trAnsmIssIon scheme
The downlink transmission scheme of NB-IoT is 
based on OFDMA with the same 15 kHz subcar-
rier spacing as LTE [8]. Slot, subframe, and frame 
durations are 0.5 ms, 1 ms, and 10 ms, respective-
ly, identical to those in LTE. In essence, an NB-IoT 
carrier uses one LTE PRB in the frequency domain 
(i.e., 12 15 kHz subcarriers) for a total of 180 
kHz. Reusing the same OFDMA numerology as 
LTE ensures good coexistence performance with 
LTE in the downlink. For example, when NB-IoT is 
deployed inside an LTE carrier, the orthogonality 
between the NB-IoT PRB and all the other LTE 
PRBs is preserved in the downlink. 
uplInk trAnsmIssIon scheme
The uplink of NB-IoT supports both multi-tone 
and single-tone transmissions [8]. Multi-tone trans-
mission is based on single-carrier frequency-divi-
sion multiple access (SC-FDMA) using the same 
15 kHz subcarrier spacing and 0.5 ms slot as LTE. 
Single-tone transmission supports two numerolo-
gies, 15 kHz and 3.75 kHz. The 15 kHz numerol-
ogy is identical to LTE and thus achieves the best 
coexistence performance with LTE in the uplink. 
The 3.75 kHz single-tone numerology uses 2 ms 
slot duration. Like the downlink, an uplink NB-IoT 
carrier uses a total system bandwidth of 180 kHz.
deployment optIons
NB-IoT may be deployed as a standalone carrier. 
It may also be deployed within the LTE spectrum, 
either inside an LTE carrier or in the guard band. 
These different deployment scenarios are illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The deployment scenario, stand-
alone, in-band, or guard-band, however, should 
be transparent to a user equipment (UE) when it 
is first turned on and searches for an NB-IoT car-
rier. Similar to existing LTE UEs, an NB-IoT UE is 
only required to search for a carrier on a 100 kHz 
raster. An NB-IoT carrier that is intended for facil-
itating UE initial synchronization is referred to as 
an anchor carrier. The 100 kHz UE search raster 
implies that for in-band deployments, an anchor 
carrier can only be placed in certain PRBs.
Figure 1 illustrates the deployment options 
of NB-IoT with a 10 MHz LTE carrier. The PRB 
right above the DC subcarrier (i.e., PRB #25) is 
centered at 97.5 kHz. Since the LTE DC subcar-
rier is placed on the 100 kHz raster, the center 
of PRB#25 is 2.5 kHz from the nearest 100 kHz 
grid. Similarly, PRBs #30, #35, #40, and #45 are 
all centered at 2.5 kHz from the nearest 100 kHz 
grid. It can be shown that for an LTE carrier of 10 
or 20 MHz, there is a set of PRBs that are all cen-
tered at 2.5 kHz from the nearest 100 kHz grid, 
whereas for an LTE carrier of 3, 5, or 15 MHz, the 
PRBs are centered at least 7.5 kHz away from the 
100 kHz raster. A PRB that is no more than 7.5 
kHz away from the 100 kHz raster may be used 
as an NB-IoT anchor carrier. Further, an NB-IoT 
anchor carrier should not be any of the middle 
six PRBs of the LTE carrier. This is because LTE 
synchronization and broadcast channels occupy 
many resource elements in the middle six PRBs, 
making it difficult to use these PRBs for NB-IoT. 
Similar to the in-band deployment, an NB-IoT 
anchor carrier in the guard-band deployment 
needs to have center frequency no more than 7.5 
kHz from the 100 kHz raster. NB-IoT cell search 
and initial acquisition are designed for a UE to be 
able to synchronize to the network in the pres-
ence of a raster offset up to 7.5 kHz. 
Multi-carrier operation of NB-IoT is support-
ed. Since it suffices to have one NB-IoT anchor 
carrier for facilitating initial UE synchronization, 
the additional carriers do not need to be near the 
100 kHz raster grid. These additional carriers are 
referred to as secondary carriers.
physIcAl chAnnels
downlInk
NB-IoT provides the following physical signals and 
channels in the downlink:
• Narrowband primary synchronization signal 
(NPSS)
• Narrowband secondary synchronization sig-
nal (NSSS)
• Narrowband physical broadcast channel 
(NPBCH)
• Narrowband reference signal (NRS)
• Narrowband physical downlink control chan-
nel (NPDCCH)
• Narrowband physical downlink shared chan-
nel (NPDSCH)
Unlike LTE, these NB-IoT physical channels and 
signals are primarily multiplexed in time. Figure 2 
illustrates how the NB-IoT subframes are allocated 
to different physical channels and signals. Each 
NB-IoT subframe spans over one PRB in the fre-
quency domain and 1ms in the time domain.
NPSS and NSSS are used by an NB-IoT UE 
to perform cell search, which includes time 
and frequency synchronization, and cell identi-
ty detection. Since the legacy LTE synchroniza-
tion sequences occupy six PRBs, they cannot be 
reused for NB-IoT. A new design is thus intro-
duced.
NPSS is transmitted in subframe #5 in every 
10 ms frame using the last 11 OFDM symbols in 
the subframe. NPSS detection is one of the most 
computationally demanding operations from a 
UE’s perspective. To allow efficient implementa-
tion of NPSS detection, NB-IoT uses a hierarchi-
cal sequence. For each of the 11 NPSS OFDM 
symbols in a subframe, either p or –p is trans-
mitted, where p is the base sequence generated 
based on a length-11 Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence 
with root index 5 [8]. Each of the length-11 ZC 
sequences is mapped to the lowest 11 subcarriers 
within the NB-IoT PRB.
NSSS has 20 ms periodicity and is transmitted 
in subframe #9, also using the last 11 OFDM sym-
Figure 1. Examples of NB-IoT stand-alone deployment and LTE in-band and 
guard-band deployments.
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Figure 6-1: Examples of NB-IoT stand-alone deployment and LTE in-band and guard-
band deployments [5].
6.2.2 NB-IoT Data-rate
The previously computed LTE-A maximum data-rate, in section 3.2.1, is usually
dedicated to H2H users. However, NB-IoT technology in 3GPP Release 13, dedicates
a 180 𝑘𝐻𝑧 of the total bandwidth for M2M communications, as shown in Figure 6-2.
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Figure 6-2: Bandwidth Limitation (𝐵𝐿) for NB-IoT within LTE-A: PRB: Physical
Resource Block, RE: Resource Element.
Following similar calculation as by equation (3.1), but with 1 PRB, Quadrature
Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation and in half-duplex mode; the maximum data-
rate in NB-IoT technology is reduced to 150 Kbps for the M2M traffic.
6.2.3 NB-IoT bandwidth limitations
If we compare the storm rates in the case-study presented in section 4.2.3 and sum-
marized in Table 6.1 to the maximum data-rate in NB-IoT technology (150 Kbps),
we conclude that the available bandwidth can suffer from a huge degradation which
requires an efficient solution as discussed in section 6.4.
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Table 6.1: Case-study M2M storms.
Group # M2M device Type
Message size
(Bytes)
Rate
(msg/day)
Number of devices
(K)
Storm rate
(Kbps)
Number of storms
(Storm/day)
1 Asset tracking 50 100 20 1600 500
2 Assisted medical 100 8 20 3200 40
3 Env. monitoring 200 24 20 6400 120
6.3 Existing solutions found in the literature
As we mentioned before, in the near future, it is expected to have billions of global
connections around the world [85]. When the number of devices peaked exponentially,
a transformation effect on the bandwidth becomes a must. This effect is accumulative
either as a result of connected devices load with higher bandwidths for huge time
horizons, or as consequence of a burst of autonomous devices with their sporadic
payloads.
In [86], a proposed Small Data Transmission scheme (SDT) has been introduced
to enable devices in an idle state to transmit a small data packet without following a
Radio Resource Control (RRC) connection setup process. Although, an improvement
on the maximum supported devices which have insufficient radio resources in NB-IoT
can be achieved, but on the flip side, the larger the number of devices the greater the
bandwidth needed, that wasn’t discussed.
In [58], a real drive test measurement was conducted with an application based on
a UE performing one Up-Link (UL) transmission with a payload of 128 or 256 bytes
similar to the Mobile Autonomous Reporting (MAR) traffic model. The authors of
[58] concluded that NB-IoT technology can provide coverage for more than 95% of
the devices due to its maximum coupling loss (164 dB).
Based on MAR traffic models, the results in [12] show that more than 72K devices
can be supported by NB-IoT cells. However, the 72K result triggers a response of
many questions:
∙ What if all these devices are trying to send their payloads simultaneously during
a disaster?
∙ What is the saturation point of the limited NB-IoT bandwidth?
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∙ How can we deal with the expected saturation during a disaster situation?
In [84], a Control Plan (CP) solution has been specified in NB-IoT technology,
where a device in an idle state transmits a data packet through the RRC connection
setup procedure to reduce the signaling overhead. But if we take into consideration
that:
a) The maximum number of repetition for each RRCmessage is 128 repetitions during
one transmission [87].
b) The signaling overhead on the up-link radio resources can be significantly increased
by a large number of devices in NB-IoT networks, we conclude clearly that the
radio resources to support loads of devices placed in deep coverage or cell edge can
be insufficient and requires additional research to address this problem efficiently.
In [88], the authors propose an energy-efficient resource allocation algorithm to
optimize the energy efficiency while guaranteeing the QoS provisioning through a
joint channel selection and a power allocation design. First, the available resources
are scheduled by each UE in an energy-efficient way. Since UEs are only interested in
improving their own performance, a game-theory approach is proposed with the aim
to model the distributed resource allocation problem as a non-cooperative game. In
[89], an adaptive dropout deep computation model with crowd-sourcing is presented
for big data feature learning in industrial Internet of Things. The dropout is proposed
to prevent over-fitting for deep learning models. It is especially effective to learn the
large-scale deep neural networks with a small number of training samples.
One of the targets of 3GPP to introduce NB-IoT technology, is to serve better
deep coverage IoT devices (e.g. basement). Using a repetition transmission scheme in
NB-IoT technology can be considered as a serious burden to its limited bandwidth.
All previous studies focus on the capacity and the way to connect a huge number
of devices in a NB-IoT system effectively. This is an important step towards IoT
requirements, but there is a prominent aspect that merits to be improved; It is band-
width and its limitation. Therefore, it can be essential to study the efficient use of
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the bandwidth in NB-IoT technology or to find an adaptive way to extend it with a
minimal cost on LTE-A bandwidth. In this chapter, we are motivated to study the
limitation of a NB-IoT bandwidth while proposing an effective solution for it.
6.4 Adaptive eNodeB for NB-IoT
All the above calculations shed the light on the importance of an intelligent solution
which operates effectively to absorb any expected signaling storm. To this end, we
propose a promising approach, which extends the classical functionality of eNodeB
and includes an adaptive control of the bandwidth based on the M2M load status
throughout the network. The proposed A-eNB manages automatically both H2H
and M2M traffics. Based on the instantaneous requests of M2M, a part of the total
bandwidth will be dedicated to fulfill these sudden needs.
The Adaptive eNodeB for NB-IoT networks depicted in Figure 6-3, is designed to
operate in different conditions, depending on the number of M2M connected devices
𝐶𝑑 throughout the network.
A) Initial stage "INI"
In normal situations, an A-eNB works in a similar way to any legacy eNodeB in LTE-
A/NB-IoT networks. A part of the total bandwidth is dedicated to NB-IoT traffic.
For instance, a total of 20 𝑀𝐻𝑧 (100 PRBs) will be divided into a basic Bandwidth-
Limited (𝐵𝐿0 = 200𝐾𝐻𝑧) reserved for M2M devices and the remaining bandwidth
i.e. 19.8 𝑀𝐻𝑧 (99 PRBs) are dedicated for H2H devices.
During this stage, M2M devices are allowed to access 𝐵𝐿0 reserved for NB-IoT to
send their payloads via different IoT applications, while H2H devices use the remain-
ing bandwidth to exchange their information.
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Figure 6-3: Flow chart for NB-IoT Adaptive eNode-B over a normal cycle: 𝐸𝑠: Emer-
gency stage number, 𝐵𝐿𝑚: Bandwidth Limited at the 𝑚𝑡ℎ stage, 𝐵𝐿0 = 200𝐾𝐻𝑧:
Initial Bandwidth Limited, 𝑚: current stage number, 𝑀 : Maximum stage number,
𝐶𝑑: number of M2M connected devices, 𝛿𝑚: threshold at the 𝑚𝑡ℎ stage,
𝑐: number of system resources.
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B) Emergency stages "EMG(m)"
In the case of a disaster or an emergency, a huge number of M2M devices saturates
the initial NB-IoT bandwidth (𝐵𝐿0) by their signaling storm briefly. When 𝐶𝑑 crosses
the initial saturation threshold 𝛿0 (configurable), the bandwidth dedicated to M2M
starts to increase from 𝐵𝐿0 = 200𝐾𝐻𝑧 to 𝐵𝐿1 = 400𝐾𝐻𝑧, to allow more M2M
devices to access the network.
If 𝐶𝑑 crosses a next saturation threshold 𝛿1, caused by an additional M2M signaling
storm, the A-eNB adapts gradually its bandwidth from 𝐵𝐿1 till it reaches:
𝐵𝐿(𝑀) = [(𝑀 + 1)×𝐵𝐿0], as shown in Figure 6-4.
LTE-A NB-IoT
M2M
[20-(m+1)x0.2] MHz [(m+1)x0.2] MHz
PRBs (H2H) PRBs (M2M)
M2M……..… H2HH2H ….…
Figure 6-4: Adaptive bandwidth during an emergency scenario: 𝑚: current stage
number (0 to 𝑀), PRB: Physical Resource Block.
For a given stage 𝑚, we can calculate:
∙ Total number of PRBs reserved for M2M devices:
𝑝𝑚2𝑚 = 𝑚 + 1
.
∙ Maximum M2M data-rate: following equation (3.1) the maximum M2M data-
rate could be estimated as follows:
(6.1)𝑅𝑚2𝑚 = 𝑛× 𝑜× 𝑙 × 𝑝𝑚2𝑚 × 𝑒
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Where 𝑅𝑚2𝑚 is the maximum data rate for M2M traffic, 𝑛 represents the num-
ber of sub-carriers, 𝑜 is the number of Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple
Access (OFDMA) symbols, 𝑙 is the number of slots, 𝑝𝑚2𝑚 represents the number
of PRBs reserved for M2M traffic, 𝑒 is the number of carried bits per Resource
Element (RE).
∙ Total number of PRBs reserved for H2H devices:
𝑝ℎ2ℎ = 100− 𝑝𝑚2𝑚
∙ Maximum H2H data-rate: similar to equation (6.1):
(6.2)𝑅ℎ2ℎ = 𝑛× 𝑜× 𝑙 × 𝑝ℎ2ℎ × 𝑒
where𝑅ℎ2ℎ is the maximum data rate for H2H traffic, 𝑝ℎ2ℎ represents the number
of PRBs reserved for H2H traffic.
C) Reset stage "RST"
Once the number of M2M connections starts decreasing, A-eNB reduces iteratively
the NB-IoT bandwidth 𝐵𝐿𝑚 until reaching the initial state, 𝐵𝐿0, at the end of the
disastrous events and consequently starts similarly operating to any traditional e-
NodeB.
Following this methodology, the A-eNB has the adaptability and robustness to
lend progressively a temporary bandwidth: (𝑀+1) folds of 200 𝐾𝐻𝑧 to M2M devices
tentative use during disaster scenario. Inevitably, this solution can soak up most of
M2M storms with a minimal impact on H2H devices.
6.5 CTMC analytical model
As we previously discussed in section 5.5, a Markov chain is a stochastic model de-
scribing a sequence of possible events for a system that could be represented as a set
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of states. Each state has a steady-state probability, 𝜋(𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑒𝑡𝑐.), which represents the
probability to be in a given state 𝑠(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑒𝑡𝑐.).
In our CTMC model, any state 𝑠(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑒𝑡𝑐.) represents the system state after
receiving an ongoing request or a termination of services for an application.
Our methodology to build this model consists of four steps:
1. We use CTMC as a stochastic method to describe the sequence of possible
events built on different states and probabilities for various applications (e.g.,
H2H and M2M requests).
2. We generate the equilibrium equations which rule the probability of transition-
ing from one state to another.
3. By using these probabilities putting in a linear system, we calculate all steady-
state probabilities.
4. Using the aforementioned probabilities, we propose some metrics to characterize
the performance of the network, with the aim to evaluate M2M and H2H traffics.
6.5.1 CTMC model for one traffic
As a preliminary step, we use a CTMC model for a single traffic which mimics a
simulation model proposed in [83]. Then, in section 6.6.2, an analysis for both the
analytical and simulation results are conducted in order to validate the accuracy of
the simulation model that will be used in our scenarios. In our CTMC model, we
consider the following assumptions:
∙ Arrivals suppose to follow a Poisson’s distribution with an average arrival rate
(𝜆) and move the process from state (𝑖) to (𝑖 + 1).
∙ Service times assumed to follow an exponential distribution with a rate param-
eter (𝜇).
∙ A single server (𝑐 = 1) can only serve one event in a smallest time interval1.
1The time interval is considered as the minimum period required by the fastest unit to accomplish
a request.
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∙ When the service is completed, the served request leaves the system and the
number of ongoing services in the system reduced by one from (𝑖) to (𝑖− 1).
Representing the model as a set of states
The system moves from one state to another if an event occurs (increasing/decreasing
of 𝑖), as shown in Figure 6-5.
s(0) s(1)λ 
µ
s(c-1) s(c)
λ 
µ
2, 3, 4
Empty FullOccupied
Figure 6-5: Simple CTMC states: 𝑠: state, 𝑐: system resources, 𝜆: average arrival
rate, 𝜇: service rate.
Generating the equilibrium equations
By considering new arrival events with an average rate 𝜆 and a service rate 𝜇, we can
create the equilibrium equations based on the model proposed in [90]. The system
can be in one of the following three cases:
∙ Empty state: 𝑖 = 0, includes one state only and its equilibrium equation is
given:
𝜆𝜋(𝑖) = 𝜇𝜋(𝑖+1) (6.3)
𝜋(𝑖): is the steady-state probability in a given 𝑖 state.
∙ Occupied state: 0 < 𝑖 < 𝑐, when the equilibrium equation depends on two
states (entering the state and leaving the state):
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(𝜆 + 𝜇)𝜋(𝑖) = 𝜆𝜋(𝑖−1) + 𝜇𝜋(𝑖+1) (6.4)
∙ Full state: 𝑖 = 𝑐, includes one state and its equilibrium equation is given as
follows:
𝜇𝜋(𝑖) = 𝜆𝜋(𝑖−1) (6.5)
The three previous equations can be represented in a general equation as follows:
(𝛼𝜆 + 𝛽𝜇)𝜋(𝑖) = 𝛽𝜆𝜋(𝑖−1) + 𝛼𝜇𝜋(𝑖+1) (6.6)
Where 𝛼 = 0 indicates the Full state (otherwise 𝛼 = 1) and 𝛽 = 0 represents the
Empty state (otherwise 𝛽 = 1).
Linear system solution
The previous general equation (6.6) can be written similar to (5.9).
where Π = [𝜋(0), 𝜋(1), ..., 𝜋(𝑐)]𝑇 : represents the steady-state probability vector, and
A is a (𝑐 + 1)× (𝑐 + 1) matrix.
The linear system in (5.9) should be solved while respecting the following con-
straints:
𝑐∑︁
𝑖=0
𝜋(𝑖) = 1 (6.7)
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0 ≤ 𝜋(𝑖) ≤ 1 (6.8)
According to the nature of equilibrium equation system, shown in equations (6.3),
(6.4), (6.5) and (6.6), we can consider that: 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘(A) = 𝑐.
By replacing the first row of A by the coefficient of equation (6.7), we can easily
obtain the same equation as (5.11). Where B is a full rank (𝑐 + 1)× (𝑐 + 1) matrix.
Indeed, following a huge number of simulations constructed with 𝑐 = 3 and 𝑐 = 6
while changing 𝜆1, 𝜆2 ∈ [1, 2, ..., 10] and 𝜇1, 𝜇2 ∈ [1, 2, ..., 10] in each simulation, we
observed a full rank B matrix and that the solution obtained from (5.11) satisfies the
constraint (6.8).
6.5.2 CTMC model for M2M/H2H traffics
Now, we extend our model to deal with two variables (𝑖, 𝑗) denoting the number of
ongoing services for two traffics H2H and M2M respectively.
Representing the system as a set of states
The system moves from one state to another if an event occurs (increase or decrease
for 𝑖 or 𝑗). The two traffics asumed to follow a Poisson distribution with two different
average arrival rates (𝜆1, 𝜆2) while the two service rates (𝜇1, 𝜇2) assumed to follow an
exponential distribution. The general CTMC model is shown in Figure 6-6.
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Figure 6-6: Generic CTMC states: 𝑠: state, 𝑖: number of ongoing service for H2H
requests, j: number of ongoing service for M2M requests.
Generating the generic equilibrium equation
Similar to section 6.5.1 but while considering two ongoing services instead of one, we
end up with the following general equation:
(6.9)(𝛼𝜆1 + 𝛼𝜆2 + 𝑖𝛽𝜇1 + 𝑗𝛽𝜇2)𝜋(𝑖,𝑗) = 𝛽𝜆1𝜋(𝑖−1,𝑗) + 𝛽𝜆2𝜋(𝑖,𝑗−1)
+ (𝑖 + 1)𝛼𝜇1𝜋(𝑖+1,𝑗) + (𝑗 + 1)𝛼𝜇2𝜋(𝑖,𝑗+1)
Where 𝛼 = 0 indicates the Full state (otherwise 𝛼 = 1) and 𝛽 = 0 represents the
Empty state (otherwise 𝛽 = 1).
Linear system solution
The previous general equation (6.9) can be solved similarly to section 6.5.1, while
considering 𝑠𝑡 as the dimension for the steady-state probability vector Π and (𝑠𝑡)×(𝑠𝑡)
as dimensions for the square matrixD. 𝑠𝑡 can be calculated as follows: 𝑠𝑡 =
(𝑐+1)×(𝑐+2)
2
Because 0 ≤ 𝑖 + 𝑗 ≤ 𝑐, we can only consider the upper triangle part of the
transition probability matrix 𝑖× 𝑗:
P =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
𝜋(0,0) 𝜋(0,1) 𝜋(0,2) 𝜋(0,3)
𝜋(1,0) 𝜋(1,1) 𝜋(1,2) 𝜋(1,3)
𝜋(2,0) 𝜋(2,1) 𝜋(2,2) 𝜋(2,3)
𝜋(3,0) 𝜋(3,1) 𝜋(3,2) 𝜋(3,3)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
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Then, we build the steady-state probability vector Π (𝑠𝑡 = 10) as its dimension
with the following order:
Π =
[︁
𝜋(0,0) 𝜋(0,1) 𝜋(0,2) 𝜋(0,3) 𝜋(1,0) 𝜋(1,1) 𝜋(1,2) 𝜋(2,0) 𝜋(2,1) 𝜋(3,0)
]︁
D should be arranged to follow the same order. Finally, using equation (5.11), we
can solve the linear system.
Performance metrics
We propose hereinafter two performance metrics in order to identify how far the
degradation on the traffic could occur during emergency scenarios and the impact on
the network. Using our proposed solution A-eNB, we show how congestion problems
could be alleviated by implementing an adaptive bandwidth whenever a bottleneck
is reached.
∙ Service Completion Rate (𝑆𝑐): It gives the number of completed requests per
time interval and it is based on the service rate 𝜇 and the number of ongoing
requests for a certain application (𝑖):
(6.10)𝑆𝑐 =
∑︁
𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝜇𝜋(𝑖,𝑗)
∙ Resource Utilization (𝑅𝑢): This metric gives the probability of the system to
be busy serving the arrivals in terms of the number of utilized PRBs in each
state:
(6.11)𝑅𝑢 =
∑︁
𝑖𝑗
𝑖 + 𝑗
𝑐
𝜋(𝑖,𝑗)
In the next section, we translate the previous methodology into a case-study, then
we simulate different scenarios with the aim to evaluate the A-eNB and its response
throughout critical events.
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6.6 Simulation scenarios and Result discussions
In our simulated scenarios, we built our use-cases, test the accuracy of our model,
study the mutual impact among H2H and M2M traffics and test the robustness of
A-eNB in solving an expected congestion.
6.6.1 Case-study:
Real use-cases show that we cannot predict the occurrence, consequences and influence
of disaster events. Consequently, we built a case-study in a previous section 4.2.3
based on some use-cases such the one found in [58] and 3GPP technical reports [59]
as summarized previously in Table 6.1.
By comparing again the different previous storms with the maximum up-link data-
rate in NB-IoT (150 Kbps), we conclude that the available bandwidth can suffer from
a huge degradation which requires an effective solution for this problem.
6.6.2 Model accuracy
We conducted many simulations using the model proposed in [83] which can generate
similar traffic under the same conditions and parameters with some modifications to
make it suitable to our scenarios. Then, an analysis for both analytical and simulation
results are conducted in order to validate the accuracy of the model by calculating:
∙ The Mean Absolute Error (𝑀𝐴𝐸):
𝑀𝐴𝐸 = 1
𝑛
∑︀𝑛
𝑡=1|𝑥𝑐(𝑡) − 𝑥𝑠(𝑡)|
where: 𝑥𝑠(𝑡) represents the analytical result and 𝑥𝑐(𝑡) denotes the simulation
result.
∙ The Root Mean Squared Error (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸):
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
√︁
1
𝑛
∑︀𝑛
𝑡=1(𝑥𝑐(𝑡) − 𝑥𝑠(𝑡))2
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The comparison, shown in Table 6.2, reveals that the proposed model results fall
into the acceptable error limits comparing to the analytical results with a𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
0.0592 when 𝑐 = 6 and a 𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.0177 when 𝑐 = 25.
Table 6.2: MAE and RMSE for analytical and simulation results
Simulation c 𝜆 𝜇 MAE RMSE
1 6 4 1 0.0592 0.0903
2 6 5 4 0.0262 0.0330
3 6 2 4 0.0483 0.0709
4 25 15 12 0.0128 0.0227
5 25 20 5 0.0177 0.0522
6 25 23 25 0.0082 0.0117
6.6.3 Simulation parameters:
The purpose of this sub-section is to evaluate the A-eNB by measuring the service
completion rate (𝑆𝑐) for different arrival rates in different cases. To this end, we use
the simulation model2 presented in [83] to create different scenarios that validate our
work.
Based on our case-study in section 6.6.1, in which we consider three different
groups selected according to the parameters set to different models, we turn the
group storms into different average arrival rates 𝜆1 = 1.6 for the first group "Group
1" storm, 𝜆2 = 3.2 for "Group 2" storm, 𝜆3 = 6.4 for "Group 3" storm and 𝜆𝑤 = 11.2
for worst-case storm (the three storms simultaneously).
At first, we assume that all storms have the same service rate: 𝜇1 = 𝜇2 = 𝜇3 =
𝜇𝑤 = 1 to enhance the impact of the other parameters. Additionally, we assume that
the observation time intervals are small enough to have one arrival or departure at
one time interval with a total simulation time equals to 1000 time intervals.
2The model consists of a single-queue and single-server system with a single traffic source and an
infinite storage capacity.
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6.6.4 Comparison and result discussions:
Using an eNode-B
To mimic a disaster scenario in our use-case, we consider only a regular eNodeB with a
fixed number of resources (𝑐 = 1) reserved for M2M traffic, while considering different
storms with 𝜆1 = 1.6, 𝜆2 = 3.2, 𝜆3 = 6.4 and 𝜆𝑤 = 11.2. In the results shown in
Figure 6-7, we realize a huge degradation in the service completion rate when moving
from Group1 storm (𝜆1 = 1.6) with a 56% completion rate till reaching the worst-case
scenario (𝜆𝑤 = 11.2) with only 9% completion rate.
Figure 6-7: Overload problem in a regular eNodeB during emergency scenario: while
(𝑐 = 1), 𝑐: represents the number of system resource, 𝑆𝑐: Service completion rate, 𝜆:
average arrival rate.
Using an A-eNB
To test the adaptability of our A-eNB during disaster scenarios, we consider the same
different storms with 𝜆1 = 1.6, 𝜆2 = 3.2 and 𝜆3 = 6.4 while enabling the flexibility of
the bandwidth till it absorbs all previous storms.
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Figure 6-8: Resolving M2M storms by an A-eNB during an emergency scenario: A-
eNB: Adaptive eNodeB, 𝜆1, 𝜆2 and 𝜆3 represent the arrival rates for "Group 1",
"Group 2" and "Group 3" storms.
From the results shown in Figure 6-8, we can realize:
∙ In the beginning of the simulation, the system uses one resource block (𝑐 = 1)
similar to any regular eNodeB. With one resource block, the eNodeB can fulfill
the requests of 58% from "Group 1" (𝜆 = 1.6) because the eNodeB receives 1.6
average arrivals and can terminate one service in each time interval. While in
"Group 2" (𝜆 = 3.2), the eNodeB receives 3.2 average arrivals with one termi-
nated service only, which leads to a 35% service completion rate. Meanwhile,
in "Group 3" (𝜆 = 6.4), the eNodeB ends up with an 18% service completion
rate as result of receiving 6.4 average arrivals accompanied with one terminated
service in one time interval.
∙ With this bottleneck, the A-eNB takes precedence over the problem and solve
it by an incremental number of resources till it reaches a total resolution with
a service completion rate 98% using only nine resources (𝑐 = 9). This result
sounds ultimately fair, because there is no doubt that 9 resources are more than
enough to accomplish a task with an average arrival rate 6.4 and one service
completion per time interval.
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To sum up, the above results reveal that by adapting the NB-IoT bandwidth from
(𝑐 = 1) used usually in a regular eNodeB, to (𝑐 = 9) promoted in an A-eNB, we can
eliminate all M2M storms with a completion rate of 98%.
6.6.5 Worst-case scenario:
Due to the synchronized behavior of M2M devices, we expect to have worst-case
scenarios in which the three M2M storms influence the network simultaneously with
a 𝜆𝑤 = 11.2. By simulating this case, the results spot that the service completion
rate reach its lowest value with 9%. Meanwhile, it peaks to 98% when implementing
the A-eNB while (𝑐 = 18) only.
6.6.6 M2M and H2H coexistence scenarios:
After the validation of the proposed model for a single traffic, we extend our explo-
ration to include M2M and H2H traffics, with the aim to study the mutual impact of
both traffics in normal, dense area and emergency scenarios.
The proposed simulation is based on the simulation model proposed in [83], but
with the following modifications:
∙ We assume to have one LTE-A network which serves both H2H and M2M
traffics. Each traffic has an average arrival rate (𝜆1, 𝜆2) used as parameters for
the Poisson distribution. Each H2H and M2M traffic has a service rate (𝜇1, 𝜇2)
respectively.
∙ Both H2H and M2M traffics have the same priority.
∙ A bandwidth of 5 𝑀𝐻𝑧 (𝑐 = 25) is used in order to stress the traffics to the
maximum.
Normal Scenario
In rural areas, we assume to have low requests for both M2M and H2H devices by
considering the following parameters: 0 < 𝜆1 6 2, 𝜆2 = 1, 𝜇1 = 0.5 and 𝜇2 = 1.
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Figure 6-9: 𝑀2𝑀 -𝑆𝑐 vs 𝐻2𝐻-𝑆𝑐 in Normal cases.
From the results shown in Figure 6-9, we conclude the following:
∙ M2M Traffic: All requests can be fulfilled throughout the whole simulation be-
cause the eNodeB has extra resources (𝑐 = 25) while having increasing requests
which ranges from 1 request at the beginning till reaching 3 requests at the end
of the simulation.
∙ H2H Traffic: Although the average arrival rate increases from 0 to 2 (𝜇 = 0.5)
along with a constant M2M average arrival 1 (𝜇 = 1), but because of the
excessive extra resources, the eNodeB could serve all requests during the whole
simulation time.
To sum up, having 25 RBs per time interval is more than enough for such arrival
rates. Moreover, the resource utilization reaches 20% only, which shows the ability of
the system to receive much more requests with no noticeable shortage.
Dense Area Scenario
In urban and dense areas, a huge number of M2M and H2H devices are dispatching
their payloads. Consequently, to study the impact of M2M traffic on H2H traffic we
consider a fixed arrival rate of H2H requests 𝜆1 = 5 and incremental arrival rate of
M2M requests 0 < 𝜆2 6 20, while 𝜇1 = 0.5 and 𝜇2 = 1.
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Figure 6-10: 𝑀2𝑀 -𝑆𝑐 vs 𝐻2𝐻-𝑆𝑐 in Dense area cases.
From the results shown in Figure 6-10, we can conclude the following:
∙ M2M Service Completion Rate (𝑀2𝑀-𝑆𝑐):
The system is not able to serve all of M2M requests when 𝜆2 > 15. Meanwhile,
at the peak, only 80% from the M2M requests are served.
∙ H2H Service Completion Rate (𝐻2𝐻-𝑆𝑐):
The H2H do not suffer from any degradation till 𝜆2 > 15. At the peak, 20%
from the H2H requests aren’t served.
∙ A high utilization of the system (𝑅𝑢 = 90%) which requires a queuing strategy
to fulfill the excessive requests and to minimize the number of forced terminated
services.
If we want to study the impact of H2H traffic on M2M traffic by considering the same
parameters, it is obvious to have the same results because H2H and M2M devices
have the same priority.
Emergency Scenario
In emergency cases, a M2M signaling storm is definitely expected as a result of con-
nected devices. This congestion caused by the simultaneous synchronization affects
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both H2H and M2M devices. In this scenario, we consider the following system pa-
rameters: 𝜆1= 50 , 50 6 𝜆2 6 200, 𝜇1 = 5 and 𝜇2 = 1.
Figure 6-11: 𝑀2𝑀 -𝑆𝑐 vs 𝐻2𝐻-𝑆𝑐 Emergency cases.
From the results shown in Figure 6-11, we conclude the following:
∙ 𝑀2𝑀-𝑆𝑐 or 𝐻2𝐻-𝑆𝑐: The results shows that at the beginning only 22% of the
requests are served. Meanwhile, at the peak only 12% from the requests are
served.
∙ The system utilization peaks to its cut-off point with a 𝑅𝑢 = 100%.
Consequently, using a fixed number of resources (i.e., 𝑐 = 25) results in a huge
degradation on both M2M and H2H services during emergency events which stresses
the fact of the need of an adaptive resource allocation as explained in section 6.6.4.
6.7 Conclusion
H2H and M2M traffic coexistence sharing the same LTE-A networks becomes a hot
topic due to their different specificity and functionality. Consequently, mutual impacts
on both M2M and H2H traffics become unavoidable.
In Release 13 [84], 3GPP addresses this problem with its new NB-IoT technology
dedicating a limited bandwidth for M2M traffic. Unlike H2H communications, M2M
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devices transmit small-sized packages in different time intervals in form of synchro-
nized storms. Therefore, one of the prominent challenges facing mobile operators is
the fast saturation of the limited bandwidth with the rising of M2M devices espe-
cially in emergency cases where all these devices are attempting to send their payloads
simultaneously and causing inevitably overload congestion problems.
In this chapter, we have proposed a new concept called A-eNB as an extension
to the classical eNodeB in NB-IoT networks. Our A-eNB keeps broadening the NB-
IoT bandwidth gradually while shrinking LTE-A bandwidth till soaking-up all M2M
storms. Moreover, this solution provides an essential resolution of presumable M2M
storms especially during disaster and emergency events.
In order to study M2M and H2H traffic coexistence, a CTMC is proposed to model
the system behavior and study the impact on the traffics and the network.
Our simulation results show that the network will be facing a huge degradation in
the service completion rate when using the classical eNodeB. This degradation reaches
9% in the worst-case scenario (𝜆𝑤 = 11.2). But using our A-eNB solution and by
leasing a maximum 18 PRBs for M2M traffic of the total bandwidth in LTE-A/NB-
IoT networks, can result a completion rate of 98% on all simulated M2M storms
throughout emergency scenarios.
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Chapter 7
Heterogeneous traffic modeling for
M2M traffic with H2H coexistence
Glossary
3GPP: 3rd Generation Partnership Project
A-eNB: Adaptive evolved Node B
CANAL: Coexistence Analyzer and Network Architecture for Long term evolution
CMMPP: Coupled Markov Modulated Poisson Processes
DL: Down-Link
EDP: Event-Driven Pattern
eNodeB: evolved Node B
FIFO: First Input First Output
FTP: File Transfer Protocol
H2H: Human-to-Human
IoT: Internet of Things
IPP: Interrupted Poisson Process
LoRa: Long Range
LPWAN: Low Power Wide Area Network
LTE-A: Long Term Evolution-Advanced
LTE-M: Long Term Evolution for Machines
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M2M: Machine-to-Machine
MMPP: Markov Modulated Poisson Processes
OPNET: Optimized Network Engineering Tool
OMNeT: Objective Modular NeTwork
PC: Personal Computer
PUP: Periodic Update Pattern
QCU: Queuing Control Unit
QoS: Quality of Service
RAC: Resource Allocation Control
UL: Up-Link
VoIP: Voice over Internet Protocol
7.1 Introduction
As we have explained in chapter 2, Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication is ex-
pected to take a major part in any futuristic wireless network along with its counter-
part Human-to-Human (H2H) communication. Although M2M and H2H communica-
tions share complementary objectives in term of techno-civilization in different fields
(e.g., civil transportation, electric power grid, medical treatment, etc.), but M2M
communication is expected to play a vital role as a proxy that might replace/limit
many human interventions via intelligent systems. If we take into account that M2M
characteristics should live up to any rejuvenating technology requirements, the dif-
ferences among H2H and M2M traffic characteristics might distract the unprecedent
evolution deployment. By analyzing H2H and M2M traffics, two conspicuous differ-
ences can be spotted [62]:
∙ H2H traffic is heterogeneous whereas M2M traffic is highly homogeneous (all
machines running similar applications behave similarly).
∙ H2H devices are uncoordinated on different timescales, while M2M devices can
be mainly coordinated (many devices react on an external global event in a
synchronized fashion).
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Thus, most of traffic models designed for H2H communications should be adapted
to be able to meet tight M2M characteristic requirements. With a close look on M2M
traffic, two patterns can be distinguished [62]:
∙ Periodic Update Pattern (PUP): This non-real time pattern is usually gener-
ated when M2M devices transmit regularly application status reports (e.g., gas
meter, electricity meter, water meter, etc.) to a certain server.
∙ Event-Driven Pattern (EDP): This real-time pattern is triggered when a sud-
den event occurs (e.g., tsunami alerts, health emergency notifications, terrorist
attack alarms, etc.) causing certain parameter thresholds to be crossed.
In reality, M2M applications are often a patchwork of both aforementioned pat-
terns. Hence, building new models based on PUP and EDP will enhance the accuracy
of M2M communication models.
In addition, H2H and M2M traffic coexistence with their mutual influences implies
variety of challenges that might be encountered on a shared network which reduces
its effectiveness. One of the major reasons is the incompatibility patterns among H2H
and M2M traffics. Unlike H2H traffic, M2M traffic is highly homogeneous in most of
the cases. But with its synchronization behavior, an accumulative traffic is expected
to be received, which turns it to a heterogeneous traffic.
In this chapter, we address the heterogeneity of M2M traffic along with H2H traf-
fic and its consequences. Additionally, our proposed concept called Adaptive eNodeB
(A-eNB) [17] is tested as an extension to the classical evolved Node B (eNodeB) in
LTE-M networks. Our A-eNB keeps broadening the Long Term Evolution for Ma-
chines (LTE-M) bandwidth gradually while shrinking Long Term Evolution-Advanced
(LTE-A) bandwidth till soaking-up all M2M storms. Moreover, this solution provides
an essential resolution of presumable M2M storms especially during disaster and emer-
gency events. At the end, a Markov Modulated Poisson Processes (MMPP) model is
used as a framework to model the system behavior and to study the impact on both
H2H and M2M traffics along with the network efficiency.
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7.2 Traffic modeling
"Traffic modeling" can be represented by a stochastic processes that match the be-
havior of physical quantities of measured data traffic [91]. Traffic models are classified
as Source traffic models (e.g., video, data and voice) and Aggregated traffic models
(e.g., backbone networks, internet and high-speed links).
A source traffic simulator (e.g., SimuLTE simulator [15], OPtimized Network En-
gineering Tool (OPNET) [92], Objective Modular NeTwork (OMNeT) [51], etc.) gen-
erates packets with certain sizes and intervals to reflect real traffic behaviors. In [93],
an analysis of several typical source traffic models, including the ON/OFF, Inter-
rupted Poisson Process (IPP) and two-state Markov Modulated Poisson Processes
(MMPP) models are presented. The authors of [93] used OPNET to validate their
model. In our previous work in [14], our scenarios focus on M2M traffic load in
emergency events (e.g., earthquakes, fire, terrorist attacks, etc.). In such emergency
events, besides of H2H traffics (Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), video streaming
and File Transfer Protocol (FTP)), an additional M2M surge traffic attempts to ac-
cess the network caused by the consequences of the emergency event. All scenarios
considered use a source traffic simulator such as SimuLTE to focus on the ability of
an eNodeB to deal with a fixed number of H2H traffics (FTP-UpLink (UL), FTP-
DownLink (DL), VoIP-UL, VoIP-DL, Video Streaming) with an increasing number
of M2M requests attempting to access a LTE-A network simultaneously. In the same
paper [14], we conclude that by exceeding 800 M2M connected devices on a Personal
Computer (PC) platform, an error appears causing the interruption of the simulation.
By trying various platforms, we end up with different errors due to the heaviness of
generating different traffics by a huge number of devices. This modeling flaw needs
additional exploration and analysis which highlights on a hot research topic that
compares various scenarios built according to different components and parameters
among several simulators. Eventually, if we recall that according to [5], it is expected
to have more than 52K devices per cell trying to send their payloads simultaneously
during a disaster event, we end up that Source traffic models become extremely heavy
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to be executed in such cases which requires switching to Aggregated traffic modeling
development.
Aggregated traffic models (i.e., SimuLink simulator [83]) consist of finding a good
approximation of the arrival process of multiple devices respecting a good balancing
act towards accuracy and simulation efficiency [94]. As an example, in our previous
work in [18], we study the mutual impact of H2H and M2M traffics in dense area
or emergency scenarios. Additionally, we conduct several simulations based on the
proposed architecture in [83], while assuming to have one LTE-A network and aver-
age arrival rates (𝜆1, 𝜆2) with service rates (𝜇1, 𝜇2) for H2H and M2M traffics. The
simulation results show that using a prioritize LTE-A system for both M2M and H2H
traffics could handle more requests in dense area cases by maintaining the higher
priority traffic without any degradation while reducing the completion rate of the
lower priority traffic. Meanwhile, in emergency cases, the higher priority traffic takes
precedence over the lower priority traffic with an improvement on its completion rate
while totally eliminating the low priority traffic; In such cases, the non priority traffic
strategy has a competitive advantage because it keeps H2H and M2M traffics working
at the same time.
According to [95], the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) presents two
models: Model 1 representing non-synchronized M2M traffic and Model 2 for syn-
chronized M2M traffic, as shown in Fig. 7-1.
The two different traffic models are assumed in order to evaluate the network
performance under different access intensities:
∙ 3GPP model 1 can be considered as a normal scenario in which M2M devices
access the network uniformly throughout a certain period of time (i.e., a non-
synchronized way).
∙ 3GPP model 2 can be considered as a disaster scenario in which a large number
of M2M devices access the network in an extremely synchronized manner (i.e.,
after a power outage).
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Figure 7-1: The expected arrival rate over time for synchronized and non-synchronized
M2M traffics using 3GPP Model 1 and Model 2 [96].
In [96], the authors propose an approach combining the advantages of both mod-
eling paradigms (Source traffic modeling and Aggregated traffic modeling), namely,
Coupled Markov Modulated Poisson Processes (CMMPP) framework. It demon-
strates the feasibility of source traffic modeling for M2M, being enabled by only
linearly growing complexity. Compared to aggregated M2M traffic models, such as
proposed by the afforementioned 3GPP model in [95], CMMPP enhances the accuracy
and the flexibility at the cost of moderate computational complexity.
In [77], Data aggregation is used to decrease power consumption as M2M devices
have disparate traffic types with different delay requirements. A priority-based data
aggregation scheme at the M2M gateway is proposed which effectively maintains a
good trade-off between the power consumption and delay requirement. An analytical
model considering the idle and busy states behavior of the aggregator using preemp-
tion queuing with priority disciplines is developed and analyzed. The performance
measures in terms of system delay and power consumption are derived and used to
quantify the trade-off between M2M delay sensitive traffic and low power consump-
tion provisions. Based on the numerical and simulation results, the proposed scheme
provides a good trade-off between delay and power consumption.
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In [94], it was spotted that a performance evaluation of VoIP applications requires
reliable traffic models. Although good traffic models for VoIP applications exist, but
the simulation of thousands of simultaneous connections turns the simulation studies
very heavy. Aggregate traffic models are badly required to achieve faster simulations
without losing accuracy. In this work, the characterization of the coexistence of homo-
geneous and heterogeneous VoIP applications under heavy and light traffic intensities
are envisioned. Moreover, simple aggregate traffic models for VoIP applications are
suggested while showing the performance limits of these models in network simulation
environment.
In [97], the authors model the traffic generated by Internet of Things (IoT) devices
connected through Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN) technologies. However,
the traffic can be classified as either periodic, event-triggered, or a combination of
both, but due to diverse applications of IoT, it is not trivial to have a single traffic
model to represent all of them. To this end, an evaluation of the performance of Long
Range (LoRa) network, one of LPWAN technologies, is conducted in the presence
of a hybrid of both traffic types, where the event propagates spatially over time.
Thereby, when an event occurs, spatial and temporal correlation in the traffic rate
can be spotted due to the natural phenomena. Finally, the CMMPP model presented
in [97] is used to represent such characteristic traffic from independent IoT devices
triggered by an event.
In [98], a comparative analysis for the three different models (3GPP model 1,
3GPP model 2 and CMMPP model), using M2M traffic, has been performed with
variable arrival rates under the assumption that the LTE network has limited re-
sources. The results show the characteristics of the M2M traffic in a more realistic
manner pinpointing the differences from the standard traffic in cellular network.
To sum up, from all previous works, an essential question merits seeking for a
comprehensive answer is: whether it is feasible to model the traffic of a large amount
of autonomous machines simultaneously using the source traffic modeling, which is
in general more accurate than the aggregated traffic modeling (i.e., treating the ac-
cumulated data from all M2M devices as single stream).
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Actually, for multiple access and enormous capacity evaluations, we do not need
knowledge about the behavior of a single device, (i.e., simulate every single connection
between a device and its eNodeB). As a result, the general behavior of M2M traffic
may fit into the Aggregated traffic models with a simple Poisson process representation.
However, due to the synchronization behavior of M2M traffic, the average arrival
rate (𝜆) is expected to vary over time 𝜆(𝑡) [99, 100]. Nowadays, Aggregated traffic
models, such as heterogeneous with time-varying arrival rate 𝜆(𝑡), becomes a hot topic
[96] that merits to be studied and compared along with the homogeneous traffic with
a constant average arrival rate (𝜆), as explained in the next section.
7.3 Markov Modulated Poisson Processes Model
In this section, a MMPP model is used as a framework to accurately model M2M traf-
fic sources by analyzing an event when loads of M2M devices behave in a synchronized
fashion, as suggested in [101].
Our MMPP model consists of a constant average arrival rate 𝜆(ℎ) for H2H traffic
and a variable Poisson process modulated rate 𝜆(𝑚) for M2M traffic which is modu-
lated in each time space ∆𝑡 by a 𝛽 distribution, and is determined by the state of a
Markov chain 𝑠(𝑚) (𝑚 denotes the index of Markov states which varies from 0 to 𝑀 ,
where 𝑀 is the total number of states), as shown in Fig. 7-2.
Further, the overall average rate 𝜆(𝑔) of the MMPP is given by:
𝜆(𝑔) =
𝑀∑︁
𝑚=0
𝜆(𝑚)𝜋(𝑚) (7.1)
where 𝜋(𝑚) is the probability for the system to be in a certain state 𝑠(𝑚) at a given
time space ∆𝑡,
∑︀𝑀
𝑚=0 𝜋(𝑚) = 1.
A basic example for a M2M device modeled by a MMPP would be a (𝑀+1) states
with the first state 𝑠0 representing a "Normal state", the remaining states represent
the variable expected arrival rate over time 𝜆(𝑚) during different "Emergency states"
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Figure 7-2: The interpretation as MMPP for a M2M traffic, where 𝜆(𝑚) the mean
arrival rate of a Poisson process [62].
till reaching the "Worst-scenario state" (𝑚 = 𝑀). This principle is depicted in Fig. 7-
3, where 𝑝(𝑚,𝑚+1) are the transition probabilities between the states of the chain from
𝑠(𝑚) to 𝑠(𝑚+1).
The system falls into one of the following three cases:
1. Case 1: Normal state, "𝑠(0)", includes the initial state and has the following
equilibrium relationship:
s(0)
 λ(0)
s(m)
 λ(m)
p(0,1)
p(1,0)
Emergency 
states
Normal 
state
p(m,m)p(0,0)
p(m,m+1)
p(m+1,m)
s(M)
 λ(M)
p(M-1,M)
p(M,M-1)
p(M,M)
s(1)
 λ(1)
p(1,1)
p(m-1,m)
p(m,m-1)
Worst-scenario 
state
Figure 7-3: Generic MMPP model: 𝑀 is the total number of states, 𝑝(𝑚,𝑚+1) are
the transition probabilities between the states of the chain from 𝑠(𝑚) to 𝑠(𝑚+1), each
Markov chain states 𝑠(𝑚) represents a mean arrival rate 𝜆(𝑚).
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𝑝(0,1)𝜋(0) − 𝑝(1,0)𝜋(1) = 0 (7.2)
2. Case 2: Emergency states, "𝑠(𝑚)", includes (𝑀 − 1) states:
(7.3)𝑝(𝑚−1,𝑚)𝜋(𝑚−1)− [𝑝(𝑚,𝑚−1) +𝑝(𝑚,𝑚+1)]𝜋(𝑚) +𝑝(𝑚+1,𝑚)𝜋(𝑚+1) = 0
where 𝜋(𝑚) is the probability to be in the state 𝑠(𝑚), and𝑚 ∈ [1, 2, 3, ....,𝑀−1].
3. Case 3: Worst-scenario state, "𝑠(𝑀)", includes the final state and has the fol-
lowing equilibrium relationship:
(7.4)𝑝(𝑀−1,𝑀)𝜋(𝑀−1) − 𝑝(𝑀,𝑀−1)𝜋(𝑀) = 0
The above three equations can be summarized by the following generic equation:
(7.5)𝛼𝑝(𝑚−1,𝑚)𝜋(𝑚−1) − [𝛼𝑝(𝑚,𝑚−1) + 𝜉𝑝(𝑚,𝑚+1)]𝜋(𝑚) + 𝜉𝑝(𝑚+1,𝑚)𝜋(𝑚+1) = 0
where:
∙ 𝛼 = 0 in the "Normal state", otherwise 𝛼 = 1.
∙ 𝜉 = 0 in the "Worst-scenario state", otherwise 𝜉 = 1.
The state probabilities 𝜋(𝑚) resides in the state probability vector Π according to:
Π =
(︁
𝜋(0) 𝜋(1) . . . 𝜋(𝑀)
)︁𝑇
(7.6)
Additionally, the transition probabilities can be condensed into a state transition
matrix P. Consequently, the equations for the𝑀 state can be represented as a linear
system in the following form:
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PΠ = 0 (7.7)
The linear system in (7.7) should be solved while respecting the following two
constraints:
𝑀∑︁
𝑚=0
𝜋(𝑚) = 1 (7.8)
0 ≤ 𝜋(𝑚) ≤ 1 (7.9)
∀ 𝑚 ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, ....,𝑀}.
Finally, by solving the above linear system in (7.7), we can calculate 𝜋(0) to 𝜋(𝑀)
and 𝜆(𝑔) using (7.1).
7.4 Case-study
In our case-study in section (4.2.3), we assume to have a variable Poisson process
modulated rate 𝜆(𝑚) for M2M traffic with three steps only which represent three
different groups; assuming that the observation time intervals are small enough Δ𝑡
to have one step forward or one step backward at one time interval. Then, we turn the
three correlated storms into different average arrival rates 𝜆(1) for Group(1) storm,
𝜆(2) for Group(2) storm, 𝜆(3) for Group(3) storm, as summarized in Table 6.1.
So, in our case-study we have four cases (𝑀 = 3):
∙ "Normal case": it represents the regular traffic when all M2M devices are send-
ing there payloads uniformly:
𝜆(0) =
𝜆(1)+𝜆(2)+𝜆(3)
𝑀
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∙ First "Emergency" storm: when Group(1) submits its data as result of a sudden
event: 𝜆(𝐸1) = 𝜆(1)
∙ Second "Emergency" storm: when Group(1) and Group(2) send their data all
together: 𝜆(𝐸2) = 𝜆(1) + 𝜆(2)
∙ "Worst-case" storm: it occurs when the three storms dispatch their data simul-
taneously: 𝜆(𝑊 ) = 𝜆(1) + 𝜆(2) + 𝜆(3)
We can extract four balance equations using equations (7.2), (7.3), (7.4) and (7.6).
Then, we brief the equations in a state transition matrix P:
By solving the linear system in (7.7), we can calculate the state probabilities 𝜋(0),
𝜋(1), 𝜋(2), 𝜋(3), then using (7.1), we can calculate 𝜆(𝑔).
7.5 Model and metrics
7.5.1 CANAL Model
To recall, our aim is to measure the mutual impact of M2M heterogeneous traffic
on H2H traffic in different scenarios while maintaining a sustainable level of services
with minimal congestion during emergency events by allowing both M2M and H2H
devices to access the network resources efficiently. In this context, we use our proposed
architecture in section (5.4) so-called Coexistence Analyzer and Network Architecture
for Long term evolution (CANAL), which extends the classical functionality of the
eNodeB and includes an adaptive control of bandwidth based on the M2M connected
devices.
To recall, the proposed CANAL architecture manages automatically both H2H
and M2M traffics. Based on the instantaneous requests of M2M, a part of the total
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bandwidth is dedicated to fulfill these sudden needs. To this end, the model operates
at different conditions depending on the M2M load state throughput. The CANAL
architecture consists of a single uplink cell in one eNodeB with a total number of
resource blocks used in the network (𝑐).
There are two types of traffics: M2M heterogeneous traffic and H2H traffic with
arrival rates 𝜆(𝑚), 𝜆(ℎ) respectively, assumed to be following Poisson’s distributions
[62]. Let 𝜇(𝑚), 𝜇(ℎ) the service rates for M2M and H2H traffics respectively assumed
to follow an exponential distribution.
The CANAL architecture includes a Resource Allocation Control (RAC) unit used
to control, manage and grant access the network requests based on the available re-
sources. The RAC has a vital role when congestion occurs especially during emergency
scenarios by dominating the resources adaptively in order to fulfill the excessive re-
quests of M2M devices, while keeping the H2H requests within the acceptable norms.
Let 𝑟𝑏(ℎ) is the maximum resource blocks reserved for LTE-A network and 𝑟𝑏(𝑚) is
the one reserved for LTE-M network, where 𝑟𝑏(ℎ)+𝑟𝑏(𝑚) = 𝑐. In normal cases, both
𝑟𝑏(ℎ) and 𝑟𝑏(𝑚) reserve the initial number of resources (i.e., in a LTE-A network with
a bandwidth = 10𝑀𝐻𝑧: 𝑟𝑏(ℎ) = 50 and in a LTE-M network: 𝑟𝑏(𝑚) = 6). When
the utilization of 𝑟𝑏(𝑚) peaks to the maximum as result of a sudden event, the RAC
lends an additional 6 resources to fulfill the temporary requests from H2H resources.
So, the number of resources reserved for M2M will increase by 6 to be: 𝑟𝑏(𝑚) = 12
and the number of resources reserved for H2H will decrease by 6 to be: 𝑟𝑏(ℎ) = 44
(in the case of LTE-A bandwidth = 10 𝑀𝐻𝑧). Lending more and more resources
will be repeated until absorbing the whole storm or when the sudden events recedes.
Finally, the CANAL architecture contains also a Queuing Control Unit (QCU)
consisting of two different queues: one for H2H and one for M2M (H2H-Q, M2M-
Q) with queue sizes n and o respectively. The system is considered in the "Full
State" when the number of reserved resource blocks for a LTE-A network peaks to
𝑟𝑏(ℎ) and/or in a LTE-M network peaks to 𝑟𝑏(𝑚). In this case, the queuing process
is initiated when the system reaches its cut-off point and a new M2M/H2H device
request contends to access the system following the QCU strategy explained in [18].
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7.5.2 Performance and metrics
We use two performance metrics to measure the mutual impact between H2H and
M2M traffics:
a) Service completion rate (𝑠𝑐𝑟): It gives the number of completed requests per
time interval and it is based on the service rate 𝜇 and the average arrival
requests for a certain traffic (e.g. 𝑠𝑐𝑟(ℎ) and 𝑠𝑐𝑟(𝑚) which represent the Service
Completion Rate for H2H or M2M traffics [64] ).
b) H2H/M2M Resource utilization (𝑟𝑢(ℎ)/𝑟𝑢(𝑚)): This metric gives the probabil-
ity of the system to be busy serving H2H/M2M arrivals in terms of the number
of utilized 𝑟𝑏(ℎ)/𝑟𝑏(𝑚) in each state, comparing to the total number of resource
blocks used in the network (𝑐).
7.6 Simulations
7.6.1 Simulator
In this section, we present our developed simulation model which can generate both
H2H and M2M traffics with full flexibility to add queuing or priority for any traffic
H2H or M2M.
Suppose that we have a LTE-A network with a total number of resources (𝑐 =
100). Six resources of the total number of resources are dedicated to LTE-M network
to serve M2M requests (𝑟𝑏(𝑚) = 6). As result, the remaining 94 resources are reserved
to deal with H2H traffic (𝑟𝑏(ℎ) = 94).
In order to study the mutual impact of H2H and M2M traffics in normal or emer-
gency scenarios, we conduct several simulations based on the proposed architecture in
[83] which uses the queuing theory to provide exact theoretical results for some perfor-
mance measures that facilitates comparing empirical results with the corresponding
theoretical results.
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Many enhancements are made on the model in order to match our CANAL archi-
tecture presented in section (7.5) such as:
∙ The architecture consists of two servers with two traffic sources (H2H and
M2M), where arrivals are determined by Poisson processes with the two pa-
rameters 𝜆(ℎ) and 𝜆(𝑚) respectively.
∙ Service times have an exponential distribution with rate parameter 𝜇, where 1
𝜇
is the mean service time.
∙ Assuming that H2H traffic has a fixed average arrival rate 𝜆(ℎ), with a service
rate 𝜇(ℎ) = 1.
∙ We assume also that M2M traffic has five different variable average arrival rates:
𝜆(𝑚) ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25}, with a service rate 𝜇(𝑚) = 1.
∙ H2H and M2M traffics have the same priority.
∙ A First Input First Output (FIFO) queue type is used with an infinite capacity
size (in order to omit the role of the queuing for the moment, we consider queue
sizes n = o = 0 for the two traffics H2H and M2M).
∙ Simulation duration = 1000 Seconds.
7.6.2 Regular eNodeB scenarios, results and discussions
Normal scenario
Initially, we consider only a regular eNodeB with the five aforementioned groups and
different variable average arrival rates. The uniform arrival rate during normal cases
is considered as 𝜆(𝑚0) =
5+10+15+20+25
5
= 15. Meanwhile, a constant average
arrival rate for H2H traffic is considered 𝜆(ℎ) = 25.
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Figure 7-4: Regular eNodeB in a normal scenario, where "𝜆(𝑚)" is the average arrival
rate for M2M traffic, "scr" is the service completion rate.
In the results shown in Fig. 7-4, we realize:
a) In normal operation, a uniform average arrival rate is expected 𝜆(0) = 15 with
a 40% completion rate (𝑠𝑐𝑟(𝑚) = 40% ) and 𝑟𝑢(𝑚) = 100% as result of
having only 6 resources to serve 15 instantaneous requests.
b) When receiving a single storm from a synchronized group (Group(1) to Group(5)),
a huge degradation in the service completion rate is spotted when moving from
𝜆(1) = 5 with a 100% completion rate till reaching 𝜆(5) = 25 with a 24%
completion rate only. These results are obvious as the network has only a fixed
number of resources 𝑟𝑏(𝑚) = 6 reserved for M2M traffic while having an increas-
ing demand on M2M services: 𝑠𝑐𝑟(𝑚) = {100%, 60%, 40%, 30%, 24%}.
Additionally, the system utilization peaks to its cut-off point with a
𝑟𝑢(𝑚) = 100% due to the high load of arrivals comparing to the available
resources in the system except for Group(1)
𝑟𝑢(𝑚) = 83%.
c) H2H traffic doesn’t suffer from any limitation as the network reserves the major
amount of resources to H2H traffic 𝑟𝑏(ℎ) = 94 while receiving only an average
of 25 request per time-interval
(𝜆(ℎ) = 25) with 𝑠𝑐𝑟(ℎ) = 100% and 𝑟𝑢(ℎ) = 26.5%
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Disaster scenario
During a disaster, we assume to receive a double H2H traffic with a constant average
arrival rate 𝜆(ℎ) = 50 as result of a disastrous event. Meanwhile, the five groups are
gradually synchronized:
∙ First "Emergency" storm: when Group(1) submits its data as result of a sudden
event: 𝜆(𝐸1) = 𝜆(1) = 5
∙ Second "Emergency" storm: when Group(1) and Group(2) dispatch their pay-
loads simultaneously: 𝜆(𝐸2) = 𝜆(1) + 𝜆(2) = 15
∙ Third "Emergency" storm: when Group(1), Group(2) and Group(3) send their
data at the same time:
𝜆(𝐸3) = 𝜆(1) + 𝜆(2) + 𝜆(3) = 30
∙ Forth "Emergency" storm: when Group(1), Group(2), Group(3) and Group(4)
send their payloads all together:
𝜆(𝐸4) = 𝜆(1) + 𝜆(2) + 𝜆(3) + 𝜆(4) = 50
∙ "Worst-case" storm: it occurs when the five storms dispatch their data simul-
taneously:
𝜆(𝑊 ) = 𝜆(1) + 𝜆(2) + 𝜆(3) + 𝜆(4) + 𝜆(5) = 75
In the results shown in Fig. 7-5, we realize that:
a) A huge degradation in the service completion rate can be spotted when receiv-
ing the five synchronized groups gradually while moving from Emergency(1)
storm (𝜆(𝐸1) = 5) with a 100% completion rate till reaching Emergency(5)
storm (𝜆(𝑊 ) = 75) with a 8% completion rate only. These results are ob-
vious as the network has only a fixed number of resources 𝑟𝑏(𝑚) = 6 re-
served for M2M traffic while having an increasing demand on M2M services
(𝑠𝑐𝑟(𝑚) = {100%, 40%, 20%, 12%, 8%}). Additionally, the system utiliza-
tion peaks to its cut-off point with a 𝑟𝑢(𝑚) = 100% due to the high load of
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Figure 7-5: Regular eNodeB in a emergency scenario, where "𝜆(𝑚)" is the average
arrival rate for M2M traffic, "scr" is the service completion rate.
arrivals comparing to the available resources in the system except for Group(1)
as mentioned previously.
b) H2H traffic doesn’t suffer from any limitation as the network reserves the major
amount of resources to H2H traffic 𝑟𝑏(ℎ) = 94 while receiving only an average
of 50 request per time-interval
(𝜆(ℎ) = 50) with 𝑠𝑐𝑟(ℎ) = 100% and 𝑟𝑢(ℎ) = 53%
7.6.3 Adaptive eNodeB scenarios, results and discussions
As a solution for the service completion rate degradation shown in Fig. 7-4 and Fig. 7-
5, we will test our proposed solution in [17], the A-eNB, which operates in different
modes depending on M2M traffic intensity to tackle the limitation problem of the
network.
Normal scenario
To test the adaptability of our A-eNB during normal scenarios, we consider the same
different storms 𝜆(𝑚) ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25} and with a constant H2H average arrival
rate 𝜆(ℎ) = 25 while enabling the flexibility of the bandwidth till it absorbs all
previous storms.
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The results shown in Table 7.1 reveal that by adapting the number of resources
from (𝑟𝑏(𝑚) = 6) used usually in a regular LTE-M network, to (𝑟𝑏(𝑚) = 30)
promoted in an A-eNB, we can eliminate all M2M storms with a completion rate
of 100% (𝑠𝑐𝑟(𝑚) = 100%). Meanwhile, H2H traffic doesn’t reveal any degradation
with a constant (𝑠𝑐𝑟(ℎ) = 100%) due to having enough resources reserved for H2H
traffic.
Table 7.1: The adaptivity of an A-eNB in normal cases
𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 # 𝜆(𝑚) 𝑟𝑏(𝑚) 𝑟𝑏(ℎ) 𝑠𝑐𝑟(ℎ) 𝑠𝑐𝑟(𝑚)
1 5 6 94 100 100
2 10 12 88 100 100
3 15 18 82 100 100
4 20 24 76 100 100
5 25 30 70 100 100
Disaster scenario
During emergency cases, we are expecting to receive similar previous storms but
gradually 𝜆(𝑚) ∈ {5, 15, 30, 50, 75} and we assume receiving a double constant
H2H average arrival rate 𝜆(ℎ) = 50 while enabling the flexibility of the bandwidth
till it absorbs all previous storms. The results shown in Table 7.2 reveal that by
adapting the number of resources from (𝑟𝑏(𝑚) = 6) used usually in a regular LTE-
M network, to (𝑟𝑏(𝑚) = 72) promoted in an A-eNB, we can eliminate all M2M
storms with a completion rate of 96%-100%. Meanwhile, H2H traffic doesn’t reveal
any degradation from E1-E4 with a constant (𝑠𝑐𝑟(ℎ) = 100%) due to having enough
resources reserved for H2H traffic. Only one drawback can be spotted for H2H traffic
in the "worst-case" scenario, when its completion rate reaches 56% (𝑠𝑐𝑟(ℎ) = 56%)
as the system fulfills 96% of M2M requests. But this flaw is considered acceptable
since the adaptation of the resources will resume to its initial state once the emergency
case recedes.
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Table 7.2: The adaptivity of an A-eNB in emergency cases
# 𝜆(𝑚) 𝑟𝑏(𝑚) 𝑟𝑏(ℎ) 𝑠𝑐𝑟(ℎ) 𝑠𝑐𝑟(𝑚)
E1 5 6 94 100 100
E2 15 18 82 100 100
E3 30 30 70 100 100
E4 50 48 52 100 96
Worst-case 75 72 28 56 96
7.7 Conclusion
As result of H2H and M2M traffic coexistence with their mutual influences, a variety
of challenges may be encountered on a shared network which reduces its effectiveness.
One of the major reasons is the incompatibility patterns among H2H and M2M traf-
fics. Unlike H2H traffic, M2M traffic is highly homogeneous in most of the cases. But
with its synchronization behavior, an accumulative traffic is expected to be received,
which turns it to a heterogeneous traffic. Therefore, one of the prominent challenges
facing mobile operators is the fast saturation of the limited bandwidth for LTE-M
networks, especially with the exponential booming of M2M devices in emergency
cases where all these devices may attempt to send their payloads simultaneously and
causing inevitably overload congestion problems. In this chapter, we have simulated
the heterogeneous M2M traffic along with H2H traffic and its consequences on both
traffics. Additionally, we have tested our proposed concept called A-eNB as an ex-
tension to the classical eNodeB in LTE-M networks. Our A-eNB keeps broadening
the LTE-M bandwidth gradually while shrinking LTE-A bandwidth till soaking-up all
M2M storms. Moreover, this solution provides an essential resolution of presumable
M2M storms especially during disaster and emergency events. In order to study the
heterogeneous M2M traffic, we have used the Markov chain concept to model the
system behavior and study the impact on the traffics and the network.
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Our simulation results show that using the classical eNodeB, the network will
be facing a huge degradation in the service completion rate for M2M and H2H by
reaching 8% in the worst-case scenario (𝜆𝑤 = 75). But using our A-eNB solution and
by leasing a maximum 72 resources reserved for M2M traffic from the total network
resources, can result a completion rate of 96% throughout the worst-case scenario.
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Chapter 8
General conclusion and perspectives
Cellular networks like 4th Generation (4G) and future 5th Generation (5G) are exten-
sively designed for Mobile Broad-Band (MBB) services. But, with the rapid growth
of cellular IoT devices many challenges arise such as: supporting a massive number
of devices, bandwidth limitation, dealing with emergency cases, Human-to-Human
(H2H) and Machine-to-Machine (M2M) coexistence, overload problems, M2M con-
gestion. In this aspect, we have focused in this thesis on the expected problems
that might be faced as result of the aforementioned challenges while envisioning the
proposed mechanisms and methods to alleviate these problems.
Our thesis journey starts with an exploration on the random access procedures
with their related channel called Random Access CHannel (RACH). A first bottle-
neck is expected on the RACH as result of the massive number of M2M requests
attempting to access the network simultaneously which causes an overload problem
inevitably. To this end, a survey with a comparative analysis of the main solutions
proposed in the literature to overcome this issue is presented. Although, many pro-
posed solutions appear to be optimized on (time, frequency) but for the moment the
overload congestion problem is still a talking point with no clear solution. For exam-
ple, in the literature many publications are trying to explore the expected number
of User Equipment (UE)s that could be handled by an evolved Node B (eNodeB)
without overloading it especially when loads of M2M devices are contending to ac-
cess the network in dense areas like in [27, 28, 29]. The answers vary from 250 to
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400 UEs, which show a kind of contradiction in between the aforementioned results.
This contradiction needs additional analysis according to the different components
and various parameters among several scenarios and platforms. In our future work,
we plan to extend our preliminary study on RACH by improving the proposed initial
access mechanism in Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks.
After granting any UE access to the network, a part of the total bandwidth should
be reserved to submit its payload. Based on different literature reviews such that
in [24, 35, 47], we find out that although the market is heading towards splitting
bandwidth direction (a part of the total bandwidth is dedicated to M2M traffic use
and the remaining bandwidth is dedicated to H2H traffic use); But, we believe that
it is not a quite enough resolution because of the limited bandwidth reserved for
M2M devices that will be depleted due to the synchronization behavior of M2M
devices or as a result of any event that triggers M2M simultaneous responses. To
solve the bandwidth limitation problem, we have proposed an effective solution as
an extension to the classic eNodeB in Long Term Evolution for Machines (LTE-M)
networks called Adaptive eNodeB (A-eNB). By implementing this novel solution, an
adaptive reallocation of the bandwidth leads for an essential resolution for many
presumable M2M storms. Based on SimuLTE modeler, the results proof that by
leasing some folds of LTE-M classic bandwidth, we can achieve a significant gain in
M2M traffic.
Our third station in the thesis journey continues by studying the mutual im-
pact of M2M and H2H traffic coexistence sharing the same bandwidth or by testing
two separate bandwidth one for M2M traffic and the other one dedicated for H2H
traffic. Although many proposed models can be found in the literature to improve
the system performance of M2M traffic with the coexistence of H2H traffic such in
[62, 64, 77, 79, 96], but these models do not allow the analysis of the system behav-
ior when facing different M2M/H2H applications with different priorities. To this
end, we propose an enhanced network architecture called Coexistence Analyzer and
Network Architecture for Long term evolution (CANAL) designed for Long Term
Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A)/LTE-M networks that helps studying H2H/M2M traf-
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fic coexistence while supporting the ability to apply various priority strategies to
satisfy the Quality of Service (QoS) for each traffic. Additionally, a queuing strategy
is enforced by a queuing control unit, which rule all queues allocated for different
traffic types. To validate our model, a Continuous-Time Markov Chain (CTMC)
model is proposed as a stochastic process tool to characterize the H2H/M2M coexis-
tence based on analytical equations. Our simulation results matched with the CTMC
analytical model which corroborates the proposed model. Moreover, they show that
using a prioritize LTE-A system for both M2M and H2H traffics is more convenient
in dense area scenarios; while in emergency cases, it is more appropriate to use a non
prioritize traffic strategy to keep both H2H and M2M traffics working properly at the
same time.
Next, we improved our model by extending our study to include H2H/M2M mu-
tual impact in LTE-A/Narrow Band-IoT (NB-IoT). Additionally, a significant re-
search gap can be spotted in the literature that models NB-IoT networks especially
during disaster scenarios. To this end, many simulations were performed along with
a case-study that describes an expected emergency event build from different reports.
Our results show that the network will be facing a huge degradation in the service
completion rate when using the classical eNodeB. This degradation reaches 9% in the
worst-case scenario where the average arrival rate 𝜆𝑤 = 11.2. But using our A-eNB
solution in NB-IoT network and by leasing a maximum 18 PRBs for M2M traffic of
the total bandwidth in LTE-A/NB-IoT networks, it can result a completion rate of
98% on all simulated M2M storms throughout emergency scenarios.
At the end of the journey, we realize that one of the major reasons of H2H/M2M
mutual impact is the incompatibility patterns among H2H and M2M traffics. Un-
like H2H traffic, M2M traffic is highly homogeneous in most of the cases because
M2M traffic uses small chunks of data in a low transmission rate, mostly with pre-
dictable communication times and durations [13]. But with M2M synchronization
behavior along with diverse applications from different domains that have different
payloads, timings and data-rates an accumulative traffic is expected to be received
from different sources, which forms an overall heterogeneous traffic. So, at the end of
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our project, we address the heterogeneity of M2M traffic along with H2H traffic and
its consequences using a Markov Modulated Poisson Processes (MMPP) framework
that models heterogeneous M2M traffic with H2H traffic using Markov chains as a
stochastic process tool to characterize the H2H/M2M coexistence based on different
analytical equations. Our simulation results show that using the classical eNodeB,
the network will be facing a huge degradation in the service completion rate for M2M
and H2H by reaching 8% in the worst-case scenario where the average arrival rate
𝜆𝑤 = 75. But using our A-eNB solution and by leasing a maximum 72 resources
reserved for M2M traffic from the total network resources, it can result a completion
rate of 96% throughout the worst-case scenario.
In this thesis, we have focused on 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
technologies (LTE-A, LTE-M and NB-IoT) as presumable Internet of Things (IoT)
enablers. In our future work, we tend to study non-3GPP technologies (e.g., Long
Range (LoRa), SigFox, etc.) and the behavior of M2M and H2H traffics which use dif-
ferent Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) during a disaster while maintaining
a satisfactory QoS.
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Appendix A
OMNeT++
A.1 Introduction
Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++ (OMNeT++) [51] is a modular, component-
based C++ simulation library and framework, primarily for building network simu-
lators.
The OMNeT++ simulation adds functionality for creating and configuring models
(NEtwork Description (NED) and Initialize (INI) files), performing batch executions
and analyzing the simulation results. It has a generic architecture, so it can be used
in various problem domains:
∙ Modeling of wired and wireless communication networks.
∙ Protocol modeling.
∙ Modeling of queueing networks.
∙ Modeling of multiprocessors and other distributed hardware systems.
∙ Validating of hardware architectures.
∙ Evaluating performance aspects of complex software systems.
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∙ In general, modeling and simulation of any system where the discrete event ap-
proach is suitable, and can be conveniently mapped into entities communicating
by exchanging messages.
OMNeT++ itself is not a simulator of anything concrete, but rather provides
infrastructure and tools for writing simulations. One of the fundamental ingredients
of this infrastructure is a component architecture for simulation models. Models are
assembled from reusable components termed modules. Well-written modules are truly
reusable, and can be combined in various ways like LEGO blocks.
Modules can be connected with each other via gates (other systems would call
them ports), and combined to form compound modules. The depth of module nesting
is unlimited. Modules communicate through message passing, where messages may
carry arbitrary data structures.
Modules can pass messages along predefined paths via gates and connections, or
directly to their destination; the latter is useful for wireless simulations, for example.
Modules may have parameters that can be used to customize module behavior and/or
to parameterize the model’s topology. Modules at the lowest level of the module
hierarchy are called simple modules, and they encapsulate model behavior. Simple
modules are programmed in C++, and make use of the simulation library.
Finally, OMNEST is the commercially supported version of OMNeT++. OM-
NeT++ is free only for academic and non-profit use; for commercial purposes, one
needs to obtain OMNEST licenses from Simulcraft Inc.
A.2 Installation
To install OMNET++, apply the following steps:
1) Download the OMNeT++ source code from http://omnetpp.org. Make sure you
select the Windows-specific archive, named omnetpp-4.6-src-windows.zip.
2) The package is nearly self-contained: in addition to OMNeT++ files it includes a
C++ compiler, a command-line build environment, and all libraries and programs
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required by OMNeT++.
3) Copy the OMNeT++ archive to the directory where you want to install it.
4) Choose a directory whose full path does not contain any space; for example, do not
put OMNeT++ under Program Files. Extract the zip file. To do so, right-click
the zip file in Windows Explorer, and select "Extract All from the menu". You
can also use external programs like Winzip or 7zip.
5) Rename the resulting directory to omnetpp-4.6. When you look into the new
omnetpp-4.6 directory, should see directories named doc, images, include, tools,
etc., and files named mingwenv.cmd, configure, Makefile, and others.
6) To configure and build OMNeT++, start "mingwenv.cmd" in the omnetpp-4.6
directory by double-clicking it in Windows Explorer. It will bring up a console
with the MSYS bash shell, where the path is already set to include the omnetpp-
4.6/bin directory. Enter the following commands:
./configure
make
The build process will create both debug and release binaries.
7) To start OMNeT++, use the command "omnetpp".
A.3 OMNeT++ components
Any OMNET++ project consists of the following components:
∙ NED files: The user describes the structure of a simulation model in the NED
language. NED stands for Network Description. NED lets the user declare
simple modules, and connect and assemble them into compound modules. NED
files have the ".ned" extension.
∙ INI files: In OMNeT++, simulation models are parameterized and configured
for execution using configuration files with the ".ini" extension, called INI files.
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INI files are text files, which can be edited using any text editor. However,
OMNeT++ 4.x introduces a tool expressly designed for editing INI files.
∙ cc files: A simple module (".cc" extension) is nothing more than a C++ class
which has to be sub-classed with one or more virtual member functions redefined
to define its behavior.
A.4 Simulation Launcher
The easiest way to launch a simulation is by selecting a project, folder, ini or NED
file in Project Explorer, and clicking the Run button on the toolbar.
∙ If a folder is selected and it contains a single INI file, OMNET++ will use this
file to start the simulation.
∙ If an INI file is selected, it will be used during the launch as the main INI file
for the simulation.
∙ If a NED file is selected which contains a network definition, the OMNET++
will scan for INI files in the active projects and will try to find a configuration
that allows this network to start.
A.5 User interface
As shown in Figure A-1, the top of the window contains the following elements below
the menu bar:
∙ Toolbar: The toolbar lets you access the most frequently used functions, such
as stepping, running and stopping the simulation.
∙ Status bar: Two rows of various fields and gauges, displaying the current event
number, simulation time, information about the next simulation event, and
other details. When the simulation is running, it displays performance data like
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Figure A-1: The main window of OMNET++ user interface.
the number of events processed per second. The second row can be turned off
to free up vertical space.
∙ Timeline: Displays the contents of the future events set.
The main window is divided into the following areas:
∙ Object Navigator: Displays the hierarchy of objects in the current simulation.
∙ Object Inspector: Displays the contents and properties of the selected object.
∙ Network Display: Displays the network or any module graphically. This is also
where animation takes place.
∙ Log Viewer: Displays the log of packets or messages sent between modules, or
log messages output by modules during simulation.
A.6 Tic-Toc example
The Tic-Toc example is available in the OMNeT++ installation under the directory
samples/tictoc. Tic-Toc is the most basic example in this appendix and it provides
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a quick overview on how to use and understand the "sequence chart". Start the
simulation and choose the simplest configuration, "Tictoc1", which specifies only
two nodes called "Tic" and "Toc". During initialization, one of the nodes will send
a message to the other. From then on, every time a node receives the message,
it will simply send it back. This process continues until you stop the simulation.
In Figure A-2, "Tic-Toc with two nodes" you can see how this is represented on
a Sequence Chart. The two horizontal lines correspond to the two nodes and are
labeled "Tic" and "Toc". The arrows represent message sends and the circles at the
end of each arrow represent events. It is easy to see that all message sends take 100
milliseconds and that the first sender is the node "Tic".
Figure A-2: Tic-Toc with two nodes.
In Figure A-3, there are six nodes tossing a message around until it reaches its
destination. You can see how the message goes from one node to another, starting
from node ’0’ and passing through it twice more, until it finally reaches its destination,
node ’3’.
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Figure A-3: Tic-Toc with six nodes.
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Appendix B
INET
B.1 Introduction
INET Framework [52] is an open-source model library for the OMNeT++ simulation
environment. It provides protocols, agents and other models for researchers and
students working with communication networks. INET is especially useful when
designing and validating new protocols, or exploring new scenarios.
INET contains models for the Internet stack (TCP, UDP, IPv4, IPv6, OSPF,
BGP, etc.), wired and wireless link layer protocols (Ethernet, PPP, IEEE 802.11, etc),
support for mobility, Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) protocols, several application
models and many other protocols and components.
Several other simulation frameworks take INET as a base, and extend it into
specific directions, such as vehicular networks, overlay/peer-to-peer networks, or Long
Term Evolution (LTE).
INET is built around the concept of modules that communicate by message pass-
ing. Agents and network protocols are represented by components, which can be
freely combined to form hosts, routers, switches, and other networking devices. New
components can be programmed by the user, and existing components have been
written so that they are easy to understand and modify.
INET benefits from the infrastructure provided by OMNeT++. Beyond making
use of the services provided by the OMNeT++ simulation kernel and library (com-
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ponent model, parameterization, result recording, etc.), this also means that models
may be developed, assembled, parameterized, run, and their results evaluted from the
comfort of the OMNeT++ Simulation, or from the command line.
Some INET features:
∙ Open System Interconnection (OSI) layers implemented (physical, link-layer,
network, transport, application).
∙ Pluggable protocol implementations for various layers.
∙ Internet Protocol (IP)-v4/IP-v6 network stack (or build your own network
layer).
∙ Transport layer protocols: Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), User Data-
gram Protocol (UDP), Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) Routing
protocols (ad-hoc and wired).
∙ Wired/wireless interfaces (Ethernet, Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP), Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11, etc.).
∙ Wide range of application models.
∙ Network emulation support.
∙ Mobility support.
∙ Supports the modeling of the physical environment.
∙ Visualization support.
B.2 Installation
There are several ways to install INET Framework:
∙ Let OMNeT++ download and install it for you. This is the easiest way. Just
accept the offer to install INET in the dialog that comes up when you first start
OMNeT++.
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∙ From INET Framework website, http://inet.omnetpp.org. It always installs
the last stable version compatible with your version of OMNeT++. If you need
some other version, they are available for download from the website.
∙ From GitHub. If you have experience with git, clone the INET Framework
project (inet-framework/inet), check out the revision of your choice, and follow
the INSTALL file in the project root.
The INET Framework builds upon OMNeT++ and uses the same concept: mod-
ules that communicate by message passing. Hosts, routers, switches and other net-
work devices are represented by OMNeT++ compound modules. These compound
modules are assembled from simple modules that represent protocols, applications,
and other functional units. A network is again an OMNeT++ compound module
that contains host, router and other modules.
B.3 Practical example in INET
In this example we show the configuration of two hosts communicating through a
wireless network using INET Framework.
In the first step, we want to create a network that contains two hosts, with one
host sending a UDP data stream wirelessly to the other. Our goal is to keep the
physical layer and lower layer protocol models as simple as possible. The scenario is
depicted in Figure B-1.
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Figure B-1: Wireless network in INET Framework.
The NED source of the network is shown in Figure B-2.
NED source explanation:
∙ The playground: The model contains a playground of the size 500x650 meters,
with two hosts spaced 400 meters apart. These numbers are set via "display"
strings.
∙ The hosts: In INET, hosts are usually represented with the StandardHost NED
type, which is a generic template for TCP/IP hosts. It contains protocol com-
ponents like TCP, UDP and IP, slots for plugging in application models, and
various Network Interface Cards (NIC)s. StandardHost has some variations in
INET, for example WirelessHost, which is basically a StandardHost preconfig-
ured for wireless scenarios.
As you can see, the hosts’ type is parametric in this NED file (defined via a
hostType parameter and the INetworkNode module interface). This is done so
that in later steps we can replace hosts with a different NED type. The actual
NED type here is WirelessHost, and later steps will override this setting using
omnetpp.ini.
∙ Address assignment: IP addresses are assigned to hosts by an Ipv4Network
Configurator module, which appears as the configurator sub-module in the net-
work. The hosts also need to know each others’ Media Access Control (MAC)
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addresses to communicate, which in this model is taken care of by using per-host
GlobalArp modules instead of real Address Resolution Protocol (ARP).
∙ Traffic model: In the model, host A generates UDP packets which are received
by host B. To this end, host A is configured to contain a UdpBasicApp module,
which generates 1000-byte UDP messages at random intervals with exponential
distribution, the mean of which is 12ms. Therefore the app is going to generate
100 kbyte/s (800 kbps) UDP traffic, not counting protocol overhead. Host B
contains a UdpSink application that just discards received packets. The model
also displays the number of packets received by host B.
The text is added by the @figure[rcvdPkText] line, and the subsequent line
arranges the figure to be updated during the simulation.
∙ Physical layer modeling: Let us concentrate on the module called radioMedium.
All wireless simulations in INET need a radio medium module. This module
represents the shared physical medium where communication takes place. It is
responsible for taking signal propagation, attenuation, interference, and other
physical phenomena into account.
In this model, we configure the chosen physical layer model (UnitDiskRadio
Medium and UnitDiskRadio) as follows. The communication range is set to 500
m. The radio data rates are set to 1 Mbps.
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Figure B-2: The NED source of a wireless network in INET Framework.
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Results: When we run the simulation, Host A’s UdpBasicApp generates UDP
packets at random intervals. These packets are sent down via UDP and IPv4 to the
network interface for transmission. The network interface queues packets, and trans-
mits them as soon as it can. As long as there are packets in the network interface’s
transmission queue, packets are transmitted back-to-back, with no gaps between sub-
sequent packets.
These events can be followed on OMNeT++’s run-time GUI. We can see a UDP
packet being sent down from the udpApp sub-module, traversing the intermediate
protocol layers, and being transmitted by the wlan interface.
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Appendix C
SimuLTE
C.1 Introduction
SimuLTE [15] is an innovative simulation tool enabling complex system level performance-
evaluation of Long Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE Advanced networks for the Ob-
jective Modular Network Testbed in C++ (OMNeT++) framework.
SimuLTE is written in C++ and is fully customizable with a simple pluggable
interface. One can also develop new modules implementing new algorithms and pro-
tocols.
SimuLTE is an open source project building on top of OMNeT++ and INET
Framework. The idea behind SimuLTE is to let researchers simulate and benchmark
their solutions on an easy-to-use framework. It borrows the concept of modularity
from OMNeT++ thus it is easy to extend.
C.2 Installation
Prerequisites:
SimuLTE requires the installation of OMNeT++ and INET Framework prior to
its installation:
∙ Make sure your OMNeT++ installation works fine (e.g. try running the sam-
ples) and it is in the path (to test, try the command "which nedtool").
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On Windows, open a console with the "mingwenv.cmd" command. The PATH
and other variables will be automatically adjusted for you. Use this console to
compile and run INET and SimuLTE.
∙ Install and test INET and be sure to check if the INET examples are running
fine before continuing.
Building SimuLTE:
a) Extract the downloaded SimuLTE tarball from its website (http://simulte.com)
next to the INET directory.
b) Change to the "simulte" directory.
c) Type "make makefiles". This should generate the makefiles.
d) Type "make" to build the SimuLTE executable.
e) You can run examples by changing into a directory under ’simulations’, and
executing "./run"
C.3 Single Cell example
We are ready for setting up our first simulation scenario. In the omnetpp.ini file, we
create a new configuration called SingleCell:
"[Config SingleCell]
network = lte.simulations.networks.SingleCell"
The network model (defined in the "omnetpp/simulations/networks" directory)
contains one eNodeB serving a variable number of UEs.
UEs need to communicate with a server located on the internet. Thus, we con-
figure the server so as it runs as many application as the number of UEs. UEs must
be associated with the eNodeB, by setting "macCellId" and "masterId" parameters
(eNodeB IDs are assigned progressively, starting from 1).
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Figure C-1: Single cell configuration.
Mobility parameters (i.e., initial position and mobility type) are also specified
both for the eNodeB and the UEs, as shown in Figure C-1.
Actually, till now we have not yet defined the type of the traffic. To do so, we
create two different configurations by extending the previous one in Figure C-1: one
for the downlink direction and one for the uplink direction, as shown in Figure C-2.
In this example, we use VoIP traffic model. The main difference between downlink
and uplink is the modules where the "VoIPSender" and "VoIPReceiver" applications
are located. Destination addresses and port numbers must be set such that one
sender application can unequivocally identify the receiver application. In Figure C-3
a screen-shot of the graphical run-time environment.
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Figure C-2: Single cell traffic.
Figure C-3: Single cell graphical run-time environment.
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C.4 ENSTAUL model
In our model, we use the open-source network simulator SimuLTE Modeler 0.9.1, in
an environment of OMNeT++ 4.6 and INET 2.3.0, as shown in in Figure C-4.
We built our model "ENSTAUL" based on the previous example named "single
cell". All files related to this example could be found in the following path:
"omentpp/samples/simulte/simulations"
Our model consists of the following components:
∙ One evolved Node B (eNodeB): which provides connectivity to a User Equip-
ment (UE); in another word it works as an access device in the LTE-A network.
∙ User Equipment (UE): In the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
(UMTS) and the 3rd Generation Partnership Project Long Term Evolution
(LTE), a UE is any device used directly by an end-user to communicate. It
can be a mobile telephone, a laptop computer equipped with a mobile broad-
band adapter, or any other device.
In our model we consider two types of traffic H2H and M2M traffics.
H2H traffic sub-categories are:
a) ue_ftpd: A UE performing a File Transfer (FTP) download from a server
"server_ftpd".
b) ue_ftpu: A UE performing a FTP upload to a server "server_ftpu".
c) ue_voipd: A UE performing a Voice over IP (VoIP) download from a
server "server_voipd".
d) ue_voipu: A UE performing a VoIP upload to a server "server_voipu".
e) ue_video: A UE performing a video streaming download from a server
"server_video".
M2M traffic is represented via M2M devices "u2_m2m" which perform uploads
for their data to a M2M server "server_M2M".
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Figure C-4: ENSTAUL model
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Our scenarios show an example of the M2M traffic load in an emergency event (e.g.,
earthquakes, fire, terrorist attacks, etc.). In such emergency events, besides of the
regular H2H network traffic (VoIP, Video Streaming and file transfer), an additional
M2M surge traffic attempts to access the network caused by the consequences of the
emergency event.
The core of the scenario uses the SimuLTE Modeler to focus on the ability of an
eNodeB to deal with a fixed number of H2H traffics (FTP-UL, FTP-DL, VoIP-UL,
VoIP-DL, Video Streaming "10 each") with an increasing number of M2M requests
attempting to access the LTE-A network simultaneously in 1 sec interval.
The SimuLTE scenario settings are given in Table C.1.
Table C.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
Simulation Length 300 sec
Min./Max. (eNodeB-UE distance) 0 m / 300 m
Terminal velocity 120 Km/h
Mobility model Linear Mobility
Transmission bandwidth 5 MHz (for DL and UL each)
No. of PRBs 25 (for DL and UL each)
The different traffic: VoIP, Video Streaming, file transfer and M2M are shown in
Table C.2.
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Table C.2: Traffic Models
Parameter Setting
Application Packet 40 Bytes
Interval 20 ms
VoIP Model
Talkspurts and Silences Default settings
Parameter Setting
Video Size 10 MB
Packet Length 1000 Bytes
Video Streaming Model
Frame Interval 75 ms
Parameter Setting
Packet Size 128 BytesM2M Model
Interval 1 sec
Parameter Setting
FTP Model
File Size 20 MB
We adjust all configurations in "omnetpp.ini" to simulate our scenario as follows:
1 [ General ]
2 tkenv image path = . . / . . / images
3 tkenv plugin path = . . / . . / . . / i n e t / e t c / p lug in s
4 tkenv de fau l t c on f i g =
5 output s ca l a r f i l e append = true
6 ** . vector r e co rd ing = true
7
8 #============= Simulat ion parameters ================
9 sim time l im i t =300s
10 warmup per iod=2s
11 r epeat = 1
12
13 #============= Channel parameters ================
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14 ** . channe lContro l . pMax = 10W
15 ** . channe lContro l . alpha = 1 .0
16 ** . channe lContro l . ca r r i e rFrequency = 2100 e+6Hz
17
18 #============= PhyLayer & Feedback parameters
================
19 ** . n i c . phy . channelModel=xmldoc (" conf ig_channel . xml ")
20 ** . feedbackComputation = xmldoc (" conf ig_channel . xml ")
21 ** . c on f i gu r a t o r . c on f i g = xmldoc ("demo . xml")
22 ** . fbDelay = 1
23
24 #============= Mobi l i ty parameters ================
25 ** . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMinZ = 0m
26 ** . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMaxZ = 0m
27
28 #============= AMC module parameters ================
29 ** . rbAl locat ionType = " l o c a l i z e d "
30 ** . dep loyer . numRbDl = 25
31 ** . dep loyer . numRbUl = 25
32 ** . numBands = 6
33
34 #============= S t a t i s t i c s ================
35 output s ca l a r f i l e = ${ r e s u l t d i r }/${ configname }/${ r e p e t i t i o n
} . sca
36 output vector f i l e = ${ r e s u l t d i r }/${ configname }/${ r e p e t i t i o n
} . vec
37 seed s e t = ${ r e p e t i t i o n }
38
39 #####################################
40 # S ing l eCe l l Con f igurat ion #
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41 #####################################
42 [ Conf ig mySingle ]
43 network = l t e . s imu la t i on s . networks . ens tau l10
44
45 #Number o f UEs in the network
46
47 #Change the number o f UEs f o r every app l i c a t i o n in t h i s part
48
49 #Number o f UEs downloading voip from the s e r v e r in group
Group_VoIP_DL
50 * . numVoip_download = ${voipd=10}
51
52 #Number o f UEs uploading voip to s e r v e r in group
Group_VoIP_UL
53 * . numVoip_upload = ${voipu=10}
54
55 #number o f UEs watching video in group Group_Videostreaming
56 * . numvideo = ${ v ideost reaming=10}
57
58 #number o f UEs downloading FTP in group Group_FTP_DL
59 * . numFtp_download = ${ ftpdownload=10}
60
61 #Number o f UEs uploading FTP in group Group_FTP_UL
62 * . numFtp_upload = ${ ftpupload=10}
63
64 #Number o f UEs sending ue_m2m s i g n a l s F i r s t Group o f M2M
65 * .num_m2m1 = ${m2m1= 300}
66
67 #Number o f External Ce l l s in the Network
68 * . numExtCells = ${ e x t c e l l s = 0}
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69
70 #============= Amount o f a pp l i c a t i o n s ================
71
72 #numUDP apps on UE
73 * . ue_voipd [ * ] . numUdpApps = 1
74 * . ue_voipu [ * ] . numUdpApps = 1
75 * . ue_vid [ * ] . numUdpApps = 1
76
77 # numTcp apps on UE
78 * . ue_ftpd [ * ] . numTcpApps = 1
79 * . ue_ftpu [ * ] . numTcpApps = 1
80 * .ue_m2m1 [ * ] . numTcpApps = 1
81
82 #============= Amount o f a pp l i c a t i o n s ================
83
84 # connect each UE to the eNB
85 ** . ue * [ * ] . macCellId = 1
86 ** . ue * [ * ] . masterId = 1
87
88 #se rv e r Apps
89
90 #FTP:TCP apps on Server
91 * . s e rver_ftpd . numTcpApps = ${ ftpdownload}
92 * . s e rver_ftpu . numTcpApps = ${ ftpupload }
93 * . server_M2M1 . numTcpApps = ${m2m1}
94
95 #UDP APPS on Server
96 * . server_voipd . numUdpApps = ${voipd}
97 * . server_voipu . numUdpApps = ${voipu}
98 * . s e rver_video . numUdpApps = ${ videost reaming }
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99
100
101 #============= Pos i t i on i ng and mob i l i ty ============
102 * . eNodeB . mob i l i ty . in i tFromDisp layStr ing = f a l s e
103 * . eNodeB . mob i l i ty . i n i t i a l X = 300m
104 * . eNodeB . mob i l i ty . i n i t i a l Y = 300m
105 #voipd l o c a t i o n
106 * . ue_voipd * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMaxX = 600m
107 * . ue_voipd * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMaxY = 600m
108 * . ue_voipd * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMinX = 0m
109 * . ue_voipd * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMinY = 0m
110 * . ue_voipd * . mob i l i ty . in i tFromDisp layStr ing = f a l s e
111 * . ue_voipd * . mob i l i ty . i n i t i a l X = uniform (0m,600m)
112 * . ue_voipd * . mob i l i ty . i n i t i a l Y = uniform (0m,600m)
113 #voipu l o c a t i o n
114 * . ue_voipu * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMaxX = 600m
115 * . ue_voipu * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMaxY = 600m
116 * . ue_voipu * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMinX = 0m
117 * . ue_voipu * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMinY = 0m
118 * . ue_voipu * . mob i l i ty . in i tFromDisp layStr ing = f a l s e
119 * . ue_voipu * . mob i l i ty . i n i t i a l X = uniform (0m,600m)
120 * . ue_voipu * . mob i l i ty . i n i t i a l Y = uniform (0m,600m)
121 #video l o c a t i o n
122 * . ue_vid * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMaxX = 600m
123 * . ue_vid * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMaxY = 600m
124 * . ue_vid * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMinX = 0m
125 * . ue_vid * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMinY = 0m
126 * . ue_vid * . mob i l i ty . in i tFromDisp layStr ing = f a l s e
127 * . ue_vid * . mob i l i ty . i n i t i a l X = uniform (0m,600m)
128 * . ue_vid * . mob i l i ty . i n i t i a l Y = uniform (0m,600m)
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129 #ftpd l o c a t i o n
130 * . ue_ftpd * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMaxX = 600m
131 * . ue_ftpd * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMaxY = 600m
132 * . ue_ftpd * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMinX = 0m
133 * . ue_ftpd * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMinY = 0m
134 * . ue_ftpd * . mob i l i ty . in i tFromDisp layStr ing = f a l s e
135 * . ue_ftpd * . mob i l i ty . i n i t i a l X = uniform (0m,600m)
136 * . ue_ftpd * . mob i l i ty . i n i t i a l Y = uniform (0m,600m)
137 #ftpu l o c a t i o n
138 * . ue_ftpu * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMaxX = 600m
139 * . ue_ftpu * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMaxY = 600m
140 * . ue_ftpu * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMinX = 0m
141 * . ue_ftpu * . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMinY = 0m
142 * . ue_ftpu * . mob i l i ty . in i tFromDisp layStr ing = f a l s e
143 * . ue_ftpu * . mob i l i ty . i n i t i a l X = uniform (0m,600m)
144 * . ue_ftpu * . mob i l i ty . i n i t i a l Y = uniform (0m,600m)
145 #m2m1 l o c a t i o n
146 * .ue_m2m1* . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMaxX = 800m
147 * .ue_m2m1* . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMaxY = 600m
148 * .ue_m2m1* . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMinX = 0m
149 * .ue_m2m1* . mob i l i ty . constraintAreaMinY = 0m
150 * .ue_m2m1* . mob i l i ty . in i tFromDisp layStr ing = f a l s e
151 * .ue_m2m1* . mob i l i ty . i n i t i a l X = uniform (600m,800m)
152 * .ue_m2m1* . mob i l i ty . i n i t i a l Y = uniform (200m,400m)
153 #*. e x tCe l l * . pos i t ion_x= uniform (0m,600m)
154 #*. e x tCe l l * . pos i t ion_y = uniform (0m,600m)
155
156
157 * . ue * . mob i l i ty . speed = 33.333 mps
158 * . ue * . mobil ityType = "LinearMobi l i ty "
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159 # #
160
161 ##################################################
162 # S ing l eCe l l Con f igurat ion
#
163 # Add DL t r a f f i c to the parent c on f i g u r a t i on #
164 ##################################################
165 [ Conf ig new_mix ]
166 extends = mySingle
167
168 #Group_VoIP_DL downloading voip from server_voipd
169 * . ue_voipd [ * ] . udpApp [ 0 ] . typename = "VoIPReceiver "
170 * . server_voipd . udpApp [ * ] . destAddress = "ue_voipd ["+ s t r i n g (
ances tor Index (0 ) )+"]"
171 * . server_voipd . udpApp [ * ] . l o c a lPo r t = 9999+ances tor Index (0 )
172 * . server_voipd . udpApp [ * ] . typename = "VoIPSender"
173 * . server_voipd . udpApp [ * ] . startTime = uniform (0 s , 0 . 0 2 s )
174
175 #Group_VoIP_UL uploading voip on server_voipu
176 * . server_voipu . udpApp [ * ] . typename = "VoIPReceiver "
177 * . server_voipu . udpApp [ * ] . l o c a lPo r t = 9500+ances tor Index (0 )
178 * . ue_voipu [ * ] . udpApp [ 0 ] . destAddress = " server_voipu "
179 * . ue_voipu [ * ] . udpApp [ 0 ] . destPort = 9500+ances tor Index (1 )
180 * . ue_voipu [ * ] . udpApp [ 0 ] . l o c a lPo r t = 3088
181 * . ue_voipu [ * ] . udpApp [ 0 ] . typename = "VoIPSender"
182 * . ue_voipu [ * ] . udpApp [ 0 ] . startTime = uniform (0 s , 0 . 0 2 s )
183
184
185 #Group_Videostreaming watching a video
186 * . ue_vid [ * ] . udpApp [ 0 ] . typename = "UDPVideoStreamCli"
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187 * . ue_vid [ * ] . udpApp [ 0 ] . s e rverAddres s = " server_video "
188 * . ue_vid [ * ] . udpApp [ 0 ] . l o c a lPo r t = 9999
189 * . ue_vid [ * ] . udpApp [ 0 ] . s e rve rPor t = 3088+ances tor Index (1 )
190
191
192 * . s e rver_video . udpApp [ * ] . typename = "UDPVideoStreamSvr"
193 * . s e rver_video . udpApp [ * ] . destAddress = "ue_vid ["+ s t r i n g (
ances tor Index (0 ) )+"]"
194 * . s e rver_video . udpApp [ * ] . l o c a lPo r t = 3088+ances tor Index (0 )
195 * . s e rver_video . udpApp [ * ] . s end In t e rva l = 0 .2ms
196
197 * . s e rver_video . udpApp [ * ] . v i d eoS i z e = 10MiB
198 * . s e rver_video . udpApp [ * ] . startTime = uniform (0 s , 0 . 0 2 s )
199 * . s e rver_video . udpApp [ * ] . packetLen = ${packetLen = 1000B}
200 * .mtu = 10000B
201
202 #Group_FTP_DL downloading from server_ftpd
203 * . ue_ftpd [ * ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . typename = "TCPSinkApp"
204 * . s e rver_ftpd . tcpApp [ * ] . connectAddress = "ue_ftpd ["+ s t r i n g (
ances tor Index (0 ) )+"]"
205 * . s e rver_ftpd . tcpApp [ * ] . l o c a lPo r t = 3088+ances tor Index (0 )
206 * . s e rver_ftpd . tcpApp [ * ] . typename = "TCPSessionApp"
207 * . s e rver_ftpd . tcpApp [ * ] . sendBytes = 20MiB
208 * . s e rver_ftpd . tcpApp [ * ] . startTime = 0 s
209
210
211 #Group_FTP_UL uploading f tp to server_ftpu
212 * . s e rver_ftpu . tcpApp [ * ] . typename = "TCPSinkApp"
213 * . s e rver_ftpu . tcpApp [ * ] . l o c a lPo r t = 5000+ances tor Index (0 )
214 * . ue_ftpu [ * ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . typename = "TCPSessionApp"
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215 * . ue_ftpu [ * ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . connectAddress="server_ftpu "
216 * . ue_ftpu [ * ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . connectPort=5000+ances tor Index (1 )
217
218 * . ue_ftpu [ * ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . sendBytes = 20MiB
219
220 #Group_ue_m2m1 uploading f tp to server_ue_m2m F i r s t Group
221 * . server_M2M1 . tcpApp [ * ] . typename = "TCPSinkApp"
222 * . server_M2M1 . tcpApp [ * ] . l o c a lPo r t = 12000+ances tor Index (0 )
223 * .ue_m2m1 [ * ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . typename = "TCPSessionApp"
224 * .ue_m2m1 [ * ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . connectAddress="server_M2M1"
225 * .ue_m2m1 [ * ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . connectPort=12000+ances tor Index (1 )
226 * .ue_m2m1 [ * ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . topen = 0 s
227 * .ue_m2m1 [ * ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . sendBytes = 0B
228 #*.ue_m2m1 [ * ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . s endScr ip t = "0.800626 128 ;1 .69727
128 ;2 .78977 128 ;3 .76491 128 ;4 .97632 128 ;5 .86337
128 ;7 .01861 128 ;7 . 9706 128 ;8 . 8163 128 ;9 .68996 128 ;10 .9842
128 ;11 .8437 128 ;12 .6482 128 ;13 . 714 128 ;14 .8149 128 ;15 . 698
128 ;16 .7234 128 ;17 .5519 128 ;18 .7436 128 ;19 .8035
128 ;21 .0415 128 ;22 .3194 128 ;23 .3891 128 ;24 .4201
128 ;25 .6512 128 ;26 .841 128 ;28 .1394 128 ;29 .2452 128 ;30 .1783
128 ;31 .3983 128 ;32 .3862 128 ;33 .5248 128 ;34 .3292
128 ;35 .2672 128 ;36 .3611 128 ;37 .5799 128 ;38 .6224
128 ;39 .7942 128 ;40 .8232 128 ;41 .9954 128 ;43 .0949
128 ;44 .2624 128 ;45 .3486 128 ;46 .2244 128 ;47 .237 128 ;48 .2955
128 ;49 .4713 128 ;50 .3557 128 ;51 .4017 128 ;52 .5516 128 ;"
229 i n c lude s c r i p t . i n i
We also created a M2M traffic generator to mimic the M2M behavior in the file
"script.ini" which inludes:
1 * .ue_m2m1 [ 0 . . 9 ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . s endScr ip t = "1.73767 128 ;2 .59651
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128 ;3 .51298 128 ;4 .43521 128 ;5 .33747 128 ;6 .25099 128 ;
. . . . . . . . . 266 .676 128 ;267 .607 128 ;268 .479 128 ;269 .339
128 ;"
2 * .ue_m2m1 [ 1 0 . . 1 9 ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . s endScr ip t = "1.05365 128 ;1 .96341
128 ;2 .85797 128 ;3 .78886 128 ;4 .70285 128 ;5 . 5612 128 ;
. . . . . . . . . 267 .312 128 ;268 .216 128 ;269 .152 128 ;270 .082
128 ;"
3 * .ue_m2m1 [ 2 0 . . 2 9 ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . s endScr ip t = "1.05282 128 ;1 .93837
128 ;2 . 8085 128 ;3 .70694 128 ;4 .59328 128 ;5 .45686 128 ;
. . . . . . . . . 267 .312 128 ;268 .216 128 ;269 .152 128 ;270 .082
128 ;"
4 * .ue_m2m1 [ 3 0 . . 3 9 ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . s endScr ip t = "1.2727 128 ;2 .16478
128 ;3 .08617 128 ;3 .94979 128 ;4 .84642 128 ;5 .74896 128 ;
. . . . . . . . . 267 .629 128 ;268 .549 128 ;269 .479 128 ;270 .374
128 ;"
5 * .ue_m2m1 [ 4 0 . . 4 9 ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . s endScr ip t = "1.28242 128 ;2 .18509
128 ;3 .08105 128 ;4 . 0074 128 ;4 .92072 128 ;5 . 8537 128 ;
. . . . . . . . . 267 .537 128 ;268 .433 128 ;269 .377 128 ;270 .264
128 ;"
6 * .ue_m2m1 [ 5 0 . . 5 9 ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . s endScr ip t = "1.30966 128 ;2 .22044
128 ;3 .10559 128 ;3 .96458 128 ;4 .88599 128 ;5 .81863
1 2 8 ; . . . . . . . . . 267 .775 128 ;268 .698 128 ;269 .597 128 ;270 .535
128 ;"
7 * .ue_m2m1 [ 6 0 . . 6 9 ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . s endScr ip t = "1.28566 128 ;2 .23374
128 ;3 .12732 128 ;4 .00701 128 ;4 .92503 128 ;5 .79823 128 ;
. . . . . . . . 268 .275 128 ;269 .209 128 ;270 .145 128 ;271 .03 128 ; "
8 * .ue_m2m1 [ 7 0 . . 7 9 ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . s endScr ip t = "1.86477 128 ;2 .81391
128 ;3 . 6749 128 ;4 .57069 128 ;5 .50624 128 ;6 .37552 128 ;
. . . . . . . . . 266 .685 128 ;267 .609 128 ;268 .534 128 ;269 .461
128 ;"
203
9 * .ue_m2m1 [ 8 0 . . 8 9 ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . s endScr ip t = "1.09959 128 ;2 .04002
128 ;2 .98646 128 ;3 .84231 128 ;4 .74318 128 ;5 .61345 128 ;
. . . . . . . . 267 .34 128 ;268 .239 128 ;269 .15 128 ;270 .083 128 ; "
10
11 Because the f i l e i s too long , we cannot in c lude a l l i t s
contents . So , we omit the l i n e s f o r the group o f M2M
dev i c e s : ue_m2m1 [ 9 0 . . 2 6 9 ] .
12
13 * .ue_m2m1 [ 2 7 0 . . 2 7 9 ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . s endScr ip t = "1.05733
128 ;1 .92404 128 ;2 .85593 128 ;3 .80175 128 ;4 .74835
128 ;5 .67609 128 ; . . . . . 268 .364 128 ;269 .228 128 ;270 .167
128 ;271 .046 128 ; "
14 * .ue_m2m1 [ 2 8 0 . . 2 8 9 ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . s endScr ip t = "1.25304
128 ;2 .20236 128 ;3 .11034 128 ;4 .05617 128 ;4 . 9115 128 ;5 .85033
128 ; . . . . . . 267 .553 128 ;268 .427 128 ;269 .322 128 ;270 .253
128 ; "
15 * .ue_m2m1 [ 2 9 0 . . 2 9 9 ] . tcpApp [ 0 ] . s endScr ip t = "1.72234
128 ;2 .64798 128 ;3 . 5326 128 ;4 .48047 128 ;5 .34227 128 ;6 .20482
128 ; . . . . . . 267 .695 128 ;268 .575 128 ;269 .463 128 ;270 .331
128 ; "
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Appendix D
CTMC analysis code in MATLAB
D.1 CTMC analytical methodology
Our CTMC analytical methodology consists of four steps:
- First, we use CTMC as a stochastic method to describe the sequence of possible
events M2M or H2H built on different states and various priorities.
- Second, we generate the equilibrium equations which rule the probability of
transitioning from one state to another.
- Third, we turn these probabilities and states into a linear system and by solving
it we can calculate each state probability under certain conditions.
- Fourth, using the aforementioned probabilities, we propose some metrics to char-
acterize the performance of the network, with the aim to evaluate M2M and H2H
traffics.
In our system states, two variables (𝑖,𝑗) are considered to denote the number of
two ongoing services one is high priority traffic and the other is low priority traffic
respectively. The system moves from one state to another if an event occurs (in-
crease/decrease of 𝑖 or 𝑗). The two traffics have two average arrival rates (𝜆1, 𝜆2)
assumed to follow Poisson distribution and two service rates (𝜇1, 𝜇2) assumed to
follow an exponential distribution.
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D.2 Matlab code
1 % Continuous Time Markov Chain
2 % % Note : The equat ions were checked and the t e s t f o r C=3
was va l i da t ed
3 % and compared with manual equat ion gene ra t i on .
4 % This program automat i ca l l y gene ra t e s equat ions f o r any
C value .
5 % I t a l s o computes the f o l l ow i ng performance metr i c s
6 % * CR_M2M: Se rv i c e complet ion ra t e f o r M2M
7 % * CR_H2H: Se rv i c e complet ion ra t e f o r H2H
8 %
9 % Assumptions
10 % Li == Lambda( i )
11 % Mi == Mue( i )
12 % Pic j == P( i , j )
13 % NB: ’ c ’ r ep r e s en t the comma to separa t e i and j
14 c l e a r a l l ;
15
16 % System inputs :
17 C = 25 ; % C>0
18 % syms L1 L2 M1 M2;
19 L1=50;
20 L2=200;
21 M1=5;
22 M2=1;
23
24 di sp ( [ ’
’ ] ) ;
25 di sp ( [ ’ Continuous Time Markov Chain model ’ ] ) ;
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26 di sp ( [ ’ C = ’ , num2str (C) ] ) ;
27 di sp ( [ ’
’ ] ) ;
28 %% System Sp e c i f i c a t i o n : Balance equat ions from graph
29 % > Case 1 : This i s not cons ide r ed in the equat ions .
30 % Equation 1 : (L1+L2)*P0c0 == M1*P1c0 + M2*P0c1
31 % > Case 2
32 % Equation 2 : (L1+L2+i *M1+j *M2)*Pi c j == L1*Pi 1 c j + L2*Pic j 1
+ ( i +1)*M1*Pi+1c j
33 % + ( j+1)*M2*Pi c j+1
34 % > Case 3
35 % Equation 3 : ( i *M1+j *M2)*Pi c j == L1*Pi 1 c j + L2*Pic j 1
36 % > Norm Equation
37 % Equation 4 : Sum( P i j ) = 1
38
39
40 %% Equations gene ra t i on
41 DEBUG = [ ] ;
42 v_P = [ ] ;
43 s t r_Pic j = [ ] ;
44 v_Equations = [ ] ;
45 eqn_temp = ’ 0 ’ ;
46
47 di sp ( [ ’ * Equation gene ra t i on . . . ’ ] ) ;
48 % Generation o f P i j + Equation 4
49 f o r i =1:C+1
50 f o r j =1:C+1
51 i f ( i+j 2 >C)
52 cont inue ;
53 end
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54
55 % i 1 : ongoing H2H & j 1 : ongoing M2M
56 DEBUG = [DEBUG sp r i n t f ( ’(%d,%d) ’ , i 1 , j 1 ) ] ; % For
debugging .
57 % cons t ruc t i ng the P i j s t r i n g
58 s t r = s t r c a t ( ’P ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’ c ’ , num2str ( j 1 ) ) ;
59 % Dec la ra t i on as symbols
60 eva l ( s p r i n t f ( ’ syms %s ; ’ , s t r ) ) ;
61 % Update the v_P vecto r
62 eva l ( s p r i n t f ( ’v_P = [v_P %s ] ; ’ , s t r ) ) ;
63 i f ( i==1) && ( j==1)
64 s t r_Pic j = ’P0c0 ’ ;
65 e l s e
66 s t r_Pic j = s t r c a t ( str_Pic j , ’ , ’ , s t r ) ;
67 end
68 % Equation 4
69 eqn_temp = s t r c a t ( eqn_temp , ’ + ’ , s t r ) ;
70
71 end
72 end
73
74 eqn_temp = s t r c a t ( eqn_temp , ’ == 1 ’ ) ; % Completing equat ion
4
75 v_Equations = [ v_Equations , eva l ( eqn_temp) ] ; % Adding the
equat ion to the vec to r o f equat ions
76
77 % Generation o f equat ions 2 and 3
78 f o r i =1:C+1
79 f o r j =1:C+1
80 % i 1 : ongoing H2H & j 1 : ongoing M2M
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81 c l e a r eqn_temp ;
82
83 i f ( i+j 2 >C)
84 cont inue ;
85 e l s e i f ( ( i+j 2 <C) && ( i+j 2 >0) ) % Equation 2
86 %(L1+L2+i *M1+j *M2)*Pi j == L1*Pi 1 , j + L2*Pi , j 1 +
( i +1)*M1*Pi+1, j + ( j +1)*M2*Pi , j+1
87 i f ( i 1 == 0)
88 eqn_temp = s t r c a t ( ’ (L1+L2+’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’*M1+
’ , num2str ( j 1 ) , ’*M2)*P ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’ c ’ ,
num2str ( j 1 ) , ’ == L2*P ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’ c ’ ,
num2str ( j 2 ) , ’+ ’ , num2str ( i ) , ’*M1*P ’ ,
num2str ( i ) , ’ c ’ , num2str ( j 1 ) , ’+ ’ , num2str ( j
) , ’*M2*P ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’ c ’ , num2str ( j ) ) ;
89 e l s e i f ( j 1 == 0)
90 eqn_temp = s t r c a t ( ’ (L1+L2+’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’*M1+
’ , num2str ( j 1 ) , ’*M2)*P ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’ c ’ ,
num2str ( j 1 ) , ’ == L1*P ’ , num2str ( i 2 ) , ’ c ’ ,
num2str ( j 1 ) , ’+ ’ , num2str ( i ) , ’*M1*P ’ ,
num2str ( i ) , ’ c ’ , num2str ( j 1 ) , ’+ ’ , num2str ( j
) , ’*M2*P ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’ c ’ , num2str ( j ) ) ;
91 e l s e
92 eqn_temp = s t r c a t ( ’ (L1+L2+’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’*M1+
’ , num2str ( j 1 ) , ’*M2)*P ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’ c ’ ,
num2str ( j 1 ) , ’ == L1*P ’ , num2str ( i 2 ) , ’ c ’ ,
num2str ( j 1 ) , ’+ L2*P ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’ c ’ ,
num2str ( j 2 ) , ’+ ’ , num2str ( i ) , ’*M1*P ’ ,
num2str ( i ) , ’ c ’ , num2str ( j 1 ) , ’+ ’ , num2str ( j
) , ’*M2*P ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’ c ’ , num2str ( j ) ) ;
93 end
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94 v_Equations = [ v_Equations eva l ( eqn_temp) ] ;
95 e l s e i f ( i+j 2 == C) % Equation 3
96 % ( i *M1+j *M2)*Pi j == L1*Pi 1 , j + L2*Pi , j 1
97 i f ( i 1 == 0)
98 eqn_temp = s t r c a t ( ’ ( ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’*M1+’ ,
num2str ( j 1 ) , ’*M2)*P ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’ c ’ ,
num2str ( j 1 ) , ’ == L2*P ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’ c ’ ,
num2str ( j 2 ) ) ;
99 e l s e i f ( j 1 == 0)
100 eqn_temp = s t r c a t ( ’ ( ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’*M1+’ ,
num2str ( j 1 ) , ’*M2)*P ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’ c ’ ,
num2str ( j 1 ) , ’ == L1*P ’ , num2str ( i 2 ) , ’ c ’ ,
num2str ( j 1 ) ) ;
101 e l s e
102 eqn_temp = s t r c a t ( ’ ( ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’*M1+’ ,
num2str ( j 1 ) , ’*M2)*P ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’ c ’ ,
num2str ( j 1 ) , ’ == L1*P ’ , num2str ( i 2 ) , ’ c ’ ,
num2str ( j 1 ) , ’+ L2*P ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’ c ’ ,
num2str ( j 2 ) ) ;
103 end
104 v_Equations = [ v_Equations eva l ( eqn_temp) ] ;
105 e l s e % Equation 1 i s not cons ide r ed in the s o l u t i o n
106 cont inue ;
107 end
108
109 end
110 end
111
112
113 %% Equation Solve
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114 % v_Equations and v_P are p r ev i ou s l y generated
115 % str_Pic j : i s a s t r i n g that conta in s a l l P i c j names
116
117 di sp ( [ ’ * Equation s o l v e . . . ’ ] ) ;
118 s t r= s t r c a t ( ’ [ ’ , s t r_Pic j , ’ ] = so l v e ( v_Equations , v_P) ; ’ ) ;
119 s t r
120 eva l ( s t r ) ;
121 %[ P0c0 , P0c1 , P0c2 , P0c3 , P1c0 , P1c1 , P1c2 , P2c0 , P2c1 , P3c0 ]
= so l v e ( v_Equations , v_P) ;
122 %[ P0c0 , P0c1 , P0c2 , P0c3 , P1c0 , P1c1 , P1c2 , P2c0 , P2c1 , P3c0
param cond i t i on s ]= so l v e ( v_Equations , v_P, ’
ReturnConditions ’ , t rue ) ;
123
124 %% Performance Metr ics > The system performances should be
g en e r a l i z e d a l s o
125 % S : State Space
126 % CR_M2M = Serv i c e complet ion ra t e M2M: Sum( j *M2*Pi c j )
127 % CR_M2M = 0*M2* So lu t i on . P00 + 1*M2* So lu t i on . P01 + 2*M2*
So lu t i on . P02 + 3*M2* So lu t i on . P03 + 0*M2* So lu t i on . P10 + 1*
M2* So lu t i on . P11 + 2*M2* So lu t i on . P12 + 0*M2* So lu t i on . P20 +
1*M2* So lu t i on . P21 + 0*M2* So lu t i on . P30 ;
128
129 di sp ( [ ’ * System computation . . . ’ ] ) ;
130
131 CR_M2M = 0 ;
132 % Generation o f equat ions 2 and 3
133 f o r i =1:C+1
134 f o r j =1:C+1
135 % i 1 : ongoing H2H & j 1 : ongoing M2M
136 i f ( i+j 2 >C)
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137 cont inue ;
138 end
139 strM2M = s t r c a t ( ’CR_M2M = CR_M2M + ’ , num2str ( j 1 ) , ’*
M2*P ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’ c ’ , num2str ( j 1 ) , ’ ; ’ ) ;
140 eva l ( strM2M) ;
141 end
142 end
143 eva l (CR_M2M)
144 % CR_H2H = Serv i c e complet ion ra t e M2M: Sum( i *M1*Pi j )
145 % CR_H2H = 0*M1* So lu t i on . P00 + 0*M1* So lu t i on . P01 + 0*M1*
So lu t i on . P02 + 0*M1* So lu t i on . P03 + 1*M1* So lu t i on . P10 + 1*
M1* So lu t i on . P11 + 1*M1* So lu t i on . P12 + 2*M1* So lu t i on . P20 +
2*M1* So lu t i on . P21 + 3*M1* So lu t i on . P30 ;
146
147 CR_H2H = 0 ;
148 % Generation o f equat ions 2 and 3
149 f o r i =1:C+1
150 f o r j =1:C+1
151 % i 1 : ongoing H2H & j 1 : ongoing M2M
152 i f ( i+j 2 >C)
153 cont inue ;
154 end
155 strH2H = s t r c a t ( ’CR_H2H = CR_H2H + ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’*
M1*P ’ , num2str ( i 1 ) , ’ c ’ , num2str ( j 1 ) , ’ ; ’ ) ;
156 eva l ( strH2H ) ;
157 end
158 end
159 eva l (CR_H2H)
160 % Perf2 : Resource U t i l i z a t i o n M2M and H2H: Sum ( ( ( i+j ) /C)*Pi j
) ;
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161 % Perf2 = ((0+0)/C)* So lu t i on . P00 + ((0+1)/C)* So lu t i on . P01 +
((0+2)/C)* So lu t i on . P02 + ((0+3)/C)* So lu t i on . P03 + ((1+0)/C
)* So lu t i on . P10 + ((1+1)/C)* So lu t i on . P11 + ((1+2)/C)*
So lu t i on . P12 + ((2+0)/C)* So lu t i on . P20 + ((2+1)/C)* So lu t i on
. P21 + ((3+0)/C)* So lu t i on . P30 ;
162
163
164 %% Evaluat ion 1
165 di sp ( [ ’ * Evaluat ion 1 . . . ’ ] ) ;
166
167 L1 = [ 0 : 0 . 1 : 2 ] ;
168 L2 = 1 ;
169 M1 = 0 . 5 ;
170 M2 = 0 . 5 ;
171
172 %disp ( [ ’ S e rv i c e complet ion ra t e o f M2M: ’ , num2str ( eva l ( Per f1
) ) ] ) ;
173 % disp ( [ ’ Total r e s ou r c e u t i l i z a t i o n : ’ , num2str ( eva l ( Per f2 ) )
] ) ;
174
175 f i gu r e , p l o t (L1 , eva l (CR_M2M) , ’ k ’ , L1 , eva l (CR_H2H) , ’ r ’ ) ;
176 % f i gu r e , p l o t (L1 , eva l ( Per f2 ) ) ;
177
178 %% Evaluat ion 2
179 % L1 = 1 ;
180 % L2 = [ 0 : 0 . 1 : 2 ] ;
181 % M1 = 0 . 5 ;
182 % M2 = 0 . 5 ;
183
184 %disp ( [ ’ S e rv i c e complet ion ra t e o f M2M: ’ , num2str ( eva l ( Per f1
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) ) ] ) ;
185 % disp ( [ ’ Total r e s ou r c e u t i l i z a t i o n : ’ , num2str ( eva l ( Per f2 ) )
] ) ;
186
187 % f i gu r e , p l o t (L2 , eva l (CR_M2M) , ’ k ’ , L2 , eva l (CR_H2H) , ’ r ’ ) ;
188 % f i gu r e , p l o t (L1 , eva l ( Per f2 ) ) ;
189
190
191 %% Saving workspace
192 save ( s p r i n t f ( ’CTMM_workspace_C%s ’ , num2str (C) ) ) ;
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Appendix E
M/M/1 Queuing Model in SimuLink
E.1 Overview
This example shows how to model a single-queue, single-server system with a dou-
ble traffic source and an infinite storage capacity. In the notation, the M stands
for Markovian; M/M/1 means that the system has a Poisson arrival process, an ex-
ponential service time distribution, and one server. Queuing theory provides exact
theoretical results for some performance measures of an M/M/1 queuing system and
this model makes it easy to compare empirical results with the corresponding theo-
retical results.
E.2 Structure
The proposed architecture in Figure E-1 is based on Matlab libraries presented in [83].
Many enhancements are made in order to match our CANAL architecture presented
in chapter (5):
∙ The architecture consists of a single-queue and single-server system with a dou-
ble traffic sources. In order to omit the role of the queuing for the moment, we
consider an infinite storage capacity.
∙ Entity Generator block: Models a Poisson arrival process by generating entities.
Arrivals occur at an average rate 𝜆 according to a Poisson process and move
the process from state (𝑖) to (𝑖+ 1) and/or (𝑗) to (𝑗 + 1).
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∙ Simulink Function "exponentialArrivalTime()" : The "entity server" block mod-
els H2H and M2M traffics one at a time by allowing one event only (either 𝑖 or 𝑗)
in the smallest time interval. The service time has an exponential distribution
with a rate parameter 𝜇, where 1
𝜇
is the mean service time.
∙ Entity Queue block: Stores entities that have yet to be served in First Input
First Output (FIFO) order or by priority discipline, with a flexible buffer size.
∙ When the service is completed, the served request leaves the system and the
number of ongoing services in the system reduces by one (𝑖) to (𝑖− 1) and/or
(𝑗) to (𝑗 − 1).
∙ The architecture makes it easy to compare empirical results with the corre-
sponding theoretical results.
E.3 Results and Displays
The model includes these visual ways to understand its performance:
∙ Scopes labeled "Waiting Time" showing the empirical values of the waiting time
in the queue, on a single set of axes.
∙ A scope labeled "Server Utilization" (𝑠𝑢) showing the utilization of the single
server over the course of the simulation, where 𝑠𝑢 = 𝜆
𝜇
, 𝜆 is the arrival rate
and 𝜇 is the service rate.
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Figure E-1: M/M/1 Queuing System
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